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Overview

The Office of Space Flight (OSF)
Advanced Program activities are
directed toward enharlc,rng and ex-
panding the national Space Trans-
portation System (STS) In fiscal year
1983. the second Space Shuttle
Orbiter—Challenger— was added to

Lung term JSC goals

the STS inventory Several of the key
features of the STS have been demon-
strated, Including the first extravehic-
ular activities the fir. - Interim upper
stage (IUS) mission, successful dem-
onstration of the Shuttle remote
manipulator system (RMS), and the
integration of the Spacelah into the

STS Although the bulk of the Johnson
Space Center (JSC) work force has
been directly involved In these activ
(ties, a steadily growing number of
activities are underway toward the
longer term goals of enhanced Shuttle
orbital operations and of permanency
in Earth orbit as illustrated

1990's GOAL: DEVELOP MANNED GEOSYNCHRONOUS FACILITY

1980's GOAL: DEVELOP PEP, 11 KENT

MANNED OCCUPANCY
OF LOW EARTH ORBIT

I
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Chaiienper as photographed by the Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS) on STS-7 mission
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In the 1980 s. STS missions will
require enhanced Space Shuttle capa-
bilities in the areas of satellite prox-
imity operations and docking New
payloads such as the tethered satellite
will require improved dynamics and
control capabilities Concepts such
as scavenging fuel from the jhuttle
Orbiter for use by other spacecr°'t
are being envisioned as are new
orbital vehicles capable of operating
In conjunction with the Shuttle and the
space station to ferry men and equip-
ment to orbits beyond the domain of
the Space Shuttle All these areas of
potential operation are being investi-
gated In JSC Advanced Program
studies

The permanently manned space
station is the most important new
concept of the NASA space program
to be added in this decade It will
complement the Shuttle, Spacelab
and upper stage components of the
STS to add new dimensions to our
capability to live and function In space
It will act not only as an Important
adjunct to the Spac 3 Transportation
System but, perhapF more importantly,
as a vital asset for ;pace science and
operations in its own right

During this period, the development
of the manned facility In low Earth
orbit has been vigorously pursued

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

through both specifically focused and
more generally applicable studies and
designs Virtually all OSF-funded and
In-nouse studies conducted at JSC
during the past year were related to
enhancing the operations and capa
bllities of the STS or to supporting the
developmetd of 1' a manned orbital
space station In some Instances. the
work can be applied to both objectives

Space Shuttle Utilization

The JSC activities devoted to devel-
oping and enhancing the Shuttle capa-
bility to provide fully operational, cost-
effective, and routine access to space
for payload users were many and
varied Primary, of course, was con-
duct of the Shuttle missions, which
yielded experience and added profi-
ciency In the routines of launching
operating In orbit, recovering. and
prepar e ^ W the Shuttle for the next
mission The efficiency and expertise
gained from this operational experi-
ence Is essential to reducing costs
and attaini ng the goal of cost-effective,
rout— access to space

Another important result of the
Kittle missions conducted In 198'

was demonstration of the RMS , i a-
bl i .,es in satellite serv;cing The, - 1S
was first used on the STS-7 missi( ; -i to

deploy and later retrieve the Shuttle
Pallet Satellite (SPAS), developed by
West Germany, which provided the
exceller., picture of the Shuttle oper
ating In space as seen by a fellow
space vehicle On the STS 8 mission,
the capabilities of the RMS were thor-
oughly exercised through operations
with the Payload Deploymen t and
Retrieval System test article and the
Payload Flight Test Article (PDRS/
PFTA) As a result of these activities,
the RMS has been shown to re a vital
part of the STS arsenal of equipment
for satellite servicing and space
operations

A study Is underway to use the RMS
as a configurable, flexible structure to
aid In the development of modeling
techniques and of closed-loop active
control laws The capability to con-
figure the RMS to represent significant
aspects of larpo^ space structures
makes it a suitable test article for
Investigating on-orbit vibration and
damping

Of a less spectactt'ar nature, but of
utmost Importance to STS utilization,
were the OSF-funded and In-house-
supported activities conducted
by JSC during the year The w ,)rk on
orbital refueling mentioned labt year
has particular Interest and potential
This project, an offshoot of Advanced
Programs funding, wi l l demonstrate
the on-orbit transfer of hydrazine
propellant from a storage tank through
a zero-g servicing system Into a flight-
type propulsion module The demon-
stration will illustrate the practicality
of extending the operating life of
existing satellites, such as Landsat,
by replenishing their propellants from
the Shuttle

A catalog of tools and equipment,
storage containers, payload carriers,
and projected satellite servicing
equipment was Issued as the result of
another funded effort This document
will aid payload developers and users
in Incorporating the STS capabilities
for payload support in their planning,
design, and operations

Space Station

During fiscal year 1983, JSC has con-
tinued vigorous support of the NASA
goal to establish a permanent manned
presence in space Tha ac t ivities at
,f `.;^ ar 'ncu, r'ri oy the Space Stauon
P roject Office, with work being ac-
complished throughout the Center

L	 -1)



The Payload Deployment and Retrieval System/Payload Flight Test Article deployed on STS-8
mission

Space station alternate configurations
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Fiscal year 1983 activities can be
categorized by three major areas of
emphasis The first is a continuation
of in-house system-level studies cf
configuration options in response tc
user requirements being defined
through a combination of government
and industry studies To develop these
configL , ra;ron options an In-house
organizational str.rcture consisting of
system- and subsystem-level panels
has been formed These panels eval-
uate options to the subsystem level
and integrate results to establish over-
all config ,ration options The illustra-
tions represent options currently under
evaluation

In addition to i ivestrgating the alter
native overall configurations. a great
amount of study has been devoted to
systems definition and I )cations and
to systems operat-on analysis Sizing
studies for crew, power systems,
research areas. etc , have been per-
formed as an aid in defining and
bounding the space station costs

The second area of emphasis has
been support of NASA Headquarters
"Space Task Group" activities Areas
of support include performance of a
series of studies in support of the
Concept Development Group, devel-
opment of operations guidelines and
procedures in support of the Opera-
tions Wor',ing Group, definition of
programmatic activities required for
program initiation in Support of the
Program Planning Working Group, and
development and analysis of mission
requirements in support of the Mission
Requirements Working Group

Special studies include definition of
a multidiscipline Manned Research
Laboratory, studies of space station
food systems, and long-duration impli-
cations of these systems Also investi-
gated were potential low-cost habit-
ability mockups From an operational
analysis standpoint, special studies
included automatic r endezvous and
uockmg investigations, operational
control zones. and reference mission
envelopes

The third area of emphasis has
been the continued definition of ''test
beds" required to properly assess
subsystem-level technology to be
incorporated In the space station.
Currently, existing JSC test facilities
are bung used to conduct preliminary
testing in the disciplines of environ-
mental control, power, propulsion,

OSF 5
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Photoqraph of IUS exhaust cloud made using Lincoln Laboratory 31- In telescope

111^ 4

avionics and habitability Results to
date indicate that a very substantial
increase in understanding of tech-
nology readiness can be obtained
through the use of early ground and
flight test activities Proposals have
been submitted to the Space Station
Task Force to develop space station
unique test beds in the following areas
data management, guidance, naviga-
tion, and control, environmental control
and life support. tnermal management
electrical power, communications and
tracking, onboard propulsion, space
r iechanisms, and fluids management

Funded studies sponsored by Ad-
vanced Programs include the investi-
gation of an integrated atmosphere
revitalization system for use on the
space station to replace the expend
able lithium hydroxide system em-
ployed on the Space Shuttle Also
studied were distributed data manage-
ment system concepts maximiz,rig
;jse of new technology such as Local
Area Network techniques, fiber optics,
and bubble memory systems

Propellant scavenging from the
Space Shuttle Orbiter systems appears
to be a cost-effective technique for
refueling orbital transfer vehicles
located at the space station The use
of a tethered orbital refueling system
is another intriguing companion
concept

Continuation and expansion of the
JSC in-house and funded space station
activities are plannad for fiscal year
1984 in anticipation of initiating formal
space station definition in fiscal year
1985

Orbltd Debrls

Studies of the populations and ha1L rds
of manmade orbital debris (repor! , J
in 1982 R&T Report) continue at JSC
under the sponsorship of several NASA
offices A photograph taken at Lincoln
Laboratory's Experiment Test Site,
White Sands, New Mexico, on October
30, 1982, using their 31-in telescope
shows the final seconds of a second-
stage IUS burn, ?3 000 mi, away
Clearly visible by , eflected sunlight is
the 2000 lb of aluminum oxide dust
that these rockets produce. The
photograph shows the dust spread
over 300 mi in space Preliminary
calculations and limited experimental
data Indicate that the flux from these
dust particles can exceed the natural

6 OSF

meteoroid environment However, the
amount by which the natural environ-
ment is exceeded depends on the
orbital lifetime of these microscopic
particles These studies of particle
lifetime are planned for fiscal year
1984

Also visible in the photograph are
15th magnitude stars Use of this tel-
escope in an optical search for small

orbital debris during fiscal year 1984
Is planned Expectations are that
objects as small as 1 cm will be de
tectatle at 400 km altitude Presen
Cation of all these data and other
information on orbital debris Is planned
at a ''Space Debris Workshop. sched
uled on June 29, at the 1984 Comma
tee on Space Research meeting in
Graz, Austria
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Typical configuration for STS-7 /RMS/SPAS -01 experiment investigations
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Remote Manipulator System
Control Technology

TM Henry : O Kaupp. Jr./111112
Reference 0111' 1

t arge space systems control tech
nology will require advancements in
methods of accurately modeling flex -
ole structures, p.actical application
f systems Identification techniques

Ind development of closed -locp active
controllaws The Orbiter/remoterna
nipulator system (RM i)/payload is a
I lexible structure that can be config
ured to represent significant aspects
of large space structure operations It
s. therefore, a suitable test article for
Investigation of on-orbit vibration
damping

Three phases of on-orbit experiments
using the RMS and Instrumented pay-
loads are being developed tc investi-
gate potential control problems asso-
ciated with large space structure
development construction. and opera-
tion The requisite sensors, control
and Identification algorithms, and actu-
ators for these experiments may he
provided by any or all of the RMS,
payload, and general-purpose com-
puters The first phase of the experi-
ments requires m , nimal integration
with existing Shuttle hardware and
software and will support an evalua-
tion of current modeling techniques in
addition to an assessment of the
practical applicability of system iden-
hhcation algorithms Since it is not

possible to Implement closed loop
actve control without hardwar an,:
software modifications to the (1G,
ter/RMS/payload system, the near
term experiments will serve primarily
to augment the development of sys
lem Identification algorithms and con-
trol laws for simulation of closed-loop
experiments

Experiments In the second phase
will Incorporate the modeling and sys
tem Identification experience of the
first phase with flight data to simulate
closeo-loop active control of the RMS
and payloads such as the Shuttle
Pallet Satellite (SPAS 01) Planning
for the third phase of experiments will
consider active control of the RMS
and flexible payloads such as solar
panels appendages, containers and
elements of large space systems
These experiments may necessitate
some r dditions or changes to the
curter. Shuttle software and/or hard-
ware '-) facilitate Implementation of
cloy , i000 active control

The system Identification procedure
used to validate the RMS modb' Using
flight data from Space Shuttle flights

3, and 4 required substantial ongl
nearing judgment to accommodate
problems of resolution of system non
linearity, and of the Interdependence
of sampling rate ano numerical error
Progress had been made In Imple
merling a more autonomous Identifi
cation Procedure that can be incorpo-
rated In an active vibration damping
algorithm

A series of maneuvers using the
RMS and the SPAS-01 payload was
performed on STS-1 Postflight anal
ysis of data from RMS actuators and
SPAS-01 sensors will support a simu
lation of active vibration damping On
STS-8, several maneuvers I ising the
RMS and the Payload Flight Test
Article payload were completed Data
from RMS actuators and strdin gages
will be used to evaluate revised sys-
lem Identification algorithms and an
active control law

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Automated Rendezvous,
Proximity, and Docking
TM: gob grown/FM
Reference OSF 2

Future on-orbit operations will require
routine automated rendezvous, prox-
imity, and docking operations with the
space station and to satellites for
servicing, retrieval, maintenance, re-
pair, or inspection.

Work to develop automated on-orbit
operations has resulted in definition
of the Automated Rendezvous, Prox-
imity, and Docking System, which
enables autonomous, unmanned or-
bital operations. The system consists
of seven basic components: a pas-
slvely coopArative target vehicle such
as the Space Telescope; an active
orbital maneuvering vehicle; an accu-
rate relative navigation sensor such
as the Advanced Rendezvous and

Docking Sensor; a Tracking and Data

Relay Satellit© System (TDRSS) com-
munication and data link; the auto-
mated sequencer and guidance, nav-
ination, and control (GN&C:) system;
,im control station; and the Mission
Support Computer Facility.

The automated sequencer provides
an interface between the control station
and the vehicle. On-orbit operations
are accomplished by the sequencer
by way of commands to the onboard
GN&C system. Normal operations do
not require a communication/ data
link to the control station; however,
overall control of the vehicle is main-
tained at the control station by periodic
communication/data links through the
TDRSS.

The control station is generic and
can be located on the ground, onboard
the space station, or onboard a manned
active vehicle. Computer support to
the control station is provided by way
of a remote terminal link, investigated
in a previous study, to a ground-
based computer facility.

To validato this automated concept,
the Orbital Operations Simulator, a
high-fidelity digital simulation of on-
orbit vehicles in the orbital environ-
ment, was developed. The simulator
is being used as a tool for automated
operational technique development,
trajectory design, performance anal-
ysis, and hardware/ software require-
ments definition. Simulation effects
currently include automated vehicle
control by way of onboard computer
software, manual backup control by
way of hand-controller Inputs, a closed-
circuit-television downlink, a ground
control station, and a high-fidelity on-
orbit environment. Additional Orbital
Operat i ons Simulator capabilities in-
clude space station operations anal-
ysis, traffic control studies, integrated
simulation of multivehicle operations,
man-In-tne-loop control. goosyn-
chronous orbit mission operations,
and automated satellite servicing
requirements definition.

The Automated Rendezvous, Proximity, and Docking System.

TDRSS	 ADVANCED
RENDEZVOUS AND
DOCKING	 REFLECTORS

AUTOMATED —► 	 SENSOR
SEQUENCER
AND GN&C	 ^^ =.^°_ =--- __--
SYSTEM

aSOFT	 TARGET
DOCKING	 VEHICLE

ORBITAL	
SYSTEM

MANEUVERING
VEHICLE

COMM/DATA	 REMOTE
LINKSTERMINAL

	

/	 LINK

CONTROL STATION	 MISSION
Q	 SUPPORT

r	 COMPUTER

	

TDRSS GROUND	 .^'^" 	 ^--w,,	 FACILITY
STATION
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Satellite Services
Standard Interfaces
TM: Gordon Rysavy/EO
Reference OSF 3

The fully operational Space Transporta-
tion System will have requirements
for satellite service capability for pay-
load deployment and retrieval, pay-
load support on rsortie missions, rnd
satellite support servicing within or
adjacent to the cargo bay. Potential
satellite support services include (1)
resupply of e ypendable items such as
propellants or raw materials for proc-
essing, (2) checkout, maintenance,
and repair, (3) reconfiguration of son-
sors, and (4) componWt exchange.
Previous studies produced the require-
ments and concept definition of var-
ious Items of satellite services equip-
ment, Some of this equipment is
available or under development, with
the remainder being newly Identified
Items for future development consider-
ation.

. Routine satellite servicing will re-
quire the standardization of both man
and machine servicing interfaces.

'.
Standardization	 will al!ow satellite
designers !r	 + ^orporate servicing

1- interfaces .. , 	 ,.lible with availableI
an..	 p a:.	 : o Space Transportation
Systerr	 arvicing equipment and
procedures.

i

4
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The approach to this requirement is to
develop satellite servicing guidelines
leading to the implementation of
standardized service interfaces be-
tween the Orbiter and satellites. The
initial effort is to identify and dohno
satellite interface design considera-
tions with emphasis on servicing
requirements for near-future satel-
lites.

For the purpose of this task, it is
assumed that the on-orbit servicing of
satellites will be conducted with the
Shuttie Orbiter. However, secondary
consideration shall be given to servic-
ing satellites from a permanently
orbiting service station such as a
space station using the same or
simi,ar service equipment as that
used by the Orbiter.

w°

An in i tial step in the basellning of
available and projected servicing tools
and equipment was accomplished
with the September 1983 publication
of the "Satellite Services Catalog—
Tools and Equipment " This catateg
delineates tools and equips -cnt 'Jr
EVA support, tool storo^<,(, payload
carriers, and projected 1,',o Jtlito ser-
vicing equipment Also included in the
catalog are Orbiter systems used
during a servicing mission.

Spacecraft Interface design considerations for satellite servicing.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATION	 REMOVE/ ARTICULATION CONNECTORS JETTISON

REPLACE	 ENVELOPES

S/C	 SWEPT VOL.
INTERFACE

Batteries	 X	 x	 x
Latches	 x	 x

Umbilical	 X	 x	 x
Mach, Drives	 x	 x
Instruments	 x	 X
Berthing Fixtures 	 x	 x
Crew Loads	 X

OSF 11
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Integrated Atmosphorlc
Revltalizatlon System Foot
TM: Nick Lance/EC3
Reference OSF 4

As future manned space missions
such as a space station increase in
duration and in number of crUw-
members, the quantity of expendables
required at launch, such as water
(1-120) and oxygen (02). increases
proportionately in weight. For instance,
the use of nonregenerable processes
merely to replenish 02 and remove
carbon dioxide (CO2) for a 90-day
mission would require more than 700
lb of expendables per crewmember.
Other requirements to maintain a
habitable environr)ent, such tas the
replenishment of nitrogen (Ni?), would
increase the stores requirement of
expendables even more. Shuttle mis-
sions use expendables in the form of
cryogenic 02 for breathing and lithium
hydroxide (LIOH) cartridges for air,os-
pheric CO2 removal. A space station
will almost ceslainly use a regarorative
;ife support system to efficiently pro-

'	 vide a habitable atmosphere and to
recover water for reuse.

The single requirement for a regenera-
tive atmospheric revitalization system
(ARS) is to reclaim the 02 from the
respiratory CO2 molecule. Presently,
the most reliable and well-developed
scheme to accomplish this 02 rec-
lamation involves the use of three
separate subsystems. The COa is
removed from the cabin airstream
flowing through a module consisting
of a series of electrochemical cells.
Each cell consists of two electrodes
separated by a matrix containing an
aqueous carbonate electrolyte solu-
tion. Plates adjacent to the electrodes
provide passageways for the distribu-
tion of gases and electrical current.
The basic concept is to react the
basic hydroxyl Ion (OH-) with CO2 to
form the carbonate Ion (CO3' ). The
CO3° is transferred across each cull
in the presence of a reaction which
combines 02 with hydrogen (H2) to
form H2O and electrical energy.

Upon reaching the opposite elec-
trode, the CO3° reacts with H2O to
form OH- and CO2. The CO2 along
with the excess H2 are then processed
by a second subsystem. The Sabatier
CO2 reduction subsystem employs
an exothermic chemical reaction
across a noble metal ruthenium cata-
lyst contained within an air-cooled
reactor. The process produces H2O,
methane (CH4), and heat. The CH4 is
dumped overboard, and the H2O is

condensed and transferred to the
third subsystem, an 02 generation
concept which employs the principle
of water electrolysis. Passage of
electrical energy across the culls of
this electrochemical subsystem pro-
duces 02 for breathing on one side of
the cells and H2 at the opposite
electrodes. The 02 goes to the cabin
and the H2 is recycled back to the
electrochemical CO2 collection sub-
system.

Several development efforts during
the past 20 years have resulted In the
evolvement of highly reliable, well-
developed preprototype subsystems
to accomplish the ARS requirement
Of 02 reclamation, After oelivery of
three-man subsystems beginning in
1978, the hardware ha ,3 been tested
separately and i n an integrated ARS
configuration. Several hundred hours
of successful testing have been
accomplished on the individual sub-
systems, Each of the three subsystems
incorporates electronics to provide
automatic operational control, data
interfaces for local parameter display
and remote data recording, and pa-
rameter monitoring to provide an
orderly subsystem startup and an
orderly subsystem shutdown in the
event of a process malfunction. Inte-
grated unmanned testing as an ARS
was also conducted in 1983 for 173
hours. The primary objectives ac-
complished during the test were dem-
onstration of integrated system
startup and normal operation, evalua-
tion of facility interface hardware and
support instrumentation and control,
identification of instrumentation weak-
nesses (needed for evaluating sub-
system performance), and correction
of problems that concern the evalua-
tion of subsystem performance.
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Distributed Data Management
System
TM: W. L. Swingle/EH
Reference 08F 6

Future manned space programs, such
as a space station, reflect an increas-
ing emphasis on automation, remote
operations, and system architectures
amenable to modular implementation
and capable of functional or techno-
logical evolution. The data and infor-
mation management system concepts
employed constitute a major factor in
realizing these objectives. From the
data and information management
system viewpoint, design requirements
and concepts must acknowledge the
total end-to-end environment. This
scope reflects a physical and geo-
graphical distribution of user entities
who may be functionally autonomous
but who must be integrated into a
cooperative ground and orbital opera-
tions scenario involving core sub-
system operations, control and moni-
toring of experiments or payloads,
and space operations typified by the
servicing of an interorbitai transfer
vehicle.

The data and Information manage-
ment system concept being pursl;ed
employs modularly structured open a-
tional entities, such as space station
core subsystems or payload opera-
tions environments, combined into
sets of semiautonomous Local Area
Networks. Data exchange and infor-
mation communications among or within
Local Area Networks are accom-
plished by means of controlled and
standardized interface units, which
present a user-friendly interface to
application processors. Network rout-
ing and data source addressing are
transparent to the data or information
user entities. The concept provides a
high degree of automation to accom-
plish accessing and distribution, and
reflects a structured and security-
minded organization of distributed data
base management entities. The overall
approach for design requirements is
the International Standard Organiza-
tion (ISO) reference model for Open
Systems Interconnect (OSI). Proof of
principle will be demonstrated with a
data management system test bed
that reflects the Large Area Network
concepts illustrated.

A preliminary system concept of a
Large Area Network operation has
been defined and is being implement-
ed in the data management system
test bed. It employs a distributed proc-
essing architecture with fiber optic
ring network topology, and uses token
accesFj methodology. The distributed
processing nodes address the func-
tion of display/control for user inter-
facing, environmental control and life
support operations, ground network
interfacing, and electrical power dis-
tribution and control. Connection of
processing nodes to the fiber optic
network is being implemented with a
commercially available Proteon ter-
minal, which supports level 1 of the
ISO/OSI model. A systems analysis
of level 7 (applications) interface
requirements for a standard bus inter-
face unit stipulates four generic ser-
vices consisting of file access/store
management, virtual terminal opera-
tions, remote job entry, and distrib-
uted data base management. A bubble
memory hardware system Is avail-
able to support the storage media
requirement for data base Input.

Local Area Network design concept.

LAN INTERCONNECT

DISTRIBUTED
APPLICATION	 DISTRIBUTED
LI ATA BASE	 APPLICATION
MANAGEMENT	 PROCESSING
SYSTEM

7

FUNCTIONS	 'STANDA°DiZED FUNCTIONS
OF THE	 d	 AND INTERFACES
ISO/OSI
MODEL	 3 .a

1^	 ^t

LOCAL AREA GATEWAY TO OTHER
NETWOr'Y.	 LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
MEDIA
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Tether deployment to 1000 ft. The model parameters are orbit altitude of 134 n. mi., spherical
Earth, shuttle mass of 200 000 lb, and subsatellite mass of 1100 lb.
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Tethered Vehicle Dynamics
and Analysis
TM: Milton C. Contells/EH2
Reference OSF 6

The tethered satellite system sched-
uled to be flown first in 1987 will
demonstrate deployment of a tethered
subsatellite as far as 100 km from the
Space Shuttle to obtain a variety of
engineering and science data relative
to the Earth's upper atmosphere,
magnetic field, and space plasma. As
currently planned, demonstration of
the tethered subsatellite system will
coroist of two scientific missions. The
first mission will deploy an electrically
conductive tether upward from the
1=arth a distance of approximately 10
to 20 km from the Space Shuttle. For
the second flight, the satellite will be
refurbished to an atmospheric probe
configuration. It will be deployed earth-
ward a distance of 100 km, or at an
altitude above the Earth's surface of
approximately 130 km. Both missions
will involve a deployed satellite opera-
tional time of approximately 36 hours.

The potential for safety concerns is
apparent when one considers the
variety of possible configurations, the
complexity of multibody tethered
dynamics, the complexity of both the
Space Shuttle and the boom/satellite
control systems, and the numerous
operational constraints associated with
deployment, stationkeeping, and re-
trieval. No analysis tool exists which
integrates engineering models of the
Space Shuttle and the boom/satellite
in one packago.

An engineering simulation under
construction will be used to address
the following implications of tethered
satellites to the Space Shuttle.

1.General safety of flight consid-
eration for the Shuttle in the proximity
of, or interacting with, a tethered object

2. Interactions between tethered
objects and the Shuttle control system
during stationkeeping with tethered
objects

3.Active use of the Shuttle control
system to initiate tethered object
deployment and operation

4, Requirements on current Shuttle
contro l system capabilities for con-
ducting the operations

5. Active use of the Shuttle control
system to retrieve tethered objects

Since the simulation was a new
start, several techniques that hao
been successfully applied In the past
were used. The first is a phased
buildup approach using the leader/
follower concept in which a simplified
(leader) simulation is first created and
Dept independent of the full capability
(follower) simulation, The leader simu-
lation is then used to provide verifica-
tion/comparison data for the follower
simulation as development progresses.

The leader/follower concept Is In
successful operation. A linearized in-
plane (leader) simulation including
massless tether, deployment control
laws, and drag was created and used
to begin initial investigation, and an
existin ,; simulation with three degrees
of freedom was also modified to the
same configuration. The two Inde-
pendent leader simulations were then
successfully compared to provide a
verification data base for the full six-
degree-of-freedom (follower) simula-
tion under constructiotl.

Currently, the overall simulation Is
organized in 10 libraries with more
than 500 'ndividual subroutines, and
construction Is continuing. The 'Illus-
tration provides a three-dimensional
representation of a typical deployment
to 1000 ft below the Orbiter. Note the
complexity of possible motions. This
trajectory was generated by the three-
degree-of-freedom "leader" simula-
tion.

14 OSF
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Tethered Orbital Refueling
TM: Ken Kroll/CP4
Reference OSF y

Future orbiting vehicles, such as a
space station, satelVtes, and space-
based propulsion stages, will rely on
fluid resupply. To provide this function,
a fluid facility that can acquire and
transfer liquid will be required.

Currently, acquisition techniques
such as bladders, surface tension
devices, and propulsive settling are
used to acquire liquid for transfer.
Each of these techniques has limita-
tions for long-term, space-based
applications, especially with cryogenic
fluids. Bladders, which are made of an
elastic material, are frequently in-
compatible with oxidizers and cryo-
gens and have leakage problems.
Surface tension devices, such as
screens and vanes, are Ineffective in
containing cryogens because of the
low surface tensions, and screens
are also sensitive to the vapor that
may form within them from the heating
of cryogens. Propellant settling would
Increase supply requirements and
would also create operational control
complexity because of orbit changes
while settling.

In addition, any nonsettling method
of liquid acquisition would prevent the
venting of gas. The compression of
gas in the receiver tank during transfer
could result in a pressure that would
stop the fluid transfer.

ORIGMAL PACE is
OF POOR QUALITY

The orbital environment Itself can be
used to settle !squid for acquisition by
means of gravity-gradient farce. This
force results because the gravitational
and centrifuga l forces of an orbiting
object only ca icel perfectly at the
center of gravity (c.g.). The gravity-
gradient force is proportional to the
distance above or below the c.g. and
is directed outward from the c.g. along
an Earth radial. At a sufficient distance
from the c.g., liquid would settle and
position itself toward the ends, where
an outlet could be located. This
configuration would simplify liquid
acquisition and enable the use of
conventional transfer techniques, pos-
sibly including gravity feed. The gravity-
gradient force will stabilize a high
length-to-width ratio pointing at the
Earth, which olso maximizes the force.

OTV refueling facility tethered to space station.

A tether is a structurally efficient means
of providing long length for greater
force and stability. A tethered orbital
refueling facility would be one mass
attached by tether to another mass,
either the apace station or an orbiter,
with refueling to the desired space
system taking place entirely at the
refueling facility, not through the tether.
A primary candidate would be an
orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) refueling
facility attached to the space station,
as shown.



Arc let measurement of catalytic recombina-
tion coefficient of oxygen on thermal protec-
tion materiel Flow Is from the left
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Catalytic Recombination
on Thermal Protection Material
During Reentry

'M: Carl D Scott/E63
Reference O5F •

At reentry speeds, a strong shock
wave develops In front of reentry ve-
hicles such as the Shuttle O r biter or
an aerobraking orbit transfer vehicle
(AOTV) The shock-layer air between
the ,hock wave and the vehicle is
compressed and heated to tempera-
tures high enough to dissociate the
oxygen and many of the nitrogen
molecules As this dissociated gas
flows alonq the vehicle surface. It may
recombine on the surface of thermal
protection materials This recombina-
tion process Is exothermic and con-
tributes to the reentry heal flux

If thermal protection materials Inhibit
recombination and energy absorption
(I a they are noncatalytic), a slgnlfl
cant reduction In temperature will be
achieved, thus saving v;elght or in-
creasing mission capability At Orb
ter reentry velocity, the dissociation
energy Is as much as 65% to 70% of
the total enthalpy A noncatalytic
material could reject as much as 65%
of the Inclden! fully catalytic heat flux,
reducing temperatures by as much
as 200 K The dissociation energy for
an AOTV could be as much as 75% of
the total enthalpy. Actual'hermal pro-

(RkUINAL PACE IS
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tec'ion materials fall somewhere In
between nt>ncatalytic and fully cata-
lytic. making It necessary to measure
the coefficients to be able to predict
the actual Crblte ► or AOTV heat flux
during reentry and thus to design the
optimum thermal protec t, orl system
or to determine Its operational capa-
bility

To determine thF, effects of the atom
recombination an the heat flux, It was
necessary to measure the oxygen
and nitrogen r6combinatton coeffi-
cients as functions of surface tempera-
ture These recombination coefficients
were then Included as boundary con-
ditions for flow-field or boundary-layer
calculations to determine the predicted
heat flux and re.,ulting material temper-
ature The recombination coefficients
were determined from heat flux mea-
surements on material samples heated
In a dissociated arc jet flow The
recombination coefficients were cal
culated from the measurements using
a theoretical model that accounts for
catalytic atom recombination in
stagnation-point boundary-layer
flows

The prediction of flight heat fluxes
and temperatures ut i lized these
expo .mentally determined coef-
ficients In nonequilibrium chemistry
flow-field and boundary-layer com-
puter codes These codes are slmula-

dons of the flow around the Orbiter or
the AOTV during reentry and predict
the convective and chemical energy
flux at various times during the
trajectory

The results of these calculations
showed that the Orbiter thermal pro-
tection system Is not fully catalytic (as
was previously assumed) nor Is It
completely noncata l ytic The agree-
ment of the measured flight tempera-
tures with the predictions Is reasonably
good but not precise, Indicating the
possibility of additional phenomena
not accounted for In the flow or surface
Interaction model However, the
agreement Is a substantial improve-
ment over previous (fully catalytic)
predictions for much of the
windward surface of the vehicle Lower
temperatures predicted for the actual
thermal protection system permitted
greater confidence In the flights and
Increased the operational capability
c f the Orbiter Similar measurements
and calculations for an AOTV are
necessary, including a refinement of
the catalytic model and the nonequi-
Ilbrlum flow simulation codes The
AOTV environment will certainly de-
viate more significantly from equilib-
rium than that of the Orbiter since an
AOTV has a higher altitude and velocity
trajectory

Measured temperatures c ,.mpared with calculations for different cata l ytic recombination
coefficients Reectlon-ci red glass (RCG) recombination coefficient determined from arc (et
measurements
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Summary
Aeronautics and
Space Technology

The Lyndon B. Johnson Space Cen-
ter (JSC) plays a significant role in
support of the Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology (OAST). This
role includes both the conduct of
OAST-funded research and technol-
ogy (R&T) programs and the provi-
sion of representatives to the various
committees and working groups con-
cerned with technical and program-
matic planning. The principal thrusts
of the JSC R&T program are in those
areas in which Its personnel have
particularexperience and expertise gained
through the development and opera-
tion of NASA's manned spacecraft
program from Project Mercury to the
Space Shuttle,

A large portion of the activities In
space R&T during fiscal year 1983
was centered on projects focused on
developing technological readiness
for the anticipated space station pro-
gram. These activities include work in
the areas of communications, crew
and life support, energy generation
and storage, space mechanisms, ther-
mal management, human factors and
man/machine systerns, and system
automation technology,

Another area of significant JSC
support is that of advanced Space
Transportation System (STS) R&T.
Included are controls and guidance
technology, propulsion technology, ad-
vanced thermal protection systems
technology, and data base automa-
tion, plus continuing support to the
Orbiter Experiments (OEX) Program,
for which JSC provides the overall
integration management and program
planning.

Complementing the focused proj-
ects are activities of a more generic
nature that include, in the space tech-
nology program, optical processing
technology, advanced radar sensor
systems, and studies examining the
use of extraterrestrial materials. The
JSC also has a modest role in the

OAST aeronautics program, which
includes work In aircraft fire safety
and software system development.

Finally, apart' from the formal
OAST-sponsored program, JSC re-
sponded to a solicitation from the
Space Station Task Force to submit
proposals for the development of space
station system ground test beds. The
fundamental intent of the initial test
bed program is to provide the "transfer
function" for the incorporation of ready
and near-ready technologies Into the
space station development program.
Many of these technologies which
are to be evaluated in a ground test
bed environment are currently under
development throughout. NASA under
the sponsorship of the OAST space
R&T program. The JSC offered pro-
posals in the areas of (1) data man-
agement, (2) guidance, navigation,
and control, (3) environmental control
and life support systems, (4) thermal
management systems, (5) electrical
power systems, (6) communications
and tracking, (7) onboard propulsion,
(8) space mechanisms, and (9) fluids
management, Several of the propos-
als reflect intercenter agreements in
which JSC would cooperate with one
or more other NASA centers in the
development and operation of the test
beds,

Space Energy Conversion R&T
For the past several years, JSC has
been participating in a joint program
with the NASA Lewis Research Cen-
ter in the development of electro-
chemical energy storage technology.
The overall objective of the program
Is to advance fuel cell and electrolysis
cell technologies, to mature and inte-
grate them into a regenerative fuel
cell system, and to demonstrate the
system for extended low-Earth-orbit
mission applications. Maximized effi-
ciency, high energy density, and long

life are the primary technical objec-
tives of the program. The regenera-
tive process, in which the electrolysis
cell produces hydrogen and oxygen
reactants from the fuel cell product
water, offers the potential of a hydrr+;;,,,/
oxygen propellant supply for reaction
control/ propulsion systems and oxy-
gen for life support needs. The second
major area of Investigation Is thermal
management. The objective of this
research is to develop the technology
for a system with muitihundred kilowatt
capacity that can operate much like a
public utility, i.e., a system which Is
easily expandable as heat load de-
mands grow and one in which a cus-
tomer (heat source) can be integrated
into any point in the system without
the necessity of redesign or reconfig-
uration. This system requires advanced
concepts in heat collection, transport,
and rejection. Key technologies are
the development of a two-phase,
constant-temperature heat transport
bus with contact heat exchangers
and modular space -constructable heat
pipe radiators. A photograph of
developmental hardware under test
at JSC is shown. The laboratory
system, when fully configured, will
allow comparative evaluation testing
of advanced heat pipe concepts with
conventional fluid-pumped systems.
The JSC is developing both the
regenerative fuel cell and thermal
management technologies as part of
its space-station-focused program.
The interrelationship between these
system technologies is illustrated.

Transportation Systems R&T
The OEX Program is JSC's major
activity is STS R&T. The program was
initiated jointly by OAST and JSC to
use the Space Shuttle as a flight
research vehicle for the acquisition of
information in the various technology
disciplines that will augment the R&T
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Two-phase thermal management system test bed

base for future space vehicle design
The OEX Program, which is NASA-
wide, is st r uctured to support tech-

i
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nologists at the various NASA centers
in developing flight experiments rele-
vant to their research. In all, there are

some 13 approved OEX exper+ments
Five have been flown to date Seven
of the approved experiments tha! are
designed to collect data on environ-
ments, aerodynamic/ aerothermo-
dynamlc phenomena, and thermal
protection systems are shown Of
these. ACIP/HIRAP, CSE, TGHE, and
DAl E have been flown The fifth
experiment flown (not shown on the
figure) is Infrared Imagery of Shuttle
(IRIS).

Johnson Space Center personnel
also act as experimenters In the OEX
Program The ACIP is a JSC-sponsored
experiment as is the Advanced OEX
Autopilot, whlcn is described later In
this report. The JSCs principal func-
tion, however, is to provide overall
management and planning support to
OAST and to accomplish experiment/
Orbiter compatibility assessments and
management of the physical integra-
tion of the experiments into the vehi-
cle. Considerable effort is also expend-
ed in the design and development of
unique experiment components such

s	 r
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Orbiter Experiments Program,

as the SILTS tail pod and in the devel-
opment of the data handling and
recording system that is common to
many of the OEX experiments.

The STS R&T program has also
sponsored an activity investigating
the technology of automated flight
operations data base management.
Using the actual Space Shuttle mis-
sion planning and operations at JSC,
fl i p project will develop and demon-
sirate an automation architecture that
integrates the various functions required
for total mission planning and control.

JSC Flight Experiments

The OEX-sponsored ACIP has been
flown on STS-1 and all subsequent
flights. On STS-5, the additional HIRAP
instruments (sponsored by the Lang-
ley Research Center) were added to
ACIP to provide the sensitivity neces-
sary to measure deceleration in the
free-molecular-flow regimes.Th ^ ACIP/
HIRAP will be flown on all flights
through STS-20.

Two additional JSC-sponsored experi-
ments from other OAST programs

were flown this year. An experiment
titled Evaluation of Oxygen Interac-
tion with Materials was flown on STS-
5 and Is discussed in a later section.
In cooperation with other NASA cen-
ters, an updated package with more
sophisticated sensors was flown on
STS-8. A Heat Pipe Radiator Experi-
ment was flown on STS-8 to validate
zero-g operation of an advanced heat
transport concept. T`iese experiments
are shown mounted in the vehicle.

OAk'T 21
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DFI (DEVELOPMENTAL FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION) PALLET

STS-8 payload bay scene

Platform Systems R&T

The two major activities In the plat-
form systems R&T are concerned
with the development of space station
technology In two diverse areas: con-
struction/ docking systems and crew
and life support systems. In the former
area, the Investigation is concerned
with the technology development of
mechanisms and apparatus for space-
craft berthing and docking, assembly
of large structures, and handling of
large payloads This area Includes
microprocessor-controlled - sr art
mechanisms," which will be required
to perform a variety of functions in a
space station system Current empha-
sis has been on the development of
soft docking (nonlmpact) system con-

22 OAST
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cepts which would have potential
application as the mechanical inter-
connect between space station modules
and/or vehicles such as the space
station and the Orbiter or the space
station and the upper stage The crew
and life support work is concerned
with the technology for regenerative
life support systems. Regeneration
refers to the collection, processing,
and recovery of the constituents In
the air and water systems such that
they operate In a "closed-loop" fashion
and thereby minimize consumable
resupply weight and costs The OAST-
sponsored research has been con-
centrated on the subsystem '.echnol-
ogy needed for carbon dioxide removal
and instrumentation subsystems re-

quired to monitor oxvgen and water to
ensure that safe atmospheric and
water quantity standards are main
tained In the habitable volumes This
area has also been supported by the
Office of Space Flight Advanced Pro-
grains Office for several years Por-
lions have also been funded by the
Office of Space Sciences and Apply
ca!lons in prior years An envuonmen
tal control and life support system as
envisioned for a fully operational
space station Is shown schematically

Controls and Human Factors RAT

Various tasks are being pursued In
both controls and human factors
research The primary objective of
the controls work Is to develop and
assess guidance and control con-
cepts and techniques to provide need-
ed capabilities for the full use of cur-
rent and future space transportation
systems Activities Include the devel-
opment of a methodology for Orbiter
on-orbit control envelope expansion
to permit the accommodation of large
payloads and structures appended to
the vehicle Software development
methodologies are being examined,
with emphasis on flight-critical guid-
ance and control system functions,
which offer promise of significant cost
savings by Interactively coupling the
software development with the sys-
tem hardware development

Human factors research is con-
cerned with the development of tech-
nologies that will lead to an Increase
In the effectiveness of man-machine
Interactions In space A substantial
part of this effort Is In developing
methods and techniques to provide
the data necessary to ensure design
integration of the human with the r,ia-
chine systems Techniques for model-
ing human movement and strength
capability being developed for even-
tual Inclusion In automated crew sta
tlon design programs are described In
a later section of this report Another
key design parameter Is the size and
shape of astronauts In conjunction
with the U S Air Force, a noncontact
measurement method based on laser
mapping Is being researched A model
of a suited astronaut illuminated with
the laser system is shown Threr
dimensional position Information for
each element of the surface, which
appears gadded, Is digitized and stored
for later retrieval and combination Into

C
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Laser antRropometrtc mapping

a complete three-dimensional profile
Crew-related hardware technology Is
also.a part of this program and Includes
the development of 2 generic work
station and a helmet-mounted' heads-
up display" to assist astronauts In the
performance of extravehicular activ-
ity tasks

Computer Science and Electronics
R&T

In fiscal year 1983, two new programs
were initiated In computer sclenc-3
and electronics R&T Optical process-
ing, ur programable mask technology,
is being explored for a number of
NASA applications such as pattern
recognition, communication and radar
signal processing, robotic vision, and
voice recognition Also In this year, a
program investigating the technology
of spacecraft system automation was
started. It is described in a later section
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Research in multifunction synthetic.
,herture technology. a cooperative

program with the Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory and the Department of Defense,
has been underway at JSC for several
years The goal is to develop a low-
cost active sensor with at least a two
to ld increase in capability over cur
rent single-frequency systems that
is capable of frequency varratror, mul-
lrpolanzation, and extremely high
resolution for a wide range of radar
mapping missions

Space Data and Communications
R&T

The single active JSC orogram in
space data anti communications R&T
is a space-station-focused activity in
communications system technology
Initiated in fiscal year 1983, it is armed
at ensuring, from a total systems
standpoint, that the communication
and tracking system will be in the
proper state of technological ready
ness for the space station program
Technical target areas include advanced
radrofrequency equipment ranging/
tracking systems, and rntervehrcular
communications systems In the pro-
gram, extensive breadboard system
testing will be performed in the JSC
Electronic System, Test Laboratory
to provide total end-to-end system
performance evaluation including rnler-
faces with relay satellites, ground sta-
tions and other space vehicles

Materials and Structures R&T

Future space activities may benefit
from the exploitation of nonterrestnal
resources Lunar resources are of
particular current interest Two spe-
cial sessions entitled Peturn to the
Moon and The Future L unar Program
highlighted the XIV Lunar and Plane-
tary Science Conference in 1983 Dr
Hans Mark, NASA Deputy Adminis-
trator, keynoted the first of these ses-
sions symbolizing the importance of
lunar resources to future NASA pro-
grams in solar system exploration
and development Specifically, lunar
materials can be processed as a
source of oxygen for fuel and of struc-
tural materials for lunar base applica-
tions, for rnterorbital space industrial
operations and for solarsystt,mexplora-
ti m and development

The JSC is pursurny research in
cnemical and physical processes for

24 OAST

the bxtractron of usable quantities of
materials from lunar rocks and soils
An artist's concept of a Moon-based
oxygen production facility is shown
The oxygen, processed from rlmernte.
is returned to low Earth orbit for use as
a fuel in chemically propelled orbit
transfer vehicles Analyses indicate
that, because of the Moon's low grav
ity, this technique could potentially be
less costly than transporting the fuel
from the Earths surface

Other JSC programs in materials
and structures R&T have more im-
mediate applications i e, rnvestigat
rng the effects of hypervelocity impacts
on composite materials and develop-
ing an advanced carbon- carbon!her-
mal protection system for the Space
Shuttle and future reentry vehicles
The motivation for the first program is
the real problem of rmrcrome!eonte
and space debris impacts on space
vehicles such as a space station
Very little is known about impact resist-
ance of composites which are being
used increasingly in space system;
Development of the thermal protec-
tion system, which is being investi-
gated for a specific Space Shuttle
application, is described in a later
section

Chemical Propulsion R&T

T he Space Shuttle uses a propellant
combination of nitrogen tetroxrde and
monomethyl hydrazine (NTO /MMH)
However, health hazards, corrosive
effects. and increasing costs a: so-
crated with NTO/MMH make long
term use of this propellant combrna-
lron undesirable Studies have
indicated !hat oxygen-hydrocarbon
propellants offer a potentially attrar,-
tive alternative to NTO/ MMH for future
Space Shuttles or other new orbital
systems requiring propellants for atti-
tude control and translational maneu-
vering The objective of the JSC actrv-
ity is to establish the technology base
for such new propellant systems to
minimize the development r,sks to
future space system development
programs that choose not to -se
NTO/MMH In fiscal year 1983, a liq-
uid oxygen/ hydrocarbon auxiliary
propulsion system study was com-
pleted as was combustion character
izatro of these types of propellants
Future activities are required in criti-
cal component technology develop-
ment and test evaluation to firmly
estab l ish the technology base
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Aeronautical programs
The JSC has a modest continuing
activity in support of aircraft fire safety
research. The principal effort is in the
development and evaluation of light-
weight, fire-retardant, low smoke emit-
ting, thermally stable nonmetallic
materials for the Interior of aircraft
and spacecraft. This program has
resulted in fabrication of a variety of
secondary structures such as aircraft
floor and wall panels using newly
developed materials. These materials
have been subjected to flammability
testing both at JSC and a! Federal
Aviation Administration test facilities.
Prototypes of these secondary struc-
tures also have been installed in com-
mercial aircraft and are undergoing
flight evaluation.

Also in fiscal year 1953, a software
activity was initiated to support the
HAL/ S Language Definition and User
Coordination Group (also referred to
as the NASA HAL/S Board) This
board was established in 1977 to pro-
vide language control for the stand-
ard HAL/S (high order assembly lan-
guage for Shuttle flight compu!or)
compiler, tools, and documentation
The JSC involvement stems fram the
fact that the Space Shuttle is the larg-
est HAL/S user it terms of both pro-
gramers and lines of code The JSC
program is developing interactive
debugger software and a common
compiler design intended to provide
software standardization for all users
and to significantly increase program-
ing efficiency.
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Low-Earth-Orblr Energy Storage
Using Regenerative Fuel Celle

TM: J Dole Denals/EPS
Aelerenc• OAST 1

The placement of a manned space
station in low Earth orbit is being
pursued by NASA as "the next logical
step in mariried space flight " This
concept will require multikilowatts r'
electrical power to perform routine
orbital operations and su--h special-
ized functions as satelfite servicing,
space construction, and materia!s manu-
facturing

In the past. all U S manned space
programs except Mercury and Skylab
have used fuel cells because of their
superior flexibility, weight, and cost
factors Fuel cells are the most viable
power system candidates for short-
term .lission e, However, the space
station will require multiyear continu-
ous power in an alternating' daylight/
nighttime" environment Solar panels
are an obvious solution to the daytime
power requirements. and batteries
have been the power source for night-
time conditions

Cr̂r(01MA^ PA	 13
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An alternate means of storing energy
for nighttime low-Earth-orbit opera-
tion is being pursued This approach
consists of using a fuel cell that pro-
duces power and water during the
dark side of the orbit combined with
an electrolysis system that produces
hydrogen and oxygen from the prod-
uct water using solar -array- produced
power on the light side of the orbit
These stored reactants are then
reused by the fuel cell This concept
is called a regenerative fuel cell sys-
tem The approach of using regenera-
tive Kiel cells as an energy storage
system is not only feasible but also
practical and advantageous in many
areas The advantages it offers include
high efficiency, low weight, potential
for long life, good emergency capabil-
ity, potential for weight-saving by
integration with other subsystems. and
the inherent capability to take advan-
tage of reactant residuals from the
Space Shuttle on its visits to the
space station

A joint effort between the NASA
Lewis Research Center and Johnson
Space Center ('JSC) is presently
underway to develop the technology
of both the sold po!ymer electrolyte
(acidic) and the capillary matrix (alka-
line) regenerative fuel cells These
two technologies continue to be eval-
uated and compared by performing
breadboard tests at JSC

The solid polymer electrolite bread-
board system was delivered to JSC in
February 1983 and was placed in
simulated testing on May 6 1983 The
integration of this breadboard system
with a 1 5-kW solar power station a
load bank and a control and com-
puter room is illustrated More than
1000 simulated orbital cycles have
been accumulated on this regenerative
fuel cell breadboard as of September
21, 1983 This value represents more
t h an 60 days of Earth-orbit operation
without failure or shutdown caused by
the electrolysis of fuel cell modules
The shutdowns and failures that have
occurred are attributable to the use of
"breadboard'' components and the
initia:ion of a new test facility

E irience has shown that the solar
power station can be connected to
the electrolysis system directly with
no power conditioning a demonstra-
tion of the flexibility of the electrolysis
system in handling a varying power
input Preliminary data show no mea-
surable water loss, an indication that
little or ro makeup water will be
required for multiyear operation in
space Test data have also verified
that a 55% efficient energy in/energy
out cycle is achievable with existing
technology and proper operating
parameters A continuation of this
testing will reveal additional informa-
tion beyond the 'demonstration of
concept'' phase

Regenerative Fuel Cell Test Facility
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Thermal Management for
On-Orbit Energy Systems

TM: J. Gary Rankin/ECZ
Reference OAST T

Manned or unmanned space platforms
projected for the 1990's and beyond
may produce electrical power levels
,)f several hundred kilowatts Efficient
" lermal management is mandatory
,ecause generation. transfer, and
)torage of the electrical energy needed
for these applications will require the
dissipation of huge quantities of waste
heat No low-cost. reliable orbital
thermal management system capable
of providing this level of heat rejection
exists Such a system would need to
overcome limitations inherent in
current system designs Ways to
Increase energy capacity, reject waste
heat, and provide power for a broad
range of space applications are re-
quiring an entirely new technical effort
in thermal management.

The key to the thermal management
concept Iles in the creation of a ther-
mal "utllity" system, analogous to
municipal public utilities, where basic
''trunk" Imes are provided and into
which individual customers can be
Integrated The system must be de-
signed so changes in local,on or load
of individual customers have minimal
effect on the utility's capability to
serve loads of the rem p ining custo-
mers Such a centralized system would
allow reduced operational and pay
load integration costs, as well as
reduced cost for all payload users, by
having common Instrument thermal
designs Keys to reduction in thermal
management system costs are sys-
tem modularity, subsystems integra-
tion, stepwise growth capability to
very large satellites, volume and weight
reduction, extended life by mainte-
r3nce/replacement, and expansion
of the thermal management technol-
ogy base to provide simpler, more re-
liable systems

To accomplish these goals, devel-
opm ;a nt has begun on several con-
cepts involving two-phase (gas/liq-
uid) heat transport devices q centi al-
ized, pump-assisted two-phase heat
transport loop (or "thermal bus") would
transfer heat by evaporation and
condensation of the working fluid rather
than by sensible heat changes of a
single-phase cooling fluid. This loop
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would operate at an almost constant
temperature over Its entire length,
making users Insensitive to their order
of placement around the loop Such a
thermal bus would also be capable of
transporting large thermal loads over
long distances with pumping require-
ments that are very small compared
to single-phase systems

A space -constructable radiator
system, the keystone of which Is an
innovative high-capacity heat pipe,
will enable building heat-rejection
systems to virtually any desired size
(heat load capability) using a rela
lively small number of components
Large heat pipes with radiator fins
attached would be "plugged in" to
contact heat exchangers that provide
heat from the centralized thermal bus
Such a system would be relatively
insensitive to mlcrometeorolds or
debris as the puncture of any pipe
would cause only the loss of Its 2-kW
capability This system could be
maintained by simple replacement of
elements.

Dur;ng fiscal year 1983, the thermal
bus subsystem concept study was
completed A baseline system 'hat
contains capillary wicked coldplates/
heat exchangers plurnbed In paralle,
was selected A liquid pump prow
the smal l pressure head necessary
for cart—iahon, and passive, self-
contained valves modulate the liquid

STS-8 Heat Pipe Radiator Experiment

supply to each heat exchanger De-
tailed design, component testing. and
prototype subsystem hardware fabri-
cation are planned for fiscal year
1984

Fabrication if full-size (50 ft long)
space -constructable radiator prolo-
type hardwars elements was begun
In late fiscal year 1983, with thermal
vacuum testing of two units sched-
uled for early fiscal year 1984 The
cancellation of the TDRSS-B satellite
as the payload for the STS- ^ mission
provided a unique opportunity to
demonstrate on-orbit operation of the
high-capacity monogroove heat pipe
used in the space -constructable rad-
iator subsystem A flight experiment
was conceived, designed, fabricated,
tested, Integrated with a payload car-
rier, and Installed in the Orbite. Chal-
lenger's payload bay In less than 4
months and successfully operated in
flight on STS-8 Still color photo-
graphs and direct crew visual obser-
vation of color changes to a pattern of
temperature-sensitive liquid crystal
tapes provided the temperature data
necessary to verify SuCCPSStIII on-
orbit startup and orbital transient
response of the heal pipe v:hen sub-
jected to a heat load from its attached
electrical healers. This on-orbit dem-
onstration verified analytical design
tools and provided confidence in the
use of high-capacity heat pipes for
future space applications

Radiating
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Atomic Oxygen Interaction Studies
TM: Lubert J. Leger/ES5
TM: James T. VIs9ntlne/ES6
Reference OAST 3

Flight tests were conducted during
the STS-5 mission to evaluate the
interaction of atomic oxygen with
advanced space-flight materials pro-
posed for the Orbiter, the Space Tele-
scope, and the NASA tethered satel-
lite program. Laboratory studies have
shown that atomic oxygen withir the
low-Earth-orbital ambient environment
is extremely reactive when impinging
on solid surfa ces  At orbital altitudes,
chemical changes can occur for
spacecraft materials which alter opti-
cal and electrical properties and
remove layers of material. If the atoms
impinge with kinetic energy of orbital
velocity (approximately 5 eV for atomic
oxygen), chemical reactions are ac-
celerated and the mass loss for many
materials becomes more pronounced.

STS-5 experiment tray configuration.

O POOR QUALil'Y

Material specimens were provided by
several NASA centers and aerospace
contractors fol evaluation within an
atomic oxygen environment at a nom-
inal Orbiter al'.itude of 160 n. mi. for
approximateh , 44 hours, These spec-
imens were integrated into a flight
package and mounted on experiment
trays attached to a payload carrier
within the Orbiter bay. Each experi-
ment tray included two disk sample-
holders and three heater plates onto
which horizontal and inclined thin-film
specimens were mounted. The heater
plates were thermostatically con-
trolled to three temperatures (240,
65 0 , and 121 ° C) and were activated
by the crew at the beginning of side-
Sun exposure ar d turned off at the
end of this exposure. The heaters
were rotated 20 0 relative to the Orbi-
ter axis to enable the velocity vector,
and therefore the oxygen impinge-
ment angle, to sweep across the
width of the heaters and expose the
samples uniformly.

Laboratory tests conducted on these
specimens after completion of atomic
oxygen exposure revealed significant
mass erosion for Mylar, Tedlar, and
Kapton films; conversion of conduc-
tive silver (used in electrical connec-
tions) to its nonconductive oxide; and
complete loss of osmium (a material
used to coat far-ultraviolet optics for
advanced astronomical spacecraft)
from its nonreactive substrates. Scan-
ning electron microscope examina-
tions showed significant surface mor-
phology changes after exposure to
the atomic oxygen er /ironment.
Materials such as Teflon were not as
susceptible to atomic oxygen reac-
tion as nonfluorinated materials, such
as Kapton and Mylar. The reaction
rates for these materials appear to be
non-temperature-dependent over a
temperature range of 24 0 to 121 ° C,
probably because of the high kinetic
energy (5 eV) of the oxygen atoms.
The average reaction efficiencies for
Kapton, Mylar, and Tedlar were deter-
mined from this flight experiment to
be 2.1 x10- 24 ,1.8x10- 24 , and 1.3x10-24
cml /atom, respectively. The result-
of these studies are being assessed,
and methods (or techniques) to retard
the oxidation processes are being
proposed. An updated package was flown
on STS-8. The results are being ana-
lyzed and will be described in a future
report. Follow-on experiments are
planned with objectives of obtaining
quantitative rates for a larger number
of materials, evaluating the reactivity
of additional metal surfaces, and
evaluating protective techniques.
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Construction/Docking Tischnolo9Y

TM William K Creoey /ETS
Reference OAST •

Future space activities will require a
broad capability for docking and berth-
ing many types and sizes of space-
craft, space structures, and payloads
Planned adjuncts to the STS system
Include a range of massive space-
craft, large, relatively fragile structures,
and sensitive scientific platforms that
will require very low energy docking
and berthing These linkups will be
required for functions such as asse n-
bly of large structures, crew and
equipment transfer, inspection, and
servicing To accomplish the. ,r; objec-
tives, the need exists to Identify com-
ponent technology needs and design
drivers, and to validate component
and system design through develop-
ment tests.

Payload Installation and deployment a,d
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The general approach to this task
Includes requirements definition, con-
cept design analysis, and prototype
testing Future program requirements
are used to define design require-
ments as an ongoing activity Based
on these requiremews, Concept de-
signs are performed with detailed
design of selected prototypes Para-
metric trade studies are performed to
refine designs and to IdrnUfy design
drivers Component technology efforts
in the area of microcomputer-
controlled actuator/attenuator devices
Include component prototyping and
testing As required, full-scale devel-
opmental systems ere fabricated and
"proof-of-concept" gl ,)und tests per-
formed The handling ai ,d positioning
aid Illustrated Is an example of the
type of hardware system dtveloped
using this approach The device was
designed to hold a satellite or struc-
ture In a safe and stable po ut!:Jn near
the Orbiter for construction or servic-
ing The concept was developed by
analyzing a variety of potential con-
struction and servicing missions to
determine the size, degrees of articu-
lation, etc, required The development
test article shown was then construc-
ted to functionally represent a flight
unit. The development test article Is to
be delivered to Johnson Space Cen-
ter for proof of concept in the Manipi,-
lator Development Facility.

The payload Installation and deploy-
ment aid concept design Illustrated
was developed as part of the con-
struction/docking technology pro-
gram Its function Is to move payloads
through a described path between
the .;onfined volume of the Orbiter
payload bay and a poswon outside
the bay. The docking Intenace mecha-
nism on the payload installation and
deployment aid will serve as a small
port docking system—one of F. class
of docking/ berthing devices Inder
development The docking /stem
development hardware Is brjing fabri-
cated and will be available for testing
In fiscal year 1984

Also this fiscal year, significant prog-
ress has been made I l l the design,
analysis, and component development
areas The design of a large port
docking system with crew transfer
capability as would be required for a
space station has been started. The
analysis capability to parametrically
study the docking dynamics of this
particular conflgura!Ion is available
For the nextfiscal year, extensive par-
ametric studies are planned In the
area of component development, a
prototype electromechanical actuat-
or/attenuator is being acquired for
incorporation In the ground test article

Handling and positioning a.d development
test article
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Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide
Removal
TM: Robert J. Cuolck/EC3
Reference OAST 6

In the environmental atmosphere of
any closed spacecraft, the respira-
tory carbon dioxide (CO2) exhaled by
the crew must be removed from the
air to avoid a buildup to toxic levels.
Prolonged exposure to CO2 concen-
trations in air of less than about 4 mm
Hg will not cause any biochemical or
other effects on the crew. A typical
Space Shuttle flight v,i;h five crew-
members maintains a nominal CO2
level of 3 to 4 mm Hg. Concentration
moderately above this level may cause
adaptive biochemical changes per-
ceived as a mild physiological strain.
If the concentration is allowed to
increase to between 11 and 23 mm
Hg, the reactions are progressively
distracting discomfort, dizziness, and
possibly eventual stupor and uncon-
sciousness. A CO2 removal device to
maintain the spacecraft atmosphere
in a safe condition is mandatory for all
manned space applications.

OF POOR
Two fundamentally different ap-
proaches to CO2 removal have been
used In previc' rs U.S. manned space
flights. The primary approach, and
that used on the Space Shuttle,
employs an expendable, solid, lithium
hydroxide (LION) chemical packed
into a cartridge. The longer term Skylab
missions employed a regenerable
molecular sieve system to remove
the CO2 and desorb to the vacuum of
space. The Skylab molecular sieve
system has a weight advantage over
the UGH canister system for mission
durations of 20 days and longer.

Regenorable systems have been
directed primarily at CO2 control but
have also controlled humidity as a
prerequisite to CO2 removal or as a
byproduct of CO2 removal. In general,
a bed packed with small chemical
granules is used to physically or
chemically remove CO2. The bed is
usualiv regenerated (desorbed) by
exposure to low pressure (space
vacuum or equivalent) or to elevated
temperatures (as high as 232° C) or
by a combination of both. Considera-
ble effort has been made in develop-
ing an alternate approach employing
a solid, porous, inert amine to remove
CO2 from the cabin air. A vacuum
desorbed, solid amine system also
has substantial weight advantages
compared to UGH systems for ex-
tended missions such as envisioned
in the space station program.

QUALITY
The laboratory system Illustrated
employs a solid amine CO2 absorbing
material, IRA-45, a weak base ion-
exchange resin. The granular sub-
strate exposes a very largo surface
area of amine to the cabin atmos-
phere, which is circulated through the
canister to remove CO2 from the air.
The amine resin chemically absorbs
CO2 by first combining with water to
form a hydrated amine. The CO2 then
reacts with the hydrated amine to
form a bicarbonate. The amine is
regenerated by applying steam heat
to break the bicarbonate bond and
release the COz• The major compo-
nent of the subsystem is a canister
containing the packed amine with an
electrically heated steam generator
built into the inlet header. During
desorption, valves isolate the canis-
ter, and as steam approaches the
outlet end of the bead, a high-purity
(99%) CO2 wave evolves off the bed.
A sensor detects the flow increase
and switches the CO2 to a reduction
system, The steam used for desorp-
tion is recovered by first evaporating it
Into the process airflow during CO2
absorption and then condensing it in
the cabin humidity control heat ex-
changer. A controller/ sequencer is
used to time and sequence the var-
ious valving, pump, and fan flow activ-
ities. The controller also assists in
fault detection and automatic shut-
down sequencing.

The system has undergone para-
metric testing In the Johnson Space
Center development laboratory. A
modified version of this system will
undergo additional evaluation infuture
unmanned and manned environmen
tal chamber telling.
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Automated Subsystems
Control Technology
TM: Nick Lance/EC3
Reference OAST 6

The current approach for the control
of subsystems in manned space ve-
hicles is very labor Intensive for both
flightcrew and ground support per-
sonnel. A permanently manned space
station will require near-autonomous
automated control of its systems and
subsystems to significantly reduce
the demand on space and ground
personnel. Efficiently organized local
and archival storage, and rapid re-
trieval and display of subsystem opera-
tion, status, and maintenance infor-
mation will be required across the
various space station subsystems. A
program is underway to develop and
demonstrate the technology of generic
automation techriques for the control
of spacecraft subsystems,

To ensure the generic nature of the
automated subsystem control tech-
niques developed, an application study
is being conducted to determine the
control and monitor requirements of
three representative space station
subsystems: environmental control
and life support, electrical power, and
guidance, navigation, and control.
Using the results of this study, a con-
ceptual design of a generic automated
control system will be generated and
applied specifically to the environ-
mental control and life support sub-
system. The generic control tech-
niques will then be demonstrated in
hardware and software using only the
air revitalization group of the envi-
ronmental control and life support
subsystem. Four controllers will be
fabricated: one for the control and
monitoring of eE. ch of the three air
revitalization group subsystems—
electrochemical M. concentration,
Sabatier CO2 reduction, and acid
electrolyte Oz generation—and one
to perform the air revitalization group
supervisory functions. In parallel with
the fabrication of these controllers,
simulators for each subsystem will be
designed and built. These simulators
will be of sufficient fidelity to verify the
automation concepts implemented,

In the application study, eight differ-
ent system-level architectures have
been evaluated. Results of this eval-
uation indicate that a distributed sys-
tem architecture is preferred over a
centralized architecture. Within the
highest rated of the distributed archi-
tectures, the linear bus topology illus-
trated was determined to be a com-
mon building block at the subsystem
level and therefore was selected for
implementing the air revitalization
group control system. Definition of the
functions required of a generic con-
troller is expected to be completed by
the end of calendar year 1983.

Automated environmental control and life support subsystem conceptual design.
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Advanced Autopilot for Manned
Spacecraft
TM: Terry D. Humphrey/EH4
Reterence OAST 7

Spacecraft control systems have
generally required several simplifying
assumptions about the spacecraft's
behavior to make the design problem
tractable. Rigorous control algorithms
for only a limited class of spacecraft
maneuvers exist, and they are of little
general use. Accordingly, spacecraft
autopilots have typically been de-
signed by assuming that the dynam-
ics are decoupled by axis; this as-
sumption allows independent control
of each axis, as in the Space Shuttle.
Such cinirol laws use attitude and
attitude-rate feedback to generate
rotational acceleration requests and,
in many cases, open-loop computa-
tion of translational acceleration re-
quests. Table lookup or dot product
schemes are used to perform jet
selection on a pass/bypass basis.
When jets fall, or when unexpectedly
large changes in vehicle mass and
Inertia properties occur during a mis-
sion, table lookup jet-select algori-
thms may become Inadequate or fall
to accomplish their function. Such
systems, although suitable for vehi-
cles with simple symmetry and jet
configurations and unchanging iner-
tia, may be inadequate as control sys-
tems for more complex spacecraft.

A new advanced on-orbit autopilot
has been designed for rotation and
translation control of a rigid space-
craft of arbitrary design, using reac-
tion control jets as control effectors,
The advanced autopilot incorporates
a six-dimensional phase space con-
trol law and a linear programing algo-
rithm for jet selection and provides an
integrated solution to the previously
described autopilot design limitations.
The new control law uses pilot inputs
and state feedback to generate rate
change requests and performs cer-
tain transformations to achieve a
spherical deadzone in state space.
Closed-loop control of all six space-
craft degrees of freedom is achieved
by this one control law, whereas cur-
rent systems use multiple iterations of
their control laws, one Iteration per
axis. The phase space control law
requests rate changes to be produced
by the control effectors, and a linear
jet-selection algorithm is used to
translate these requests into a fuel-
optimal sequence of jet firings. If
achievement of the rate change
requested by the phase space control
law is possible, the linear jet select will
successfully do so and thus will pro-
vide the maximum possible fault tol-
erance to jet failures.

A set of functional design require-
ments has been developed for the
Space Shuttle incorporating the new
advanced on-orbit autopilot concepts.
An engineering model has been devel-
oped and used in high-fidelity simula-
tions to verify the performance of the
new autopilot, and comparisons have
been made with an existing space
craft autopilot. Simulations have shown
that the new autopilot requires sub-
stantially fewer words of core memory,
less average central processing unit
time, and fewer firings, and consumes
as much as 25.7% less propellant for
the cases tested. These functional
design requirements are also being
used to develop an implementation
for use as an experiment on the
Space Shuttle. Operation of this auto-
pilot on the Space Shuttle will provide
In-flight experience, validating per-
formance, and will provide a useful
comparison between this autopilot
and the existing Shuttle on-orbit auto-
pilot for future vehicle autopilot design,

al

Advanced autopilot system.
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Flight Operations
Data Management System
TM- William V. Bates, Jr./DF7
neference OAST 8

A large and varied quantity of data are
required to support the monitoring
and control of manned space flights,
Much of these data is in some com-
puterized form. Unfortunately, the data
cannot usually be obtained by com-
puter systems other than the originat-
ing system. A means of sharing data
from various sources In automated
fashion so that reentry of data on dif-
ferent computer systems can be avoid-
ed is needed. The ability to retrieve
required data regardless of original
source can permit a more automated
monitoring of flights and vastly reduce
the manpower required. Once that
objective has been accomplished in a
limited system, the technology devel-
oped can be transferred to the Space
Shuttle and space station areas that
could most benefit from it.

The basic approach was to identify
and examine the needed and availa-
ble data bases of all the various ele-
ments concerned with the planning

and operation of the Space Shuttle
missions witnin the Johnson Space
Center Mission Operations complex.
From this effort, a system concept
was developed to permit the eventual
sharing of data among the identified
elements. A simplified version of such
a data management system Is illus-
trated with the many and varied func-
tions which contribute to the total
mission planning and control process.
The nucleus of the system, and that to
which the research and technology
activity was addressed, Is the Data
Base Management System as illus-
trated, This system also provides the
communications Interface with the
complete Flight Date Management
System net and other external nets as
required, Having established the basic
system concept and architecture, arti-
ficial intelligence and expert systems
techniques now neea to be investi-
gated to provide controllers with a
type of automated fault detection and
trend monitoring capability.

The existing applicable data bases
and computer systems that must be
used in the ultimate automated sys-
tem were analyzed and documented

In a detailed set of computer system
and software package worksheets.
Additional data bases were created
such as that for consumables. A stand-
ard nomenclature system was devel-
oped. The overall systems approach
was completed. Some initial automa-
tion of failure analysis was completed
using the actual Shuttle system as the
development model. Results were docu-
mented and transmitted as completed.

A Data Base Management System
was selected and procured to form
the nucleus for the planned network.
Interface software design and data
design were completed and docu-
mented for the limited system dem-
onstration. Data used for tracking the
operational instrumentation/flight-
critical multiplexer-demultiplexer chan-
nelization have been loaded and will
be used in real time by the flight con-
trol team on Space Shuttle flight STS-
9. The network required to provide
communication capability between all
this diverse equipment is in develop-
ment under this task. Other groups,
using other funding sources, are
acquiring the equipment and software
that comprise the management infor-
mation system, operational data proc-
essing, and intelligent user work
stations.

Flight Operations Data Management System.
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Strength and Motion Modeling

TM: S J Woolford/EN11
Referent• OAST 9

The most versatile element in future
space programs wil; continue to be
man In space However, the limits of
human capabilities In the space
environment have yet to be quanti-
fied This jack impacts the planning
done on Earth for tasks In zero g both
inside and outside the spacecraft

Many factors determine the per-
formance of humans In space These
Include both the environment and the
individual's capabilities For example,
a work station with a r estraint system
can make a task easier or more diffi-
cult, depending on Its size and shape,
on the arrangement of controls
and displays at the work station, and
on Its accessibility Similarly, an indi-
vidual's size, speed, and strength may
cause one task to be more difficul! or
another to be easier than average
Key human factors Include reach
envelopes and patterns of motion

Current techniques for assessing
human factors center around building
mockups and evaluating the concepts
based on the feedback from a few
individuals who attempt to carry out
the planned tasks in the mockup This
procedure is usable only after a great
deal of design has been completed
and requires building mockups at a
high cost in money and time Very few
Iterations can be afforded Also. no
test on Earth can totally capture the
kinetics and dynamics under zero-g
conditions

The rEquirement for accuracy in
predicting such factors as size and
motion In zero g has led to develop-
ment of mathematical models which
can be used In conjunction with
computer aided design to allow a pre-
liminary design team to examine pro
posed configurations on the com-
puter much sooner than could be
done In a mockup Three major
problems are addressed size and
shape of astronauts, reach motions,
and dynamic activities To model the
size and shape of human bodies,
some method of collecting actual
data Is required In conjunction with
the U S Air Force, a project Is under-
way to develop a noncontact method
for mapping the surfrces of three-
dimensional bodies Reach motions
similarly require three-dimensional
data to describe the envelope about a
person that can be reached by motions
of arms, trunk, etc Data giving poten-
tial force at a position Is also neces-
sary to develop fully dynamic models

The modeling of human motion Is a
very active research field. In particular,
models that display realistic bodies In
realistic settings have been developed
The engineer can construct figures
from these models that have the exact
dimensions of a given person or that
typify a small person, an average per-
son, etc The body mode! developed
under this study task, ''Bubbleman, '
Is composed of hundreds of spheres
which give a somewhat bumpy
look but provide significant advan-
tages in computer processing time
Bodies can be made with more or less
fidelity as required

Besides modeling the human body,
techniques for generating the goal-
directed motion of humans have been
developed This capability allows the
design engineer to specify a beginning
position and an ending position, with
the Intermediate steps to be filled in
by the models By this means, check-
ing for access, clearances, and fit
becomes a drawing-board-level activ-
ity rather than one conducted in
expensive mockups.
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Programable Mask Tochnology
TM: Harry Erwin/EE6
Rolerence OAST 10

Optical data processing systems aro
dependent on the accurate and relia-
ble interpretation of data contained in
some form of radiant energy. Typical
categories that require some type of
information processing in the optical
wavelengths are pattern recognition,
robotic vision, dynamic displays, and
Fourier transform analysis. Until re-
cently, available information process-
ing techniques were based primarily
on the use of computers. The parallel
processing characteristics of program-
able mask optical processors obviate
a considerable portion of the software
complexity and, because of the intrin-
sic traits of optical phenomena, en-
hance system reliability. A programa-
ble mask Is a device that can be used
to process or modify an optical signal
containing data as a variation of
Intensity, polarization, frequency, or
phase to produce a desired informa-
tion output. Devices available for the
Implementation of programable masks
are in a state of rudimentary devel-
opment. To provide performance that
will more nearly approach theoretical
limits and make the techniques useful
for space applications, more research
Is required.

At Johnson Space Center, various
devices employing a diversity of phys-
ical phenomena are being examined.
Such techniques as liquid crystal light
valves, deformable mirror devices,
magneto-optic modulators, acoustic-
optic processors, microchannel spa-
tial light modulators, and optical bi-
stable crystal units are all capable of
parallel processing of two- and, in
some cases, three-dimensional data.
Laboratory investigations are being
made to uncover the •.,ost effective
means of using the various techniques.
Although the devices procured for
this Investigation have limited per-
formance capabilities, concepts of
the methods to be used In actual
operations can be formulated.

A liquid Crystal light valve with a cad-
mium sulfide photosensitive surface
has been acquired, and investigation
of various processing tasks is under-
way. Applications include Fourier
transform analysis and pattern rec-
ognition. Refinement of liquid crystal
light valve technology through the
enhancement of resolution, frequency
response, and sensitivity is also being
investigated. These improvements will
result from the application of a silicon
photosensitive surface and improved
fabrication techniques. A magneto-
optic array and a deformable mirror
device are being procured to provide
different approaches to the use of a
programable mask in the processing
of optical information.

Image enhancement using liquid crystal light wive technology.

IMAGE
FORMED OF

INCOHERENT	 INCOHERENT	 POLARIZING
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Refining of Nonterrestrial Materials
TM, Oared S McKay/1111N4
Relf,ar -a OAST 11

Future rnarned and immcnne-I space
activitie!. Could benefit from the use of
extraterrestrial resources Of particu-
,ar Interest Is the extraction of metals.
minerals, and glasses from lunar rocks
and soils for ultimate use In construct-
ing and supporting projects both on
the lunar surface and elsewhere In
free space Recently, Interest has
been renewed in the possibility of
extracting large quantities of oxygen
from lunar ilmenite for use as a fuel fir
upper stage propulsion systems

Although techniques for mineral
separation are well developed for ter-
restrial applications, their extraterres-
trial application Is highly empirical
Both the operations and the detailed
system configuration would have to
be modified tor the special properties
of the lunar samples and for the
space environment Electro!^,taticminer-
al separation techniques are the most
Interesting because they can work
well without a fluid Unfortunately,
these techniques are the most empir-
ical of all those available Magnetic
techniques may also prove useful,
especially for separating metals Only
laboratory testing followed by space
experiments can quantify these tech-
niques

ilmenite, the most abundant lunar soil
oxide, is apprOAlmately 58 wt% FeO
and Is a prime candidate as a lunar
oxygen gource In addition to oxygen

Electrostatic mineral separator.

lunar ilmenite may also prove a sub
stantlal source of hydrogen adsorbed
from the solar wind Solar wind hydro
gen tends to concentrate In the finer
lunar soil fractions and It Is expected
that the enhancement may yield as
much as 0 2 wI% hydrogen from the
<0 02-mm soil ilmenite fraction Thus,
lunar oxygen may be extractable from
ilmenite using In situ adsorbed hydro-
gen as the reducing agent For that
reason, sizing as well as concentra-
tion of the oxide are likely to be Impor -
tant lunar mining operations Terres-
trial ilmenite Is readily concentrated
from beach sands using low-power
Industrial electrostatic techniques
Electrostatic mineral concertration
and sizing are likely to be particularly
advantageous In the lunar vacuum
because tho inhibiting effect of atmos-
pheric drag on ,he separation of fines
will be eliminated

In fiscal year 1983, electrostatic sep-
aration of lunar ilmenite was demon-
strated for the first time in a mineral
separator designed and built at John-
son Space Center The ilmenite con-
centration In a 0 09- to 0 15-mm size
fraction of Apollo 11 soil sample 10084
was Increased sevenfold from approxi-
mately 7 vol% to approximately 50
vol%after one pass through the separa-
tor In nitrogen at a feed temperature
of approximately 180° C At the end of

Pressure-controlled reactor

^I
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the fiscal year a vacuurn version of
the apparatus was ready for testing
and It Is expected to elevate lunar soil
ilmenite concentration from the 50%
level obtained in nitrogen to more
that 75%

Earlier In the year electrostatic
separation performance was evalu-
ated on a series of four component
lunar soil simulants composed of ter
restrlal varieties of the most common
lunar soil minerals—anorthite, Ilmen
Ite, olivine, and pyroxene In the weight
ratio 4/ 11/ 11/4 Ilmenite in the 009- to
0 15-mm fraction of the mixtures was
concentrated In one pass from 10 to
94 w1% In nitrogen at an approximate
feed temperature of 180° C, demon-
strafing the effectiveness of the tech
ilque on compound mineral mixtures

A study of contact charging of
avorthite, ilmenite, olivine. and pyrox-
ene on aluminum was also under-
takr n In an attempt to predict mineral
species behavior in the separator It
wa3 found that charge polarity of the
nonconductor mineral species, anor-
thite olivine, and pyroxene, was the
carne as that deduced from their
behavior In the separator and that
charge magnitudes correlated with
percent bridging oxygens In the crys-
tal structures of the ,,. Ilicates The
quant.ty of contact charge was also
found to depend on gram size In each
species To a first approximation, total
contact charge Increased slightly fast-
er than the surface area of the com
minuted samples, an indication that each
of the spec,eE ;;ould be sized elec-
trostatically becdusi the electrostatic
force -to- re?ir. aicreases with
d ;creasing grub, , : e i hat Is not the
case with magnetic; separation tech-
niques, for er- ample, because the
magnetic force Is volume dependent
Subse q uently electrostatic sizing of
terrestrial ilmenite was demonstro;ed
in air at both room temperature and
approximately 150° C using mixtures
of the three size ranges 0 09 to 0 15,
0 151o025. and 025 to 0 50 mm.

Experimental hydrogen reduction
of comminuted terrestrial ilmenite was
also studied this year in the pressure
controlled reactor shown In prelimin-
ary lrial3, approximately 50% of Intro-
ducer hydrogen was oxidized to water
by the ilmenite at 720° C and 20 psi
overpressure, Indicating successful
reduction of the Fe0 component of
the oxide with acceptable efficiency
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Advanced Carbon - Carbon
Standoff Panel

TM Donald M Curry Es7
Reference OAST .s

t filth terrnut-rature reusable surface
insulation tiles, employed as the exte
nor covering for the Shuttle Orbiter
lower surfaces exhibit low strength
and lack desirable impact, handling
and other damage tolerance char-
acteristics The development of the
advanced carbon-;,arbor material,
with increased strength and resist-
ance to oxidation, may prove compet-
itive with the current high-temperature
reusable surface insulation for spe-
cific operational applications

Detail of advanced carbon-carbon chin panel

The area selected to establish the
feasibility of tab, icating an advanced
carbon-carbon panel that is weight
and cost competitive with the high-
temperature reusable surface insula-
tion systern is located on the under-
side of the Orbiter vehicle between
the reinforced carbon-carbon nose
cap and nose landing gear door
extending transversely to approxi-
mately the nose gear door outboard
trim line This region of the Orbiter has
required tile rework after each of the
STS flights, including a redesign of
the tile/ reinforced carbon-carbon
nose cap interface

The JSC has performed analytical
studies of designed and fabricated a
carbon standoff panel using the ad-
vanced carbon-carbon material to
replace the high - temperature reusa
ble surface insulation tiles The pdnel
assembly was designed lot retrofit on
the Shuttle but was fabricated for
installation on the JSC Nose Cap and
Interfacing Components test article

The advanced carbon-carbon panel
has been delivered to Johnson Space
Center for full-scale testing using the
Nose Cap r r. st article as a test bed
and for assessment as a flight article
on a future Orbiter flight The chin
panel is doubly contoured with ap-
proximate dimensions of 10 in in
width by 54 in circumferential length
having a 7-ply skin thickness (approx
0 081 in ) with 16-ply (approx 0 186
in ) lugs The completed advanced
carbon-carbon panel/ seal weight was
6 lb, resulting in an estimated installed
sys r ern weight of approximately 18 to
20 lb The chin panel is the first large
full- scale part fabricated using the
advanced carbon-carbon material.
therefore, dimensiunal data were
obtained at ACC-4 and coated condi-
tions Data consisted of overall length,
offset dimensions at various butt line
locations to establish growth and con-
tour change^ at the leading and trail-
ing edges, lug thicknesses and lug
hole dimensions The results of these
measurements indicated that the chin
panel grew slightly in the coating proc-
ess and the contour opened mod-
estly, but the changes were judged to
be so small that they are readily man-
ageable on installation An internal
insulation blanket system consisting
of 8-lb/ft' cerachrome encapsulated
with AB312 cloth has been fabricated
to prevent exceeding Orbiter struc-
tural limit temperatures

Johnson Space Center test article
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Office of Space
Sciences and
Applications
Solar System
Explorations
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Solar system explorations are per-
formed through a combination of flight
missions. ground-based for Earth or-
bital) observations of planets, labora-
tory research on samples of te ► res
trial and extraterrestrial origins,
experimental duplication or simula-
tion of planetary processes, and syn-
thesis of data from all these sources
The scientific data and samples
returned from the Moon during the
Apollo missions are still under exami-
nation and study by scientists at the
Johnson Space Center (JSC), proof
that scientific progress can continue
long after the operational phase of a
mission has ended However, new
sources of samples and data are also
Important In providing new or other-
wise unobtainable Insights

Research on the small bodies and
Inner planets of the solar system the
surfaces of which are accessible to
remote observations from Earth or by
spacecra! t and the collection of sam-
ples for analysis In terrestrial labora-
tories continues to be the major JSC
solar system exploration thrust The
study of these bodes of the solar
system .s being tied to an understand-
ing of the geology of the Earth in an
interactive manner to Improve our
understanding both of Earth and of
the other planets Work continues on
the recent initiative of def ining the
future scientific exploration and use
of the Moon, which is anticipated to
be a major NASA program within the
next two decades

Some highlights of JSC research
are described in this summary, and a
selection of research reports is in-
cluded in the Significant Tasks section.

Origin of the Solar System

Meteorites and cosmic dust repre-
sent samples of solar system material
that has not been extensively altered
since the solar system formed 4.5

billion years ago. Scl9ntisis at JSC
hav9 collected stratospheric dust
samples using WB-57, U-2, and ER-2
aircraft equipped w.th Inertial wing-
mounted collectors The cosmic dust
collection is being used by numerous
investigators throughout the world to
study primitive solar system material
W,th the eruption of the El Chlchon
volcano in Mexico, large amounts of
volcanic dust were infected Into the
stratosphere and have re^.alned there
for almost a year his dust has been
sampled on four different occasions
Our sampling has produced infor-
mation regarding the settling rates of
the stratospheric partic les Although
numerous research groups have
worked on the study of the El Chlchon
volcanic ash and its atmospheric
effects, it appears that the JSC group
produced the only extensive, quantita-
tive data on the nature, abundance,
and settling rate of the volcanic ash
component of the stratospheric cloud
Our studies have shown that the
unexpectedly slow gravitational set-
tling rates can be attributed to Irregular
particle shapes and to the formation

Stratospheric dust collection flag prior to El
Chichon eruption

of low-density clusters of partic les In
the stratosphere

Preparations have been completed
f or the Chemisty of Mlcrometeorold
Experiment (CME) which will be
deployed on the Long Duration Ex-
posure Facility (LDEF) during a forth-
coming Shuttle mission Three different
types of collector surfaces will be
exposed to the micrometeorold environ-
ment The natural mlcrometeorold
collisions will be recorded on the
collector surfaces in the form of micro-
sCiplc impact craters which contain
molten Impactor material on the
bottoms and walls From chemical
analysis of the residual material. the
compositions of the mlcrometeorolds
can be determined The CME in-
strument enables the collection of
both micrometeorolds and comelary
dust in low Earth orbit and thus
complements other Investigations of
cosmic dust

Two meteorites reLovered on polar
icecaps In Antarctica have been shown
to be samples of the planetary sur-
faces of Mars and the Moon. Within
the past 2 years, a meteorite recov-

Atmospheric collection flag 6 months after
El Chichon eruption (principally suif,rrlc
acid dr,)plstl)
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Meteorite recovered in Antarctica which is believed to have originated on the marten surface
The meteorite contains samples of gases which are nearly identical to those measu .4 in the
martian atmosphere by the Viking lenders

FC !^'•

ered from Antarctica has been shown
to be a piece of the surface of Mais
This discovery has been enhanced
by the recovery of another meteorite
in Arrarctica which Is simila r to breccla
fron oe lunar highlands Thechemical
end petrograpnlc compositions of the
sample are Identical to those of lunar
breccla within the lunar sample collec-
tion at JSC In addition, the presence
of large concentrations of solar gases
clearly Indicates that the matrix of the
sample had been exposed to the
solar wind for a period of time before
breccla formation The large concen-
trations of solar gases and the sugges-
tion of long-term cosmic-ray exposure
are consistent with an origin from the
lunar regollth Such characteristics
are dissimilar to known meteorites
and may be difficult to reconcile with
an origin from the regollth Of 3n
asteroid The actual mechanism by
which a sample Is removed from a
plarietary surface by Impact, escapes
the gravitational field of that body, and
Is later captured by the Earth Is under-
going considerable discussion in the
scientific community

Lunar Science

Within the past year, mayor emphasis
hcs been placed on obtaining new
types of lunar materials within the
JSC lunar sample collection by slab-
bing several of the large breccla
samples New faces have been ex-
posed, and several newly recognized
sample types have been revealed.
Detailed study of the samples is
underway by the scientific commu-
nity. The breccla samples were created
more ihan 4 b y ago by the intense
meteoroid bombardment and mixing
of materials on the lunar . surface
Some of the material mixed within the
breccla samples may be remnants of
the early lunar crust before the period
of extensive Igneous activity.

Igne., -s processes Involving the
production, migration, and crystalliza-
tion of silicate melts are known to
have been important in the formation
of planetary crusts on the Earth, the
Moon, Mars, and some meteorite par-
ent bodies, and probably were im-
portant on Mercury and Venus as
well Such processes leave distinc-
tive signatures on the chemical and
Isotopic compositions of the rocks
they produce One of the goals of

44 OSSA

planetary geochemists is to decode
the history of these early pI ocesses
by deciphering the chemical sig-
natures found within the rocks from
planetary crusts The trace elements
(having concentrations of only a few
hundred parts per million or less) are
strongly Influenced by their "parti-
tioning" between silicate melts and
rock-forming minerals In contact with
these melts Laboratory simulations
duplicating conditions in the deep
I -roar crust provide means of evaiva-
ting the relationship between rocks,
the environment of formation, and the
chronology necessary to m • ihe a
coherent picture of lunar development.
Results from laboratory experin-nn'
have been Incorporated in moc^,;l
calculations to investigate the petro-
genesis of early lunar crustal materials
(namely lunar duurthosltes) The
results suggest that formation of the
anorthoslte crustal material by way of
a process approximating simple crystal
accumulation from relatively unfrac-
tionated liquids does not violate con-
straints imposed by trace-element
abundances and distributions.

Planetary Crusts

The early crust of the Moon although
not understood completely, is at least

amenable to sampling The Earth s
early crust has largely been destroyed
by geologic recycling processes,
erosion, and mountain building such
as plate tectonics Scientists at JSC
are attempting to understand the
Ea rth's early crust by examining the
occurrence of anorthosites, rock types
that are rare on Earth but abundant on
the Moon Anorthosites of the Cana-
dian shield are under field and labora-
tory investigation, and a preliminary
mcdel of terrestrial crustal growth has
been developed Geochemical stud-
ies of 1 1- to 1 7-b.y rocks from
eastern Canada and iorthern New
York indicate that by their time in
history, the Earth's mantle had devel-
oped extensive heterogeneities be-
cause of previous fractionation events.
It appears that an earlier fractionation
of the Earth's crust from the mantle
had depleted certain compone its in
the extensive volume of mantle that
now resides under certain portions of
the region studied Studies of lunar
samples had revealed that similar
depleted reservoirs in the lunar mantle
resulted from a crust-mantle frac-
tionation around 4 4 b y. ago Then, a
later fractionation produced the youn-
ger 3.0- to 3 7-b y mare volcanic
rocks Because of the differences in

J(:v
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Meteorite recove • ed in Antarctica that has been shown to be of lunar Origin Mineralogical and
chemical composition is identical to that found for some samples returneo from the Moon
during the Apollo grogram

gravity, size, and volatile contents, the
specific composition of the depleted
components Is different on the Moon
from that of the Earth Thus, some of
the large scale planetary processes
that were learned about In some detail
from lunar samples appear to have
similar terrestrial counterparts that
are modified by the more complex
geologic history of the Carlin however,
without the benefit of the simpler case
provided by the Moon, it would have
peen more difficult to recognize the
validity of the approach for terrestrial
processes

Remote Sensing

Remote sensing Is a tool that can be
ur,ed to study the nature of planetary
surfaces. However, the Interpretation
of the mineralogical and chemical
composition of planetary surfaces
raises complicated Issues in s pec-
troscopic and data interpretation One
means of better understanding the
nature of data returned by remote-
sensing techniques is to make labora-
tory sperrr• il measurements of min-
eral oxid dind oxyhydroxides. The
iron oxides and oxyhydroxides have
been examined to understand how a
variety of physicochemical properties
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such as mean particle diameter, par-
ticle shape, chemical composition,
crystallographic phase, magnetic pa-
rameters, and Mossbauer parameters
affect the spectral signatures Infor-
mation obtained from these investiga-
tions has provided Insights into the
Interpretation of spectra for Mars and
the Moon Experimental synthesis of
possible martian surface minerals and
materials continues In conjunction
with laboratory investigations

Technology

To stay at the forefront of expansion
of knowledge new technology must
be developed and evaluated. The
scientific staff within the Solar System
Exploration Division continue:, to
develop instrumern:, and techniques
that support Its research programs
and open future opportunities Tech-
nical development within the past few
years includes operation of the clean
laboratory and sample handling pro-
cedures for cosmic dust, collection of
volcanic ash samples in the strato-
sphere from the EI Chlchon volcanic
eruption, development of techniques
for analysis of trace quantities of
hydrogen in lunar samples, continua-
tion of ,ne development of an isotope-

dilution mass spectrometer for use on
flight programs. Installation and opera
lion of a state-of the-art electron
microprobe. Installation of Mossbauer
analysis capabilities, and development
of a light gas gun for hypervelocity
Impact studies of composite materials
Also, instruments for detecting and
recording Space Shuttle sonic boom
signatures have been developed and
Improved, an example signature from
STS 7 launch Is shown Other tech-
nology developments that may be
useful for planetary exploration are
described In the Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology section of this
repnrt

Lunar Exploration

With ttie Space Shuttle now In the
operational phase, the space agency
is looking at future space activ;ties
The Shuttle Is bu! the first step in a
process that can be viewed as an
expansion of human activity into
space—first near Earth, later farther
out into the solar system One of the
possible expansions which could take
place is to establish a permanent
presence on the Moon A permanently
inhabited research base on the Moon
could be in operation by the end of the
first decade „, the 21 st century Such
a facility would enable intensive study
of the Moon to address unanswered
questions from t he research of the
Apollo era. It world also hasten the
bene!!c,a use of lunar materials for
activities throughout the Earth-Moon
system F nally, it would prepare the
way for manned exploration of Mars
and the establishment of a second
human society In the solar system

A base of operations on the Moon is
qualitatively different from the space
station activities envisioned because
the Moon has substance, firm footings
for extended structures, protection
from high-energy radlat;on, and sle-
inents and compounds from which
material objects can be fabricated
Thus, a lunar program will have scien-
tific and applications components. A
better understanding of the formation
and history of the Moon, the Earth,
and other planetary bodies will be a
prime objective of the initial lunar
base The buildup of scientific capa-
bilities will enable use of the Moon as
a research base for astronomy, high-
energy physics, life sciences, and
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STS-7 ascent sonic boom signalure recorded a; station 5.

Lunar Surface Oxygen Production Facility (Painting by Pat Rawlings based on model by
Hubert Davis, Eagle Engineering, Inc ) Bulk soil from a strip mine on the Moon is delivered by
front-end loade rs to an automated processing facility, where the mineral ilmemte (FeTIO,) is
separated and then chemically raduced by heating in the presence of hydrogen The products
of the reaction are metallic iron, titanium oxide, and water The water is piped to an electrolysis
facility where the hydrogen is recovered and the oxygen is stored in spherical tanks after
liquefaction In the right foreground, a filled tank is about to be carried to the landing pad where
a lunar module is landing (left background) In the upper center is a stack of imported
hydrogen tanks Powerlines stretch over the ridge to a power station, possibly a nuclear
reactor.
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other disciplines Also Important will
be research on methods for using the
lunar environment and materials to
benefit mankind

To undertake the establishment of
a lunar base, several key develop-
ments are required First, it will be
necessary to have a space transporta-
tion system capable of delivering the
base hardware and resupplying the
facility Second, the uses of the lunar
base must be made sufficiently clear
to the leaders of society to ensure that
Investment In thra enterprise can be
supported. To establish the frame-
work for the decision to return to the
Moon, a project was initiated at JSC
with the intent of identifying the princi-
pal objectives elf a lunar base program,
the current state of knowledge, and
the developments necessary for ac-
complishment

To properly plan for the potential
lunar base, a satisfactory level of
understanding about the nature of the
unar environment and the lunar
surface is required. Currently, the
martian surface is better understood
and mapped at a greater resolution
than is the surface of our nearest
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neighbor—the Moon. For lunar re-
source and lunar base exploration
purposes, it is desirable to have as
one of the early elements of this
program a lunar geochemlcal and
mapping orbiter This mission, of
modest cost, would verify the best
locations for and optimum uses of a
lunar base as well as establish base
maps for future lunar operations per-
formed in conjunction with the facility
Such a precursor mission could be
launched around 1990
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Lunar polar mapping orbiter
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The Chemistry of Mlcrometeorold
Experiment
PL Friedrich Nori /SN4
Reference OSSA 1

The ('hemistry of Mlcrometeorold
Experiment (CME) will be deployed
on the Long Duration Exposure Facil-
ity (LDEF) during STS-13 and will be
returned to Earth after an exposure
time of approximately 12 months at
an altitude of 400 km Natural micro-
meteoroids will Impinge on high-purity
substrates and either melt or vaporize
from shock heating on Impact at
cosmic, velocities (7 to >25 km/ ,ec)
These melts or vapor deposits may
be analyzed on retrieval by means of
state-of-the-art mlcroanalytrcal instru-
ments The objective of GME Is to
chemically characterize these micro-
scopic projectiles that typically may
weigh only 10- 8 to 10- g Inasmuch
as most of these particles are derived
from comets—based on direct ob-
servation and theory—the chemical
information obtjlned will be related to
the nonvolatile solids (silicates) of
cornets In brief, the Instrument per-
forms cometary sciences In low Earth
orbit and thus complements other
investigations of cosmic dust

The active part of LDEF-CME A 12-In-deep
tray houses two Clamshell devices, ine of
which (right hand) Is opened, exposing the
pure gold collectors of high-quality surface
finish (reflectionsl and a number of experi-
mental substrates (small rectangles in lower
right corner). Total surface area exposed is
about 1 m'

Three different types of collector sur-
faces will be exposed. totaling some 4
ml Pure gold sheets (>99 99% Au) of
0 5 mm thickness will be mounted on
a clamshell device that 'opens'' after
LDEF deployment and closes a few
days before retrieval, ground handling
and all other activities occur with the
clamshells closed to minimize poten-
tial contamination. Natural mlcrome-
teorold collisions will be recorded on
the gold substrate In the form of
microscopic Impact crater s. which, in
turn, contain molten Impactor mate-
rial on bottoms or walls The active''
part of CME with one of the clam-
shells (right side) partly opened is
Illustrated Also shown Is an experi-
mental Impact crater Illustrating the
impactor melt In Its bottom and the
type of crater morphology expected
Such experimental craters are being
generated at velocities from 3 to 10
km/sec to''calibrate the flight instru-
ment Calibration centers predomi-
nantly on the degree to which the
Impactor melt may chemically differ
from that of the actual projectile as
selective vapor loss of specific ele-
ments/oxides may occur Modest joss
of Na., O and appreciable loss (up to
40%) of KO was observed In these
simulation experiments

Experimental Impact crater produced in
gold target by soda lime glass Impactor at
6.2 km/sec Nite the copious amounts of
impactor melt In the form of flow-fronts and
lobes at the crater bottom and walls An
exceedingly thin glass liner actually drapes
the entire crater cavity and the crater rim.

The other mayor collector surface
(approximately 2 r. 1 2 ) Is totally passive
and consists of approximately 200
Individual mlcrometeorold capture
cells " Each cell is covered by a 1 5-
µm-thick plastic foil that stands about
0 2 mm above a germanium (Ge)
substrate (>99 99% pure and 0 6 mm
thick) The objective Is to let the
cosmic dust particle penetrate the toll
with relative ease and to have It
Impinge on the Ge substrate w,th
essentially unaltered velocity The
vaporized species generated during
Impact will condense on the under-
side of the plastic foil In the vicinity of
the relatively small penetration hole,
this underside Is coated with high-
purity tantalum (>99 999%) for a num-
ber of analytical reasons, predomi-
nantly secondary electron yield during
secondary Ion mass spectrometry
analysis (ion probe) Again, mlcrome-
teorold Impact experiments— per-
formed by collaborators In Heidelberg,
Germany. and Washington University,
St Louis. Miss „ uri—demonstrate the
feasibility of this approach

Finally, approximately 1 m ,  exposes
relatively pure aluminum (>99 9% AI),
these surfaces serve the same pur-
pose as the Au substrate and will be
analyzed In Identical fashion. We
expect some 60 Impact events on all
4 ml that are analyzable using present
mlcroanalytical techniques and which
represent Impacts by particles of mass
>10-” g Numerous other events of
still smaller micrometeoroids will oc-
cur, but these are presently beyond
analytical capability for quantitative
analyses A secondary objective may
emerge as these collector surfaces
may also yield Information about inan-
made debris, predominantly In the
form of Al203 particles generated
during firing of solid-state rocket
motors.
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Volcanic Dust In the Stratosphere
Ph James L. Gooding and
Uel S. Clanton/SN2
Reference OSSA 2

Explosive eruptions of the El Chichon,
Mexico, volcano from March 28 to
April 4, 1982, injected large quantities
of gas and fine dust (volcanic ash)
into the stratosphere.and provided a
unique opportunity for multidiscipli-
nary studies of the nature and effects
of such clouds, First, stratospheric
clouds of volcanic ejects may perturb
the delicate thermal balance of the
atmosphere and lead to changes In
weather and climate, Second, gaseous
or particulate debris in the strato-
sphere, if sufficiently concentrated, can
interfere with jet aircraft flying at those
altitudes. Reliable prediction of pos-
sible consequences of volcanic clouds
for meteorology or aviation depends
heavily on acquisition of accurate
information about the composition,
volume, and longevity of the volcanic
cloud material.

Stratospheric abundances of 2- to 40-µm ash.

Samples of the El Chichdn cloud
material were collected using cosmic
dust collection hardware and tech-
niques described in the 1982 report.
All collectors were processed in a
Class 100 clean laboratory. Eight
different collection flags were flown
on each of four different aircraft
missions spanning the period April
27, 1982, to March 28, 1983. All
missions were flown over North and
Central America (long. —70 0 to 1500
W, lat, — 10 0 S to 75 0 N) at collection
altitudes of 16.8 to 19,2 km and at the
normal aircraft cruise speed of 410
kn.

Each flag was examined by optical
microscopy, and small samples were
removed from selected flags for study
by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry. Number abundances
and size distributions of particles were
determined by means of two different
techniques; using quantitative
gravimetric recovery of ash loads
from individual flags, combined with
SEM sizing of particles, and using an
automatic liquid particle counter

(based on photometry of light scattered
from a helium-neon laser beam passed
through each sample) to analyze liquid
suspensions of ash particles obtained
by quantitatively rinsing individual flags
with ultrapure Freon-113.

Sampling and analytical work pro-
duced three important results. First,
the stratospheric ash cloud spread rapidly
in latitude to distant areas both north
and south of the volcano. At the
minimum, the ash cloud covered lati-
tudes 10 0 to 60 0 N in July and 10 0 S
to 75 0 N in October 1982. Second,
ash particles >2 µm size, predomi-
nantly vesicular shards of rhyolite-
andesite glass, were significant parts
of the cloud for at least 6 months after
eruption, with their unexpectedly slow
gravitational settling rates attributable
to irregular particle shape and the
formation of low-density clusters of
particles in the stratosphere. Third,
the abundance of ash in the original
stratospheric cloud was probably at
least 480 tons.

Results confirmed the observation
by other investigators that the El Chi-
chon volcanic cloud produced a heavy
load of sulfuric acid droplets in the
stratosphere. Although Mission 1 and
Mission 2 samples consisted mostly
of free ash particles and clusters of
particles, Mission 3 samples were
dominated by liquid droplets with
entrained ash particles. Mission 4
samples contained relatively little par-
ticulate material but included very
large numbers of liquid droplets, and
clearly showed that, approximately 1
year after the eruption, the strato-
sphere was burdened with several
times more sulfuric acid aerosol than
is normal. Du^ing Mission 4, the large
acid load in the stratosphere resulted
in significant corrosion of both the
stainless steel parts of the collectors
and the exterior of the aircraft.

Although many different research
groups participated in the scientific
study of El Chichon volcano and its
atmospheric effects, it appears that
JSC produced the only extensive,
quantitative data on the nature, abun-
dance, and settling rate of the ash
component of the stratospheric cloud.
In addition to our own studies, docu-
mented samples have been provided
to nine different research groups In
response to their individual requests.
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Plot of age vs. Chid for Igneous Intrusions from the eastern Canadian shield. Intrusions derived
from sources with a depleted signature appear above the chondritie evolution line (CHUB);
those from sources with an enriched signature appear beluw the line. The upper line shows the
trend for a depleting mantle, which Intersects the Chid axis at the current value of midocean
ridge volcanics (MOAB). An example of an enriched source, Australian kimberlites (KIMB), Is
shown for comparison.
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The Earth's Early Crust and Mantle
Pl: William C. Phinney/SN4
Reference OSSA 3

The planetary processes that were
involved in the earliest separation of
Earth's crust and mantle remr°in largely
unknown. The very rare occurrences
of rocks from the first 1.5 blilion years
(b.y ) of Earth history severely limit the
evidence for such processes. How-
ever, some of the more common
younger rocks can preserve evidence
that bears on older processes, Many
volcanic or other igneous crustal rocks
form by partial melting within the
mantle. As the melts then rise into or
onto the crust and form additions to
the crust, they leave anomalous
residual compositions in the affected
volumes of mantle at various times
throughout Earth's history. When one
of these volumes of mantle undergoes
further melting or fractionation at an
even later time, the resulting crustal
rocks of the later event may inherit
clues about the earlier fractionations
of crust and mantle in the form of
anomalous isotopic ratios, trace-
element distributions, and/or mineral
assemblages. The study of ancient
rocks can provide evidence on the
nature and location of even earlier
events for which no crustal rocks are
preserved. The resulting data can
help us to understand the more basic
questions of why and how these very
early events took place.

Recent geochemical investigations
of 11- to 1.7-b.y, rocks from eastern
Canada and northern New York in-
dicate that by their time in history, the
Earth's mantle had developed exten-
sive heterogeneities from previous
fractionation events. For example, the
isotopic ratios for B 'Sr/ BB Sr and
143 Nd / 144 Nd in the northern occur-
rences are anomalously high for neo-
dymium (Nd) and low for strontium
(Sr), whereas the more southerly oc-
currences are anomalously low for
Nd and high for Sr. These results
imply that an earlier fractionation of
crust from mantle had depleted certain
components in the extensive volume
of mantle that now resides under the
northern areas, whereas other portions
of the mantle to the south had not
undergone the same fractionation and
depletion, By 1.7 b.y., there were at

least two distinct types of mantle
reservoirs supplying new Igneous
material to the crust in eastern Canada.
These differences are illustrated. The
plotted variable eNd is a measure of the
departure of the 149 Nd / 14d Nd ratio from
an ideally nonfractionated mantle
reservoir; the more positive the e
value, the more depleted the mantle
reservoir.

Current data suggest that the boundary
between depleted and nondepleted
reservoirs follows a northeasterly trend
from the northern shoreof Lake Huron
to the Atlantic coast of Labrador; the
depleted reservoir is located on the
southeastern side of this trend line
and the nondepleted reservoir on the
northwestern. Although the precise
areal extent of these reservoirs re-
mains to be determined, evidence for
the existence of an extensive depleted
mantle to the northwest under much
of Ontario as long as 2.8 b.y. ago limits
the width of the nondepleted zone.
The meaning of the boundary between
the reservoirs is not yet certain, but
such possibilities as an ancient con-
tinental margin, small mantle regions

that for unknown reasons have not
participated in crustal formation dur-
ing the first 3.0 b.y. of Earth history, o,
tapping of a deep, primitive mantle
source must be considered.

Previous studies of lunar samples
have revealed that similar depleted
reservoirs in the lunar mantle resulted
from a crust-mantle fractionation at
about 4.4 b.y. Them, a later fractiona-
tion produced the younger 3.0- to 3.7-
b.y.-old mare volcanic rocks in which
anomalies are preserved from the
4.4-b.y. fractionation. Because of dif-
ferences in gravity, size, and volatile
contents, the specific composition of
the depleted components is a bit dif-
ferent on the Moon from that on the
Earth. Thus, some of the large-scale
planetar; processes that were de-
termined from the study of lunar
samples appear to have similar ter-
restrial counterparts that are some-
what modified by the more complex
geologic history of Earth. However,
without the benefit of the simpler case
provided by the Moon, it would have
been more difficult to recognize the
validity of the approach for terrestrial
processes.

6. ^'
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Development of an Analytical
Method for Determinatlon of
Hydrogen In Lunar Materlals
PI: Everett K. Gibson, 3r./SN4
Reference OSSA 4

Chemical analyses often must be
performed on samples that are limited
in size and availability or that cannot
be destroyed. in most instances, a
few tenths of a milligram can be
spared for analysis. With the recent
Interest In the future establishment of
a lunar base, there is renewed Interest
in the possibility of lunar materials
providing a portion of the consuma-
bles required to support such a facia
Ity. Hydrogen Is a solar-wind species
the concentration of which In lunar
soils varies with the particular soil
type or particle size. To predict the
potential usefulness of the available
lunar hydrogen for propellants and
consumables, a simple technique
capable of determining the hydrogen
concentrations in bulk soils is desired.
In addition, the analytical technique
must b,s capable of making measure-
ments on various grain size fractions

N	 and for different particle types within
the soils.

A method capable of determining the
hydrogen concentrations in suomilli-
gram soil samples has been devel-
oped. It consists of heating the lunar
samples in a helium atmosphere In a
pyroprobe followed by gas-chromato-
graphic determination of hydrogen
using the ultrasensitive helium Ioniza-
tion detector. A schematic of the ana-
lytical system is given. The gas chro-
matograph (GC) and analysis system
was operated under the conditions
listed. The carrier gas was helium
which contained 104 p/m nitrogen.
Standards of hydrogen in helium were
used for calibration of the system.
They were injected by means of a gas
sampling valve equipped with a 100-
µl sampling loop. Chromatographic
signals were recorded on a strip chart
recorder using 0.001 V full scale and
were integrated on a central proces-
sor data system. Smallest sample
concentration of hydrogen measura-
ble was about 1 µg.

The analytical method was used for
the analysis of various lunar sons.
Bulk hydrogen concentration of the
lunar soils ranged from 19 to 106
µgH/g. The Immature soils contained
the smallest quantities of hydrogen,
and the most mature soils contained
the greatest concentrations of hydro-
gen, Analytical values Gor bulk lunar
soil hydrogen concentrations were
found to be similar to those reported
In the literature. Previous measure-
ments of hydrogen concentrations in
lunar soils were made using sample
sizes ranging from 05 to 3.0 g. Using
the newly developed analytical tech-
nique, the hydrogen analysis can be
performed using sample sizes between
1 and 3 mg. The pyrolysis technique
Is simple, fairly rapid, and very sensi-
tive. It can be adapted for the deter-
mination of volatile components in a
wide variety of materials.

Schematic of equipment.

—00

CARBOSIEVE SN 2 - HELIUMDOPED [PYROPROBE 	 FLN2	 IONIZATIONHe  DETECTORGC COLUMNCARRIERGAS CONTROLLER DATASYSTEM

OUTPUT

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Column ...................................... 7 ft Carboslove S, 120/140 mesh
Column temperature, °C ............................................... 60
Detector ................................................ Helium Ionization
Carrier gas ............................... Helium doped with 104 p/m nitrogen
Flow rate, ml/min ..................................................... 20
Pyrolysis temperature, °C ............................................. 900
Pyrolysis time, min	 .................................................... 	 1
Trap for condensables ....................................... Liquid nitrogen
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Lunar Bast Studles
TM: Wendell Mendell -SN7 and
M • Duke/5N
Reference ossA 5

A permanently inhabited research
base on the Meon could be In opera-
tion by 2010. Such a base would
enable intensive study of the Moon to
address questions unanswered from
Apollo research It would also hasten
the beneficial use of lunar materials
for activities throughout the Earth-
Moon system. Finally, it would prepare
the way for manned exploration of
Mars and the establishment of an
extraterrestrial human society.

To establish a lunar base, several
key developments are necessary A
space transportation system capable
of delivering the base hardware and
resupplying the inhabitants is required
The uses of the lunar base must be
made sufficiently clear to the leaders
of society to ensure 'hat Investment In
the enterprise can be supported To
establish the framework for the de-
cision to return to the Moon, a project
was initiated at Johnson Space Center
to Identify the principal objectives of a
lunar base program, the current state
of knowledge, and the developments
necessary to perform the program

One topic addressed In a study
sponsored by Johnson Space Center
was the possibility that liquid oxygen
(LO., ) produced on the Moon by
reaction of hydrogen with the mineral
Ilmenite, an Iron-titanium oxide, could
provide a source of oxidizer for
chemical rockets operating between
low Earth orbit (LEO) and geostatlonary
orbit (GEO). To achieve such a
capability would require the establish-
ment of a lunar mining and milling
operation.

The system also requires the ca-
pability of bringing hydrogen from
Earth, storing liquid hydrogen (LN2)
and L02 in Earth orbit and possibly In
lunar orbit, and transferring tanks of
oxygen from the lunar surface to lunar
orbit and then to Earth orbit. Such a
system Is Illustrated Results of an
analysis show that the ratio of oxygen
returned to Earth orbit to hydrogen
transported from Earth Is 2 5.1. The
proposed system uses primarily exist-
ing technology and therefore is consid-
ered conservative Thus, the analysis
emphasizes the need for further study
of approaches That can Increase the
"mass payback ratio." Other studies
for understanding potential uses of
lunar materials and the lunar environ-
ment also should be undertaken

One Important element of a program
to define a lunar base Is the comple-
tion of a satisfactory level of lunar
mapping Existing lunar maps are
Incomplete at the resolution necessary
to provide support for lunar base
planning. pallicularly for polar and
ferslde loca t ions A Lunar Geocheml-
cal Orbiter mission Is planned by
NASA's planetary exploration program.
to be flown in the early 1990 s For
lunar resource and lunar base explo
ration purposes, it Is desirable to add
imaging capability to the Lunar Geo-
chemlcal Orbiter mission Such a lunar
mapping satellite would provide data
necessary to verify the best location
for and optimum uses of a lunar base,
as well as es t ibllshing base maps for
lunar ioglsticF operations performed
in conjunction with the base

Work is proceeding to obtain a
broad overview of lunar base require-
ments l he ability to establish a lunar
base as an evolutionary step In the
U S space p., ogram depends on
near-term decisions with respect to
the Space Transportation System
Therefore, in 1984, the Interaction of
the lunar initiative and space station
concepts will be Investigated

t

The future space economy may well include importation of lunar resources for use in Earth orbit A candidate resource under study is oxygen
derived from rocks on the lunar surface Nodes in the space transportation system will he the surface of the Earth, a low Earth orbit ;LEO) space
station a station in lunar space, and the lunar surface. Transportation links will be the S{.ace Shuttle. a transiunar freighter, and a lunar module for
shipment to the Moon's surface
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Plot of reflectivity Rat 0.60µm againet the ratio of reflectivity at 0.60µm to that at 0.45µm for
submicron hematite powders.
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Spectral Properties of Submicron
Powders of Iron Oxides and
Oxyhydroxldes
PI: Richard V. Morrl•/SN4
Reference OSSA 6

A structured absorption edge due to
crystal-field transitions extending from
weak absorption In the near-infrared
to intense absorption in the near-ultra-
violet Is characteristic of the ferric
oxides and oxyhydroxides and is re-
sponsible for their Intense color.
Particularly for hematite, the number
and position of the spectral features
were consistent with significant split-
ting of the degenerate cubic levels by
noncubic components of the crystal
field. The position of the crystal-field
band at lowest energy, assigned to
the envelope of the components of
the split cubic 4 TH level, was near 0.86,
0.91, 0.92, and 0,98 ym at room tem-
perature for hematite, goethite,
maghemite, and lepidocrocite, re-
spectively. Comparison with Moss-
bauer data suggests that covalent
character Increases sequentially
through the aforementioned series.
The positions of the spectral features
were relatively Independent of tem-
perature down to about -110° C. The
maximum shifts observed were on
the order of 0.02 µm shortward for the
ferric oxyhydroxides. Variations In the
magnitude of the spectral reflectance
for hematite as a function of mean
particle diameter were consistent with
scattering theory. The absorption
strength of the crystal-field bands
Increased with Increasing mean par-
ticle diameter over the range 0.1 to

0.8 um; visually, this increase cor-
responds to a change in color from
orange to deep purple. This effect is
shown quantitatively. The position of
the split cubic 4 TH band shifted long-
ward by about 0.02 µm with decreasing
mean particle diameter; this effect is
consistent with wavelength-dependent
scattering. The cation-deficient mag-
netite powders were very strong
absorbers throughout the near-ul'ra-
violet, visible, and near-infrared wave-
lengths; their spectral properties were
independent of temperature between
about -110 0 and 20° C.

The spectral properties of iron oxides
and oxyhydroxides are Important not
only for understanding the basic
physics and chemistry of the com-
pounds but also for applications such
as remote sensing of the Earth and
Mars, where the compounds are opti-
cally Important constituents of the sur-
ficial material. Spectral reflectance
measurements between 0.35 and 2.20
µm over the temperature Interval

I between about -110 0 and 20° C were
made for a suite of well-characterized
submicron powders of iron oxides
and oxyhydroxides having the nominal

it mineralogy hematite (a -Fe2O3), rnag-
hemite (y -Fe203), magnetite (Fe304),
goethite ( a -F@OOH), and lepldocrocite
(y-Fe00H). Departures from the

{ nominal mineralogies and the physical
characteristics of the Individual
powders were determined by a variety
of physicochemical data including
mean particle diameter, particle shape,

,+- chemical composition, crystallo-
graphic phase, magnetic parameters,
and Mossbauer parameters. Only the
nominal magnetite powders had sig-
nificant departures from the nominal
mineralogy because of their fine
particulate nature; they were actually
cation-deficient magnetites having
about 18.0 wt% FeO as compared
with 30.0 wt% FeO for stoichiometric

y	 magnetite.
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Experimental Trace-Element One approach to using trace-element Recent work has focused on under-
Geochemistry abundances to unravel the history of standing the manner in which mineral
Ph	 Gordon A. McKay/8N4 molt-mineral Interactions is through and melt compositions affect distribu-
Reference 088A 7 mathematical modeling. In this ap- tion	 coefficient	 (n)	 values	 for	 the

proach, a plausible history of melt- partitioning of rare earth elements
Igneous processes involving the pro- mineral Interactions leading to a (REE) between olivine and lunar
duction, migration, and crystallization particular sample Is postulated, the basaltic melts. Results suggest that
of silicate melts are known to have effects of this history on trace-element values are strongly correlated with
boon important in the formation of abundances are modolod, and the the composition of olivine and with
planetary crusts on Earth, the Moon, resulting calculated abundances are the ratio of aluminum (AI) to aluminum

Mars, and some meteorite paren t compared with observed abundances. plus silicon (AI+Si) In the melt. These

planets, and probably on Mercury and One major limitation to this approach correlations are illustrated for one of
Venus as well. Such processes leave Is that not enough is known about the REE, ytterbium (Yb). For each
distinctive signatures on the chemical melt-mineral partitioning for many range of olivine composition, there is
and isotopic compositions of the rocks trace elements and minerals. Par- a parallel correlation of D(Yb) with
they produce. One goal of planetary titioning is influenced in unknown ways AI/(AI+SI), These results have been
geochemists is to try to reconstruct by many variables In nature. To incorporated Into an empirical model
the history of these processes by improve knowledge of trace-element welch predicts D(Yb) as a function of
deciphering the chemical signatures partitioning, an ongoing program of the compositional parameters and
found in rocks from planetary crusts. partitioning studies is being conducted temperature.

Some particularly useful signatures at Johnson Space Center. The ex- Results from these and other experi-
are carried in the abundances of perimental approach consists of equil- ments have been Incorporated in
elements that are present in most ibrating synthetic rock compositions model calculations to Investigate the

„	 rocks in very small concentrations. at near-liquldus temperatures and petrogenesis of lunar anorthosite, a
-	 The abundances of these "trace" pressures, quenching the equilibrated major constituent of the original lunar
`	 elements are strongly influenced by charges to room temperature, and crust. These calculations suggest that

their "partitioning" between silicate measuring the concentrations of se- formation of anorthosites by simple
melts and rock-forming minerals in lected elements in the resulting crys- crystal accumulation from relatively
contact with these melts. Hence, a tals and surrounding glass by using unfractionated liquids does not violate

-	 record of the history of melt-mineral special electron microprobe tech- constraints imposed by REE system-
interactions will be retained	 in the niques with sensitivities of about 10 atics. Uncertainty remains in the ab-
trace-element abundances of resulting p/ m. From the trace-element conren- solute and relative values for europium
rocks. trations obtained in this manner, and the trivalent REE for application

distribution coefficients are computed to anorthosite	 petrogenesis, 	 it	 is
for use in the mathematical models. Important to continue	 Investigating

i distribution coefficients for applica-
tion to this problem.

Olivine/melt distribution coefficlerlt for Yb vs. AI/AI+SI of the melt
Symbols correspond to different ranges of olivine composition (FA)
Parallel correlation irends are shown for two different FA ranges.
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Measured noble gas concentratlons in a matrix sample of ALHA81005, In the solar-gas-rich
moteorlte Pesyanoe, and In lunar finos sample 65501. Also shown are the typicill range of JeAr
concontrations In ordinary chondrites (OC) and In typo 1 carbonaceous chondrites (Cl).
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Trapped Solar Gases In a Lunar
Meteorite
Ph 0. 0. Bogard/SN4
Referonco 088A 8

We have measured the isotopic abun-
dances of the noble gas elements
helium (He), neon (Ne), argon (Ar),
krypton (Kr), and xenon (Xe) in a
primarily matrix sample of Antarctic
meteorite ALHA81005, which may
have had a lunar origin. This sample
contained very large concentrations
of obviously implanted solar-wind
gases. Absolute concentrations and
relative abundances of these trapped
gases are quite similar to typical
solar-gas-rich soils and brecclas
returned from the Moon. Isotopic
compositions of the trapped gas in
ALHA81005 are also Identical to solar
gas trapped in lunar samples (e.g.,
trapped 'He/'He = 2600, 20 Ne/ 22 Ne L
12.5, 40Ar/ 30Ar =1.8). Isotopic ratios of
Kr and Xe plot on the mass-
fraciionation trends for lunar soils,
and there is no obvious evidence of
excess radiogenic f29 Xe or fission-
produced Xe.

Fayetteville and Pesyanoe are the
two regolith-derived meteorites with
the largest known concentrations of
solar-wind gases. Although the 'He
concentration in Pesyanoe is as high
as in ALHA81005, the other noble gas
concentrations in Pesyanoe are much
lower; consequently, Pesyanoe has a
much less fractionated noble gas
abundance pattern compared to ALHA-
81005 and to lunar fines and brecclas.
Meteorites rich in solar gases typically
have considerably less mass fraction-
ation of gases (e.g,, much larger
°He/ 132Xe) compared to lunar sam-
ples. This fact is probably due to the
much higher levels of regolith garden-
ing and ion reimplantation, with ac-
companying mass-fractionated gas
loss, of lunar regolith compared to
regoliths on meteorite parent bodies,
A, preliminary value for the potassium
(K) concentration of the ALHA81005
matrix Indicates that ^-1.4 x 10-6
crn 3 /g of radiogenic 40Ar should be
produced in 4 b.y. The measured 10Ar
concentration in ALHA81005 of —20
times this value strongly suggests the
presence of an atmosphere-implanted

4OAr component, which Is a typical
occurrence on the Moon throughout
much of its history. Presumably for an
asteroid parent body, the much short-
er gravitational escape time for 10Ar,
the much smaller cross section of the
parent body surface, and the likely
weaker solar-wind fields would greatly
reduce the effectiveness of the
atmospheric-implantation process. In
fact, the 10Ar/ 36Ar ratios in the Pesya-
noe and Fayetteville meteorites are
much larger than in ALHA81005 and
lunar soils, and much of the IOAr in the
first two meteorites is due to in situ
decay of K.

Even noble gas Isotopes with low
relative abundances (e.g., 'He and
3eAr) are primarily of solar-wind origin
in ALHA81005. However, if we adopt
a trapped 21 Ne/ 22 Ne ratio of 0.030, we
estimate tha t about 17% of the meas-
ured 21 Ne, or —26 x 10 -6 cm 3 /g, is

cosmic ray produced, For a lunar
surface irradiation, this value would tepre-
sent at least 100 m.y, of cosmic-ray
expowro.

The presence of large concentrations
of solar gases in ALHA81005 clearly
Indicates that the matrix was finely
spread on a surface exposed to the
solar wind for a period of time before
breccia formation. The large concen-
trations of solar gases with a m^.ss-
fractionation pattern like lunar ego-
Iith samples, the excess concentrations
of radiogenic 10Ar, and the suggestion
of long cosmic-ray exposure are all
consistent with an origin of ALHA81005
from the lunar regolith. Such charac-
teristics are dissimilar to known meteor-
ites and may be difficult to reconcile
with an origin from the regolith of an
asteroid.
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In Situ Measurements
of Stratospheric Ozone

PI Donald a tlobbineiSN?
Aererence OaSA e

The objective of this study Is to meas-
ure atmospheric ozone with the
highest accuracy possible to aid In
validating satellite measurements and
testing models used '0 study the
chemistry Of stratospheric ozone

Less then 5 years ago, the best
accuracies quoted for In situ ozone
measurements were In the range of
15% Measurements of ozone vertical
distributions are required within an
accuracy of 3% to 5% to adequately
assess the long term stability of ozone
During 1982 and 1983, several im-
provements were made to the John-
son Space Center (JSC) ozone instru-
ment that allow measurements of
ozone with an accuracy within 3% at
attitudes below 35 km. Although the
instrument is capable of making
measurements as high as 45 km,
some questions about possible loss
of ozone on the walls of the inlet line
and absorption cell at higher altitudes
have arisen A task of assessing the
magnitude of these losses has been
initiated

The JSC has participated In four Inter
national balloon campaigns to assess
.jccuracles of techniques used to
measure species involved in ozone
chemistry We were the only group to
provide in situ measurements of ozone
during the Iwo flights of the Balloon
Intercomparison Campaign (BIC)
Those flights were made in September
1982 and June 1983 Data reduction
has been completed Analysis and
comparison with results of the remote
measurement techniques are In prog-
ress Two flights were made during
the Balloon Ozone Intercompanson
Campaign (BOIC), one on a Goddard
Space Flight Center gondola on which
five other groups made in situ meas-
urements Data analysis and compar-
isons are In progress The second
flight of BOIC was on a University of
Minnesota gondola that carved a mass
spectrometer to measure the ozone
profile Analysis of data is in progress
Three of these balloon flights (the two
of BOIC and BIC-II) were made within
1 month during the summer of 1983

We have participated In the Sep-
tember 1983 campaign of the MAP/
GLOBUS program in France The
JSC made two balloon flights as part
of that campaign and serves as the
"transfer standard'' to allow inter-
comparisons between the European
campaign and the American BIC and
BOIC campaigns

Preparing balloon• for flight
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Radar Studies of Active
Experiments In the Ionosphere
PI: R. Jerry Jost/8N3
Reference O88A 10

An integral component that links the
Sun and the Earth Is the ionosphere.
The Ionosphere is a zone of plasma
created by the effect of solar radiation
on gases in the upper atmosphere (60
to 1000 km altitude) and is typically
defined as that part of the atmosphere
In which f ree elect•ons exist In suffi-
cient numbers to affect radio-wave
propagation. Magnetic storms and
auroras may disrupt the transmission
of radio and telecommunication sig-
nals in the Ionosphere. Plasma motions
and electric currents In this region
affect, and are affected by, processes
In the magnetosphere above and the
atmosphere below. Therefore, the iono-
sphere is an important region in terms
both of the physical processes that
link the Sun and the Earth and of
navigation and telecommunication
systems.

For almost a decade, research in-
terest in the Ionosphere has evolved
from describing its general character-
Is;tics to detailed Investigations of its
many naturally disturbed states as
well as intentional, artificially produced
disturbances. These disturbances are
characterized as plasma irregularities
spanning wavelengths or scale lengths
from hundreds of kilometers to frac-
tions of a meter. An ideal, Inexpensive
technique for studying thetie irregu-
larities is to use ground-based, remote-
sensing radar. The Johnson Space
Center (JSC) has directed activities
toward developing a portable very
high frequency (VHF) backscatter
radar that Is particularly suited for
measuring several parameters of
Ionospheric disturbances, either nat-
ural or artificial, at wavelengths of a
few meters. 'f he primary study em-
phasis has been placed on active
experiments, In which the Ionosphere
Is used as an Infinite laboratory and Is
Intentionally perturbed to trace natu-
ral phenomena or to excite physical
processes that Induce these phe-
nomena artificially. Because these ex-
periments are complex, they are typi-
cally performed in collaboration with
other domestic government agencies,
universities, or foreign governments.
The JSC research has concentrated
on ionospheric modification through

60 OSSA

highfrequency(HF) radio-waveheat-
Ing and chemical release from sound-
Ing rockets,

To be specific, during HF heating
experiments conducted in conjunc-
tion with Arecibo Observatory in the
Caribbean Sea, the JSC 50-MHz radar
has been used to monitor the devel-
opment of short-scale (3 m) geomagnetic-
fleld-alined plasma Irregularities arti-
ficially produced in the Ionosphere.
The generation of short-scale Iono-
spheric irregularities Is observed when
a high-power HF wave reflects at
various "zones" or layers In the Iono-
sphere. The theoretically important
parameters of the irregularities meas-
ured by the radar are the growth and
decay time constants, the long-term
temporal behavior, and the absolute
radar cross section. The e,cperiment
technique is Illustrated.

Similar measurements have been
conducted in Scandinavia in collabo-
ration with European research teams,
using a high-power HF facility located
in northern Norway, to artificially per-
turb the auroral Ionosphere. Data from
the high-magnetic-latitude experi-
ments can be compared to the similar
mid-magnetic-latitude data from Are-
cibo Observatory to help determine
the function of the geomagnetic field
in controlling the energy-transfer
process from the Incident heated

high-power FIF wave to the Iono-
spheric plasma.

Chemical release experiments have
been conducted at the equatorial zone
as part of an International sounding
rocket campaign. The program in-
cluded water-vapor releases and
barium releases designed to deplete
the ambient plasma to stimulate and
control naturally occurring depletions
that develop during magnetic storms.
Using a VHF radar, the sharp reduc-
tion in plasma concentration can be
traced by plasma irregularities that
form along the sides of the Iono-
spheric "hole." Information on the
temporal development of the Irregu-
larities and their spatial motion Is
important for understanding the energy-
balancing mechanisms that control
the natural interaction between the
ionosphere and the magnetosphere
through the global current systems in
the equatorial zone.

In addition to the studies of artifi-
ciaily produced disturbances, the JSC
radar has been used in auroral stud-
ies and measurements of naturally
occurring Ionospheric turbulence in
the equatorial zone. The portable JSC
radar is an Important tool in the overall
comprehensive study of the solar-
terrestrial linkage being undertaken
by NASA and other government
agencies.

Ionospheric modification experiments.
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Hypervelocity Impact Studies
of Composite Materials

TM Jeanne Lee Crews/S0,113
Reference oasA 11

Commercially available composite
materials such as graphite /aluminum,
boron/epoxy, graphite/epoxy, and
Kevlar/epoxy are being ised m aefo
space applications on an increasing
scale (e g., airplane wing panels, the
Orbiter payload bay doors and high-
pressure tanks) These materials and
other composites under development
are replacing aluminum and rr,agne
SIL m to , certain types of structures
beuis 3 of then unique physical prop-
ert ies lLe., high stiffness coupled with
low thermal deformation) and direc-
tional strength properties tallorable to
the application

Their use for the primary surfaces of
long-duration space structu res will
result In exposure to meteoroid and
space debris Impacts at average rela-
tive speeds (U) between 10 and 20
km/sec To Investigate the resistance
of composite rnaterlals to hyperveloc-
ity Impacts, a small light gas gun was
built The gun can fire small (5 mg)
projectiles at velocities ranging from
3.5 to 6 5 km/sec The major objec-
tive of this work Is to evaluate the use
of a number of composite materials
as spacecraft structural components
exposed to mlcrometeorold and space
debris Impacts Hypervelocity Impact
data will be analyzed to evaluate (1)
Impact resistance of various com-
posite materials as a function of
thickness, layup density, directional
properties, epoxy content, temperature,
loading, angle of impact. etc, and (2)
debris generation potential and particle
size distributions of composite
materials

The first test series using a symmetric
layup of graphite epoxy Is being ana
lyzed The first stage of the damage
assessment has concentrated on the
development of various techniques
for assessing the damage Inflicted to
a composite plate from impact and
penetration by a foreign object of
known properties, traveling at hyper-
velocity The damage assessment
techniques Include visual evaluation
and class ficatlon of th3 mode of the
damage and scanning of the plate
with an ultrasonic scanning device,
which, when suitably calibrated, re-
cords the extent of the damaged area
of the plate The damaged plate is
subsequently cut with a high-speed
diamond Saw through the thickness
and In planes containing the damage
crater The nrw surfaces are suitably
polished and then carefully examined
under a microscope The purposes of
these examinations are to record any
special characteristics of the damage
and to quantify wherever possible the
results of the scanning process by
Identifying the extent of major structur-
al degradation such as delaminatlon
and severe matrix damage Some of
the first results of this effort are shown.

Scan of specimen 6A (symmetric layup) at
63 dB (back side) U - 5 1 km/sec

Scan of specimen 12AM (symmetric layup
with cloth faceplates) at 65 dB (front side)

U = 6.32 km/sec

Through-thickness damage o f specimen 8A
(magnification — 12-) The front side is at
right edge U = 4.9 km/sec
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and beam path length, respectively,
we find that the value of the propor-
tionality constant k for the small
chamber exceeds that for the large
chamber by more than an order of
magnitude.

Recent exploration of the BPD low-
pressure regime, which was Inacces-
sible in the large chamber, has yielded
results that replicate flight observa-
tions made during beam Injection
experiments In the lower ionosphere:
(1) at altitudes from 140 to 220 km, the
beam-associated 391.4-nm Intensity
Is relatively independent of altitude
despite the decreasing nitrogen abun-
dance and (2) the radial extent ( I B)
of the perturbed region populated by
beam-associated energetic electrons
significantly exceeds the nominal gyro-
diameter for 90° injection. The marked
change in some BPD characteristics
at fixed energy, current, and magnetic

PAGC I:
QUALrTY

field Intensity with a decrease In the
neutral density Is Iilu.0rated. At pres-
sures below about 1 x 10- 4 torr, the
whistler amplitude Increases drastic-
ally as do the total light output and the
width of the discharge region. This
particular pressure is peculiar to the
experimental device used in the labo-
ratory and is quite different for the
unbounded envi ronment of the lon-
oF r)here. We tentatively believe that
the transition occurs at a point sepa-
rating the colllsionless regime from
the collision-dominated regime.

Current work is focused on finding the
beam plasma interaction region as a
function of distance from the electron
gun and investigating the BPD details
in terms of radiofrequency emissions
and to determine the distribution
function of the resulting plasma.
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Beam Plasma Discharge Studies
PI: Andrei Konredl/SN3
Reference OSSA 12

Energetic electron beams injected
from sounding rockets, satellites, and
the Space Shuttle have been used In
tracer and environment perturbation
experiments. To understand all the
effects produced, It is Important to
know the interaction of the electron
beam with the space plasma envi-
ronment In Its Immediate vicinity, The
beam plasma discharge (BPD) stud-
ies currently conducted at Johnson
Space Center in cooperation with W,
Bernstein of Rice University were
Initiated with a twofold goal: (1) to
explore BPD in terms of parameters
governing the discharge for the pur-
pose of replicating avid explaining
certain features of flight experiments
and (2) to study and determine the
physical processes involved in BPD
production.

After decommissioning of the large
vacuum chamber at Johnson Space
Center in 1981, a smaller BPD device
was built and put in operation for the
purpose of continuing beam-plasma
interaction studies. It consists of a 1-
m-diameter stainless steel tank, which
provides a beam path length of 2 6 m.
The base pressure is 5 x 10-'torr and

a

	

	 can be increased in a controlled fash-
ion to 1 x 10- 3 torr. A set of coils

'	 provides a variable axial magnetic
field intensity to 38 G. A Pierce diode

r electron gun with a perveance of 1 x
10-6 AV-3/1 provides an electron beam
with energies to 2.5 kV. Beam plasma
discharge was easily achieved in ni-
trogen, argon, and helium. Since the
parameters of the experimental device

s:	 deviated markedly from those pre-
'	 viously available in the large chamber,

the first study involved the verification
of previously obtained scaling laws
governing BPD ignition. The measure-
ments indicate that the empirical igni-
t;on criteria determined earlier In the
large chamber apply in the small4.	 device but do not fit when used for
extrapolation between the large and
the small geometry. Thus, for

E312

lc=k6pL	
(1)

where /c, E, B, p, and L are critical
ignition current, beam energy, mag-
netic field intAnsity, neutral pressure,
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Typical results of beam plasma discharge studies.
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Sonic Boom Studies
TM: John Stanley/SN3
Reference OSSA 13

Space Shuttle environmental effects
have been a major consideration since
the conception of the program. One of
the areas monitored has been sonic
boom effects. Although the sonic boom
associated with supersonic aircraft
has been studied in depth and is
relatively well understood, the Shuttle
differs significantly from these aircraft
in both geometric and operational
characteristics, particularly during
launch. The need for an experimental
data base to verify or modify existing
theories with respect to these differ-
ences is well recognized.

Overpressure levels have been
measured during Space Shuttle land-
ings at Edwards Air Force Base, During
the STS-7 launch from Kennedy Space
Center, seven sonic boom data acqui-
sition systems were deployed on boats
in the Atlantic Ocean to measure the
intensity and extent of the Shuttle
launch sonic boom footprint. Also, a
portable, standalone, remote sonic
boom monitoring system is being
tested.

While traveling at supersonic speeds
during launch, the Space Shuttle both
accelerates and pitches over. The
combination of linear and angular
accelerations results in a region in
which the acoustical energy is fo-
cused, as shown in the ray tracing.
This region intersects the Earth result-
ing in a parabolic "focus zone" that

extends laterally 45 to 60 n. mi. to
cutoff. Lateral cutoff is reached when
the shock wave is refracted upward
by the denser atmosphere.

The data acquisition system used
In this operation consists of four
microphones with essentially a flat
freq,jency response between 0,01 Hz
and 10 kHz. Signals from these
microphones are amplified, condi-
tioned, and recorded on magnetic
tape together with a time code and a
voice track. The maximum overpres-
sure received at each station is shown
In the footprint illustration.

A remote monitoring system that
can be deployed by one person also
has been developed. The expense of
measuring sonic booms will be greatly
roduced by use of this system. Digitized
pressure data are recorded in a
memory bank until occurrence of an
overpressure exceeding a predeter-
mined trigger level, and duration within
predetermined limits is detected. The
data loop is then stopped with the
captured data remaining in memory,
time is annotated, and the next memory
bank is selected. The remote system
was tested during STS-7 launch and
STS-8 landing with good results, A
pressure signature recorded during
STS-8 landing shows the classic "N-
wave" shape associated with super-
sonic aircraft.

Future activities planned include the
deployment of four boats during the
STS-9 launch, Each boat will have

one data acquisition system and at
least one remote monitoring system.
Four remote systems also will be
deployed in specially designed buoys,
resulting In eight measurement loca-
tions. This operation will serve the
dual purpose of adding to the experi-
mental data base and enabling a
comparative test between the systems.
Other future activities will include
monitoring the first landing in Florida
by using both systems with subsequent
landings being monitored using only
the remote system. Launch
measurements are also planned for
Vandenberg Air Force Base when
launch operations commence there.

STS-8 landing sonic boom signature.

j

1

1

i

STS-7 ascent sonic boom ray tracing (actual winds). 	 STS-7 ascent sonic boom footprint.
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Interplanetary Meteoroids
Pl: Herbert ZoaWSN3
Reference OSSA 14

Interplanetary meteoroids are sensed,
or recorded, by way of a variety of
techniques which Include (1) observing
"shooting stars" in the terrestrial night
sky, (2) measuring impact crater
size distributions on the Moon or on
returned lunar rocks, and (3) recording
"hits" on in-space meteoroid detectors
attached to a number of different
spacecraft, Some meteoroids fall to
Earth and are collected as meteorites.
From these observations, we have
amassed considerable knowledge
about meteoroid trajectories, densities,
size distribution, and chemistry. The
derived orbits for meteoroids show
that most almost certainly have been
derived from comets and asteroids,
Thus, meteoroid science can be
considered as part of the science of
comets and asteroids.

However, after meteoroids have
been displaced from their parent
bodies, additional evolution usually
takes place before they are observed
by man. This evolution includes frag-
mentation due to interplanetary col-
lisions as well as meteoroid orbit
changes resulting from gravitational
perturbations and from solar radiation
pressure. These evolutionary proc-
esses need to be better understood to
confidently trace the chain of events
from observed meteoroid back to
parent object.

It was shown in 1973 that the Pioneer
8 and 9 spacecraft were sensing a
large flux of very small meteoroids
that were leaving the solar system,
never to return, Diameters for these
meteoroids were deduced to be less
than about 1 µm. It was quickly
recognized that these meteoroids were
leaving the solar system under the
influence of solar radiation pressure.
In 1975, it was further deduced that
mutual collisions in space between
the larger meteoroids at distances
less than 1 AU from th.j Sun were
probably responsible for' producing
these particles (called beta-
meteoroids).

It had already been noted by 1973
that the spatial density of microcraters
on lunar rocks sharply increased for
all impact pit diameters less than

about 8 µm. It seemed quite reasona-
ble at that time to ascribe this high
density of small pits as being due to
Impacts by beta-meteoroids. !n 1978,
however, it was shown that the number
of small impact pits relative to large
Impact pits was excessively large for
the preservation of mass balance
under the mutual-collision hypothesis.
An earlier 1975 study had examined
the number of micrometer-size craters
that were produced by the high-speed
ejecta from hypervelocity impacts at
normal incidence into glass
targets. Extrapolation of these results
to meteoritic velocities on the Moon
strongly indicated that such Impacts
by meteoroids could not begin to
produce the observed number of
micrometer-sized craters on lunar
rocks Thus, we had arrived at a
dilemma: no reasonable source could
be found to produce the very small
lunar microcraters.

In 1982 and 1983, new studies of
hypervelocity Impacts at oblique angles
(7-.15-.30-,45-.60 0 , and 90 0 ) onto
basalt targets were performed by John-
son Space Center using light gas
guns in the United States and in
Germany. Glass witness plates were

placed downstream to record the crater-
ing caused by the high-speed ejects
from such targets. The target and
witless plate setup used for the tests
performed in Freiburg, West Germany,
is shown. The result of these new
tests is that, properly averaged, more
than two orders of magnitude more
small craters were produced on the
dcwnstream witness plates at these
oblique angles than were produced at
normal incidence. The secondary
craters so produced are very similar
in appearance to the micrometer-size
craters on lunar rocks. Thus, It is now
believed that most lunar impact craters
smaller than about 8µm in diameterat  caused by Impacts of high-speed
lunar ejecta and are not due to Impacts
of beta-meteoroids.

The dramatic increase of high-
speed ejecta observed with oblique
Impacts compared to normal impact
suggests that oblique impacts may
also be capable of ejecting material
from planets. Perhaps meteorites from
the Moon and from Mars could be so
ejected, as has been earlier suggested
by otherJohnson Space Center investi-
gators. There are doubtless also lunar
grains in our stratospheric dust col-
lections.

Experimental setup used at Freiburg, West Germany, to examine
secondary Impact cratering at a variety of oblique Impact angles.
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Office of Space
Sciences and
Applications
Life Sciences

During fiscal year 1983. the Space
Shuttle test flights STS-5 to STS-8
were completed Life Sciences activi-
ties during this Shuttle phase, com-
monly known as the transition phase,
have continued to focus on streamlin-
ing medical operations for the future
routine operational Shuttle phase
Initial conceptual development of plans
for a space station has had a small
in-house beginning John,-,on Space
Center (JSC) has conducted a bread
range of medical research in support
of the following Life Sciences Pro-
gram goals

1 To ensure the long-term health,
well-being, and performance of humans
in space. to characterize the medical
constraints of space flight, and to
enable participation by a broad seg-
ment of the population

2 To use the space environment
as a means of increasing fundamen-
tal knowledge in medicine and biology

3 To conduct the research and
technology development necessary
for maintaining Irte in space on a self-
sustaining basis for long periods

In 1983, the major research activi-
ties were a continuation of those
directed to the goal of long Aterm health,
well-being, and performance of hu-
mans during space-flight missions

An in-house Medical Sciences
Space Station Working Group, estab-
lished in June 1982, continued to
explore "Medical Operations and Life
Sciences Activities on Space Station
NASA Technical Memorandum 58218
with that tale was published in October
1982 In May 1983, the space station
ideas were put forth at the Aerospace
Medical Association meeting in Hous-
ton. Planning activities have continued
This effort should be supportive of the
overall space stat-on planning con-
ducted by NASA Headquarters.

In September 1983, the working
group began NASA Technical Memo-
randum 58255 entitled ''Space Sta-

t)on Medical Sciences Concepts "
Sixteen medical sciences areas are
discussed and illustrated by concep-
tual sketches, an example of which is
shown

In-house efforts have helped iden-
tify changes in physiology occurring
after a human no longer is under the
effects of gravitational force Impor-

Space station medical clinic

tant among these efforts are the fol-
lowing changes

1 Otol)th organs send out unchar-
acteristtc signals to which the central
nervous system must adapt

2 Proprlocept)ve input is greatly
diminished

3 Muscles of locomotion and pos-
ture begin to respond to underuse

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FI'_MED
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The parallel swing test employs a four-pole pendulum that produces "I near" and/or angular
(roll) oscillations
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4 Portions of the skeleton normally
needed for ambulation and standing
begin to lose bone mineral

5 The mcredsed availability of the
constituents of bone and muscle re-
quires renal, gastrointestinal. and
hematologic adjustments

6 Labile portion of extracellular
fluid Is removed as C is no longer
needed

7 f Iuid adjustment tends to unload
the heart. decreasing Its end diastolic
volume and causing cardiac muscle
changes

1983 Physiological Investigations

Since the onset of manned space
flight. NASA has been a leader In the
biomedical community for motion sick-
ness research It has been theorized
that understanding the neural adapta-
tions to changes In the gravitational
vector direction will lead to a better
understanding of motion sickness both
on Earth and in orbital flight An
increased emphasis and effort to
understand the causes and to pre-
scribe countermeasures has been
indicated by the eslablishrnent of the
new NASA Space Biomedical Re-

OV`

search Institute (SERI) supported by
the Universities Space Research
Association (USRA) Division of Space
Biomedical Branch An oarly study
report of the Institute ,-ias examined
the central nervous system mediated
physiologic adaptation responses
through an operational Biobehavioral
T r aining Facility The USRA s Division
of Space Biomedicine will continue to
work In concert with JSC In deter-
mining the causes of space motion
sickness

Another effort under the new SBRI
is to use the parallel swing tests The
test employs a four-pole pendulum
that produces "linear" and/or angu-
lar (roll) oscillation Two types of
responses are examined linear self-
motion detection thresholds and per-
ceived self-motion path The data are
relevant for the hypothesis that
changes In established otollth re-
sponses contribute to the symptoms
of space adaptation O t her space
motion sickness studies have been
undertaken These include the screen-
irn of drugs such as sublingual sco-
p 'amine as a countermeasure for
ti.e prevention or curtailment of space
motion sickness

Another effort is to use an echo-
cardiography technique to better
understand and quantitate the physio-
logic alteration produced in the heart
during space flight Work has begun
to examine altitude decompression
si c kness, caused by the formation of
bubbles of nitrogen in the body follow-
ing changes in pressure from the
Shuttle cabin (14 7 psi) to the Shuttle
pressure suit (4 3 psi) During 1983.
173 manned chamber tests and other
tests have been conducted to vali-
date bends prevention pr-)cedure

The disuse of the human skeleton
and jack of stress on the skeleton
produce disuse osteoporosis This
effect is especially seen in body sup-
port areas In microgravity, the astro-
na , it no longer uses the postural or
leg muscles If the early data -)ro-
duced in this program are subs,an-
tiaied during long-duration space flight,
a program to minimize this bone joss
would have to be developed before
long-term missions could be safely
undertaken

Another study related to the effect
of microgravity on bones is examining
bone joss by using dual-photon
absorptiometry of spinal mineral den-
sity Until recently, bone densitometry
has only been measured in peripheral
cortical bones Now, with the new
technique, errors that may have re-
sulted from irregular body contour
and soft tissue inhomogeneities may
be identified The Mazess machine,
recently introduced into at least 50
centers around the nation and the
world, has enabled the accumulation
of baseline data At JSC, normal popu-
lation data are being determined so
that, eventually, a longitudinal study
of astronaut skeletal dynamics can
be measured throughout their work-
ing careers

As part of the current program, an
animal enclosure module was evalu-
ated on STS-8 This study represents
the first attempt to fly animals In the
crew compartment of a U S space
vehicle

Also as part of the STS-8 flight, a
study of bioprocessing in space was
undertaken. Electrophoresis—the
separation of materials in solution by
the influence of an electric field acting
upon differentially charged molecules—
has been shown to be enhanced by
use of microgravity in the Shuttle
Separation of human embryonic kid-
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Minor surgery work station In the NASA KC-135 zero-g aircraft

r).

Space Shuttle animal enclosure module

ney cells and rat pituitary cells was
accomplished In flight

With the future space station In
view and long-term flights under active
consideration, emergency medical
care In space has had Its beginning
The chance of an Illness requiring
sophisticated medical care occurring
In flight will Increase with larger crews
and longer flight durations In 1983,
work on the rehydratable Intravenous
system has been examining means to
polish spacecraft fuel cell 'waste
water to sterility equivalent to USP
water In addition, a first approxlma
tlon of a minor surgery station has
been flown In a KC-135 zero-g aircraft

OF POOR QUAUTY
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Space sciences and
Applications

Life sciences
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Shuttle Ech.cardlog ► aphy
TM: M10,e1 W. aungo/1i07
Referer.e 01115A 15

Exposure to weightlessness produc-
es several adaptive phenomena In
human physiology One of the more
pronounced changes occurs In the
cardiovascular system which has now
been relieved of the hydrostatic pres-
sure gradients imposed by gravity
Intravascular volume, and to some
degree interstitial volume, moves from
the lower extremities to a central and
cephalad position From bed-rest
studies, used as a simulation of micro-
gravity. transient Increases in right
heart pressures, pulmonary vascular
congestion, subsequent left heart dil-
atation, and renal diuresis have all
been observed The hemodynamics
during space flight remain largely
uncategorized From Skylab expen-
ments, It was documented that volume
depletion did occur and that heart
size was Indeed reduced after flight
This decrease in mtracardlac volume
Is accompanied by several other
changes In the cardiovascular system's
regulating mechanisms The end result
Is a greater susceptibility to ortho
static stress Even the simple stress
of standing has produced syncope
(fainting) in some returning Shuttle
crewmembers

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

To better understand and quantitate
the physiologic alterations produced
in the heart during space flight, echo
cardiographic examination of Shuttle
crewmembers was Instituted during
the last year A commercially availa
ble ultrasound scanner was employed
In standard clinical fashion, and pre
flight and postflight real-time cardiac
sector scans were obtained by John-
son Space Center on as many crew-
members as possible Analysis of the
data was performed In conjunction
with Ames Research Center and
Stanford University Data are being
reviewed for statistical significance.
however, It Is apparent that the volume
deficit Imposed by space flight remains
uncorrected for at least a week after
flight, and that possible decreases In
cardiac mass might accompany these
changes but without a symptomatic
decrement In cardiac performance
indices

Plans are being initiated to expand
this data acquisition to Include in-
flight parameters and to use these
findings in deriving therapeutic or
prophylactic adjuvants for cardiovas-
cular decondltlornng

Al TY

Echocardiograms are obtained before and after flight in the resting subject The examination is
simple, painless. and yields considerable data on the performance of the heart

PRECEDING PAGE CLANK NOT FILMED
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Operational Blobehavloral
Training Facility

TM: Sam L. Pool/a0
PI Leonard Gardner
Reference O6aA t!

Space adaptation syndrome refers
principally to central nervous system-
mediated physio!ogic adaptation re-
sponses to the mlcrogravlty environ-
ment of space These responses have
Included a variety of symptoms and
signs which in many ways resemble
the pathophyslology of terrestrial
motion sickness II Is Important to
acknowledge that the symptoms re-
ported by about half the astronauts
are time limited In that they spon-
taneously remit In about 2 to 3 days,
during which adaptation to the new
environment Is achieved However,
while present, these symptoms affect
the crewrnember's well - being and to
some extent work scheduling and
productivity Symptom profiles vary In
quality and Intensity and have not
been adequately treated by pha r ma-
cologic countermeasures Slidies
conducted by the Ames Re:,earch
Center and by the US Air Force
suggest the use of nonpharma-
cologic countermeasures, specifically,
preflight blobehavioral training in physio-
logic self-regulation with emphasis
on autonomic nervous system-
mediated changes which are part of
the pathophysiologic response to
provocative motion stimuli.

OHi ANAL PAGE rs
OF POOR QUAL11Y

Vo nvestigate the efficacy of this
approach In ameliorating the symp-
toms of space adaptation syndrome
an operational bwbehavioral training
facility has been established at John-
son Space Center It Incorporates
psychoph ysiologic monitoring and
biofeedback capability of various
physiologic parameters which are
activated by provocative motion stim-
uli and which correlate with the onset
of subjective discomfort and symp-
toms of motion sickness Biofeedback
techniques may be combined with
various clinically effect) re comple-
mentary behavioral training
techniques Combined biological-
behavioral approaches have been
shown to Increase training efficiency
and to maximize the extent and dura-
bility of the learned voluntary control
of psychophyslologlc responses This
general blobehavioral approach
focuses on the ' output side," that Is,
on the body's physiologic response to
motion stimuli, Irrespective of the
specific precipitating stimulus or of
the Intervening neural processing
mechanisms In space adaptation
syndrome, the precipitating stimulus,
weightlessness, cannot be avoided or
manipulated, additionally, the mediat-
ing neural mechanisms are neither
sufficiently understood nor subject to
manipulative control Thus, counter-
measures focused principally on the
output side' may prove to be the

most effective ameliorating ap-
proaches, at least in the short term
The biobehavloral training approach
has the additional advantage of pos-
ing no risk to trainees and of being
readily available for evaluation as a
countermeasure

Blobehavioral countermeasures are
not viewed as a panacea for space
adaptation syndrome, rather, they
might be viewed best as short-term
palliatives, useful until other effica-
cious countermeasures are available,
or perhaps as continuing adjunctive
treatment Concomitant use of pharma-
cologlc agents and blobehavioral
training techniques has been shown
to be effective in reducing therapeuti-
cally effective dose levels. Such
reduction is especially Important when
drugs of choice have undesirable
side effects since these also often are
diminished. Many of the drugs sug-
gested as anti-motion-sickness counter-
measures are not likely to be effective

In ameliorating the typical " soplte
symptoms (cognitive lethargy) unless
they Induce such side effects Thus,
behavioral training may continue to
be advantageous In both the long and
the short term by promoting a possi-
ble synergistic effect In a combined
pharmacologic -blobehavioral counter-
measure

The focus of this biobehavio ► al traln-
ing facility Is to help maximize opera-
tional efficiency The unpleasant and
possibly debilitating symptoms cl
space adaptation syndrome leopard-
Ire a crewmember's energetic vitality
and physical well-being as well as
operational schedules and productiv-
ity Active physiologic self-regulation
and Integral personal control strate-
gies may prove to be effective in pre-
cluding or mitigating these symptoms
and their untoward effects on mission
operations

Blobehavioral training During continuous
rotation the subject is provided on-line
information On physiological functioning
Intermittent provocative head movements
induce psychophyslologlc responses which
presage the development of motion sick-
ness Training consists of the subject learn-
ing to Integrate the physiologic feedback
information with behavioral techniques to
achieve control over the Induced psycho-
physiologic responses and thereby to pre-
clude the progressive symptom develop-
ment of motion sickness

Ce
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Scopolamine Assay Development
and Application
PI: Nltze M. Cintron-Tr®vino/SDA
Reference QSSA 17

Competitive binding principle underlying
the radioreceptor assay.
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A direct and relatively simple proce-
duro for the quantitatlon of low pico-
gram levels of scopolamine in both
plasma and urine has been devel-
oped In the Biomedical Laboratories
at the Johnson Space Center. The
method consis'.s of two distinct steps
performed in sequence: a preparative
extraction step involving reverse-
phase liquid chromatography and an
analytical determinant stop Involving
a muscarinic radioreceptor assay. The
latter is based on the antimuscarinic
properties of the drug and its capabil-
ity to compete with tritlated ['H] methyl
scopolamine for specific receptor
binding sites. The overall recovery of
scopolamine throughout the entire
procedure is consistently 85% to 95%
when the drug Is added in varying
amounts to normal human plasma
and urine. Using labeled drug of high
specific radioactivity, the assay has
been shown to reliably detect scopol-
amine concentrations in body fluids
as small as 25 pg/ml. This demon-
strated high level of sensitivity coupled
with the simplicity of sample prepara-
tion and analysis provides the basis
for achieving the pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic characterization of
scopolamine.

Initial kinetic studies applying the
developed procedure have been per-
formed in conjunction with ongoing
studies directed at evaluating the
comparative efficacy and applicabil-
ity of various scopolamine dosage
forms for use during space flight. Sa-
lient among the formulations exam-
ined have been the scopolamine
transdermal system, the buccal Syn-
chron tablet, and the sublingually
administered scopolamine. An exam-
ple of plasma scopolamine concen-
trations following transdermal admin-
istration to normal human subjects is
shown,

Further efforts in this area will bt.
directed toward the stringent evalua-
tion of the pharmacokinetics and rela-
tive bioavailability of the drug In sub-
jects under normal-gravity condition
and in subjects under simulated
weightlessness (e g., bed rest). These
studies will provide critical informa-
tion on the changes In drug pharma-
cology which occur as a result of the
body's responses to the imposed
hypokinetic/hypodynamic conditions
Complementing these ground-based
studies, in-flight information will be
obtained from similar drug plasma
and urine data collected under zero-g
conditions during proposed space-
flight experiments.

Together, the results of ground-
based and in-flight studies are antici-
pated to provide the information
needed for physicians to prescribe
effective and predictable therapeutic
regimes to crewmembers in upcom-
ing Shuttle missions.

Plasma scopolamine concentrations foilow-
Ing transdermal administration to normal
human subjects.
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The potent i al incidence of space
motion sickness constitutes a major
concern to the successful operation
and efficient performance of crew-
members during future Shuttle mis-
sions. For this reason, major research
efforts are currently directed toward
the development of effective coun-
termeasures which will allow for the
prevention and/or curtailment of this
microgravity-induced syndrome. Sco-
polamine, an anticholinergic agent
with a potent antiemetic effect, has
been selected as one of the primary
candidates for evaluation as a pro-

, phylactic drug for use during space
! flight. Despite its clinically widespread

use, no direct and sensitive method
has been available to assay the ex-
tremely low levels of scopolamine
found in biological fluids after thera-
peutic doses. The lack of such an

^yw analytical capability has presented
major impediments to the reliable

.' assessment of scopolamine's phar-
macokinetic properties relative to its
pharmacodynamic actions and to its

'
suitability for use in space.
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Mismi University of Ohio pareliel swing
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gpace Adaptation Syndrome —
Parallel Swing Tests

TM' John W IIaMs %tOD
Ilsrsrenc• Oa111A 18

The sensory conflict theory of spac.a
motion sickness etiology sug9c ,, , .
that conflicting or unexpected seii-
sory signals result in the medical
symptoms. spatial disorientation and
nausea reported by a significant num-
ber of astronauts during flight In weighl-
lessness the greatest source of con-
flicting or unexpected sensory infor-
mation is the absence of normal Earth
gravity acting on the otolith organs of
^ie inner ear The process o' adapta-
tion to rearrangement of stimuli in
weightlessness appears to involve
alterations of otolith receptor signals
and of the integration of otolith signals
with signals from other spatial orienta-
tion receptors These alterations
should result in perceptual, oculomo-
tor, and postural response changes
that are observable, at least transiently,
following recovery from the weight-
less environment Self-motion detec
Lion thresholds and perceived self
motion path during linear motion are
among the perception responses ex
pected to be altered by weightlessness

A Detailed Supplementary Objective
was performed for the STS-8 mission
to compare immediate postflight re-
sponses to I near and angular move-
merit with those obtained before flight
Two types of responses were exam-
ined linear self-motion dete-,tion thresh
olds and perceived self-motion path
The primary operational problem ad-
dressed is reentry disorientation The
data are relevant for the hypothesis
that changes in vestibular otolith
responses contribute to this disorien-
tation Also, the data are relevant for
the sensory conflict theory of space
motion sickness and may be used to
help refine test protocols for future
Spacelab flights

The apparatus er iployed w6s the
Miami University parallel swing This
swing is a four-pole pendulum that
produces "linear'' and/or angulai (roll)
osc:llation at 0 26 h:- The observer
,vas restrained in an aiuminum cylinder
that enclosed a styrofoam body mold

Head restraint was provided by ear
pads and a bite board The observer
was placod in the restraint in the
prone position and his head was
dorsal- ilexedabout 45° Linearmotion
was in the direction of the observers
Y body axis and roll motion was
around the Z axis

Observations with one astronaut/
observer yielded two findings First
linear self -motion detection thresholds
were elevated nearly threefold at L
2 5 hours relative to preflight baseline
(the observer was less sensitive to
motion) Second, perceived self -motion
during sinusoidal roll differed imme-
diately after flight relative to preflight
perception At L + 2 5 hours roll was
perceived primarily as linear transla-
!ion Both the linear motion detection
thresholds and the perceived self-
motion during roll returned to baseline
at the L • 66 hours observation

Changes in self- motion perception
during roll are interpreted as follows
On Earth, information from the otolith
receptors is used by the brain to sig
na; (t) body/head tilt and (2) linear
motion During extended exposure to
weightlessness all otolith receptor
Output is interpreted by the brain as
linear motion, tilt interpretations are
meaningless in zero g Immediately
following return to Earth, the brain
persists in interpreting otolith output
as linear motion Consequently, head/
body tilt during roll is perceived as
linear self-motion

The observations reported here
have clear implications for under-
standing astronaut reports of spatial
orientation disturbance during re
entry as well as for comprehending
disturbance during the initial expo-
sure to weightlessness
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Bubble grades using two different decompression sickness prevention lechniQues
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Detection of Incipient Altitude
Decompression Sickness With
Doppler Sensors In Flight

TM. James ". Wallgore/SD9
Reverence OCS' 'e

Allitudc: decompression sickness Is
caused by the form., n of bubbles of
nitro,en in the body foli,-wing a change
in ambient pressure The change in
pressure from the Shuttle cabin (14 7
psi) to the Shuttle pressure suit (4 3
p3i) is great enough to create a poten-
tial for decompres!c ior sickness Do; plot
bubble detectors can be used to
detect presymptomalic bubbles in the
pulmonary artery.

Off -the- shelf Doppler detectors were
uses; In an extensive (173 manned
chamber runs) test program at John-
son Space Center to validate a bends
prevention procedure The procedure
reduces the time requ; ement for an
oxygen prebreathe before extravehic-
ular activity by using a change in
cabin pressure 12 hours before extra-
vehicular activity The Doppler sen-
sor data were very significant in veri-
fication of this procedure The lower
grade of bubbling associated wi f `I ;tie
10 2-psi bends prevention proc?d-jre
and the virtual disappearance of bub-
bles over a 6-hour period is Illu^-
trated The use of the Doppler sensor
in a rt altitude chamber Is shown.

Current Doppler sensors are very
sensitive to movement of the heart
within the chest will and must be held
In place by a technician One of our
current goals is to develop a sensor
which could bs fastened In place
inside a p ressure suit and monitored
during chamber runs or extravehicu-
lar activity. A study using the Doppler

sensor in the KC-135 zero-g envi
ronment for 130-second periods has
shown that the heart moves much
less in zero g than in one g This fact
should potentiate the use of a Doppler
sensor during zero-g extravehicular
activity.

Current investigatio,,s center on spe-
cific Doppler designs which will result
in a Doppler sensor that can accom-
modate some movement o the heart
in the chest wall and still detect pre
symptomatic bubbles
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Rectilinear Bone Densitometry
TM: Victor S Schn*lder/SDJ
Roterenc• OSSA 10

Disuse osteoporosis occurs in the
human skeleton when there is a lack
of stress on the skeleton This occur-
rence is seen both on Earth and in
space travel On Earth, grav , ty con-
stantly ahects the amount of strain
the bones and muscles overcome
with da,!y activities This effect is
especially seen in areas of the body
that support the individual, i e , the
postural and leg muscles as well as
parts of the upright skeleton, the spine,
and legs In zero g, the astronaut no
longer uses the postural or leg mus-
cles against gravity and significant
atrophy of these muscles occurs
Skeletal changes occur as well; these
changes usually occur in trabecular
bone, which in part can be found at
the ends of the long bones The heel
bone, the calcaneus, is made up of
more than 90% trabe„ular bone in its
central a,ea

Using a specially designed iodine-
125 gamma-ray transmission scan-
ning densitometer calcaneal mineral
has been measured in earthbound
humans and in astronauts who have
flown in space as well as in astro-
nauts who have not yet flown Three
astronauts who have spent more than
30 days in space have lost significant
calcaneal mineral, having lost 4 5%,
7 9% and 7 4% of their calcaneus
during their time in space All the
astronauts who have spent 30 days or
more in space were reevaluated 5
years after their long-duration flight,
and eight of nine astronauts had lost
calcaneal mineral when compared to
values before their space flight Al-
though the mineral loss observed has
not been of clinical importance, since
at least 30% to 40% of the bone would
have tc be lost before one would be
concerned with spontaneous fractures,
the data do lend support to the
hypothesis that space flight may have
a direct effect on the human skeletal
system

If these early data are substantiated,
a program to minimize this bone loss
would have to be developed before
long-tern missions could safely be
undertaken

ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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Rectilinear calcaneus bone densitometry using the specially designed densitometer
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Dual-photon absorptrometry Spinal mineral density determination.
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Dual-Photon Absorptlometry
Spinal Mineral Density
Determination

TM: Victor S Sc^n*id*r3 SD7
Reference GSSA 21

The human skvielon Is made up of
two forms of bone the first type, which
:s found In the shaft of the long bone,
is called compact or cortical bone,
the other type of bone is found at the
end of the long bones and in the body
of the spine and is called spongy or
trabecular bone During space travel,
during inactivity, or in the postmeno-
pausal state, bone is lost predomi-
nantly from the spongy or trabecular
area and this loss may be 10 to 20
times faster than seen In the compact
bone Until recently, bone densitome-
try has only been measured in periph-
erai cortical bones. where little or no
change is seen over s ► ;nrt periods of
time Dr Richard Maness of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin at Madison devel-
oped a bone densitometer that can
evaluate the bone mineral in the spine
The machine uses a radioisotope
which emits ;wo distinct photon ener-
gies The dual-photon absorptrometry
enables quantitative assessment of
skeletal bone mineral in regions of the
body that were previously inaccessi-
ble using single-photon absorptrom-
etry The use of dual-photon energy
minimizes errors that result from ir-
regular body contour and sot! tissue
inhomogeneities In theory, to analyze
a given number of substances, attenu-
ation measurements at the sarr<;
number of discrete photon energies
are required, since t he simultaneous
equations obtained by a ,, ?lications of
Lambert's law can be solved only if
there are as many independent equa-
tions as unknowns Since the attenua-
tion coefficients are correlated, the
number of substances that can be
determined is limited Use of two
photon energies, therefore, allows dis-
crimination of two substances in a
given system Clinically, a two-
component system can be defines; as
consisting of bone mineral and soft
tissue Using the radioisotope
gadolinium-153, which has proton
energies of 44 and 100 keV, equa-
tions can be derived for the determi-
nation of quantitative bone rrmeral
when used for dual-photon scanning.

Determination ct bone mineral con-
tent is usually performed over the
lumbar spine, specifically looking at
lumbar spines 2 to 4 The choice of
proper centrum edges confines
analysis to the centrum zone
eliminates transverse processes The
bone mineral content is the most use-
ful for diagnostic application since
small and osteopenic spines are frac-
ture prone The total bone mineral
density (i e, bone mineral content per
unit projected scan area) normalizes
bone mineral content for bone size It
is most useful fcr serial measure-
ments on the same individual over
time since variation due to exact
reposition can be minimized Similarly.
the central density (determined in the
centrai centimet-3r of the centrum) is
useful for serial determinations, it is
less influenced by choice of centrum
edges and hence can provide more
reliable long-term results.

The bone mass red , , sents the min-
eral mass at the sample site Approx-
imately 60% of the weight of hydrated
bone is due to bone mineral, and 38%
of the bone mineral is calcium The
nonmineral components of bone in-
clude fat, collagen. and water of
hydration The composition of bone
mineral is essentially invariable, where-
as nonmineral components of bone
and of surrounding soft tissue are
subject to considerable variation be-
tween individuals with time

The Mazess machine has recently
been Introduced Into at least 50 cen-
ters around the nation and the world
Appropriate baselines and clinical data
are being accumuie led At the John-
son Space Center, normal population
data are being determined so that a
longi!udinal study of astronaut skele-
tal dynamics can be measured through-
out their working careers.
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Animal Enclosure Module

TM Malcolm C Smith, Jr./SD7
Reference OSSA 22

The mid-deck animal enclosure
module (AEM) was flown on STS-8 to
test the efficacy of the AEM in sup-
porting healthy animals without com-
promising crew safety and comfort
This study represents the first attempt
to fly animals in the crew compart-
ment of a US space vehicle, and
ground testing was accordingly rigor-
ous.

Six specific pathogen free male albino
rats (Lewis Wlstar strain), age 56 days
and weighing approximately 275 g at
launch, were to be used for flight A
group of six control and six flight
backup animals was required These
germ-free rats were stabilized with a
•' cocktail" of Lactobacillus spp 4 days
before shipment from the vendor's
facility to the Kennedy Space Center
Only 15 of the germ-free rats were
available, and these were subse-
quently divided Into one group of 6
flight animals, one group of 6 backup
flight animals and one group of 3 con-
trol animals Testing to assure that the
crewmembers would not be exposed
to obnoxious or noxious odors and
pathogenic microorganisms was
accomplished In-flight crew Involve-
ment in the experiment was limited to
activating lights to maintain nominal
circadian rhythms, preparing a 10-
minute video tape on days 2 and 5,
and observing animal behavior daily.
At no time did the crew handle the
animals outside the AEM

Average preflight and postflight body
weight changes In the fllgh! animals
and in the various controls are not
remarkable If taken as a whole Flight
animals lost an average of 11 g in side
A (3.7%) or gained an average of 3 g
in side B (1.3%) Controls gained an
average of 5, 29, and 2 g (1 7%, 1 1 %
0 6%) However, it is fair to say that
the flight rats failed to gain weight at
their expected rates and some even
lost weight, whereas the ground-based
control anlrisa!s either gained weight
as expected or gained sllytlt l y less
than expected

Flight rats were at a disadvantage
In that their food supply was glued to
the sides of the cage and was slightly
more difficult to access than the food
for 'he controls Flight animals con-
sumed an average of 175 g of food
(other than potatoes), whereas con-
trols consumed 223 g Control group
KSC-1 did not gain at the expected
rate, probably because this group
was anesthetized for -, blood sample
Control group ARC-5 did not gain at
their expected rate because this group
was dlsturbcd by transfer from Ken-
nedy Space t.>nter to Ames Research
Center and they had no food supply
for about 24 hours

Postflight examination of the flight
animals revealed that they were In
good physical condition They were
alert and were actively grooming them-
selves and each other Their supply of
water In the raw potatoes was ex-
hausted on side A and nearly exhaust-
ed on side B Their hair coats were
lightly stained with food probably
derived from rubbing agalns! the food

bars Postflight examination of the
cage and In-flight video tapes indi-
cates that the airflow through the
cage was not adequate to quickly pull
urine, feces, and debris out of the
cage area and onto the exhaust filter
grid

The AEM successfully maintained six
healthy rats for the duration of the
STS-8 mission (6 days) Improvements
In the water supply (to provide a mar-
gin of safety of at least 20%) and the
rate of airflow through the AEM are
highly desirable The AEM can be
used for a variety of flight experiments
requiring small laboratory animals
without affecting crew time, crew
safety, and crew comfort.
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Mid-deck animal enclusure module

STS-8 Animal Enclosure Module Results

Gro.:p, n ,,. Body weight, g	 verage borly	 Food consumed, g
++ weight change

'c Preflight	 Postflight	 g	 _	 %	 Potatoes	 Other

Flight

Side A. 3 293	 282	 -11	 3.7	 1170	 11.6
Side B, 3 228	 231	 +3	 1.3	 1162	 165

Controls°

• KSC-1, j 278	 283	 +5	 1.7	 1054	 216
• KSC-4, 3 264	 293	 +29	 11.0	 1059	 252

• ARC-5, J 292	 294	 +2	 6	 1155	 202

a KSC-4 animals were true controls. A blood sample was obtainers from KSC-1 an , mais on
launch day. and ARC-5 group was transported to Ames Research Center on launch day.
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Emergency Medical Care In Space

TM: James S. Logan/SD2
Reference OSSA 23

Future space efforts will require larger
crews and !onger mission duration
Men and women other than astro-
nauts will routinely compose pert of
the crew Therefore, the chance of an
illness requiring sophisticated medi-
cal care occurring in flight will increase
Many medical conditions could be
treated in fli g ht providing basic diag-
nostic and therapeutic medical equip-
ment is available Johnson Space
Center is keenly interested in devel-
oping medical diagnostic and thera-
deutic equipment to support space
station missions

Intravenous (IV) access is an essen-
tial requirement for acute emergency
medical care Weight and volume
considerations preclude IV fluids from
'Veing transported and stored in the
usual manner Therefore, plans were
made to develop a rehydratable IV
system for use onboard the Orbiter
that could also be used on a space
station

The Shuttle fuel cells prov.de power
for the Orbiter Hydrogen and oxygen
are combined to produce electrical
energy. Water is formed as a byprod-
uct of this reaction The Umpqua
Research Company designed and
built an in-flight rehydratable IV sys-
tem The heart of the system is a puri-
fication cartridge which polishes fuel
cell ''waste'' water to sterile wster
specifications After approximately a
liter of water is purified, 20 ml of a
concentrated electrolyte solution is
added to the purified water to make a
liter of normal slime Lactated Ring-
ers solution requires that 30 ml of
another concentrated electrolyte solu-
tion be added to the aforementioned
liter of sterile water The purification
cartridge employs an iodinated resin,
separate anion and canon exchange
resins, and an act-vated carbon filter
to polish potable water The IV system
is designed to administer IV fluids with
flow measurement and control in the
weightless state The entire system
can be "worn" by a crewmember.

A minor surgery station designed
for use in flight is being evaluated in a
KC-135 aircraft The specially modi-
fied KC-135 flies Keplenan trajecto-
ries, which generate 30 seconds of
weightlessness per parabola The
surgical station includes a restraint
system for surgeon and patient, a ster-
ile area for surgical instruments held
in place magnetically, and a system
to keep the operative field free of
debris In addition, a zero-g air/fluid
separator to be used for medical suc-
tion is being evaluated

Plans are underway to develop in-
flight clinical laboratory, hematology
microbiology, urine analysis, and
diagnostic imaging capabilities for use
onboard future space vehicles

ORIGINAL PAGE fS
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Site of minor surgery station in KC-135 test 	 Physician evaluation of restraint system for
aircraft.	 a prototype zero-g minor surgical station



The CFES installed in the Shuttle Orbiter
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Electrophoresis—the separation of
materials in solution by the influence
of an electric field acting upon differ
entially charged molecules—has long
been an effective tool on Earth to iso-
late small quantities of proteins and
other biomolecules by means of a
batch process Usually, the solution
of materials to be separated is
embedded In a gel to minimize the
heat-Induced mixing that spoils the
separation A Continuous Flow Electro-
phoresis System (CFES) uses a flow-
ing, thin layer of a carrier solution to
sweep along a continuous stream of a
protein solution While flowing, var-
iously charged proteins move apart in
the electric field Imposed transversely
across the layer and are separately
collected at the upper end of the
chamber By keeping the layer very
thin and by providing precise cooling,
convective mixing is minimized Even
so, for effective processing In normal
gravity, the density of the sample
stream and of the carrier fluid must be
nearly identical. Since the density of
most proteins is greater than that of
the carrier fluid, if the concentration of
the N, otein in the sample is excessive,
gravity causes the sample to collapse
around the Inlet port of the device
Therefore, on Earth, the sample must
be diluted to less than 0 2% protein In
space, the sample can be concen-
trated to 25% protein By merely
increasing the protein concentration,
125 times more material can be
separated in null gravity per unit time
than in normal gravity.

In addition, in space, gravity-driven
convection currents cease to operate
and the thickness of the layer and the
size of the sample inlet can be
increased from approximately 0.5 mm
to 1 mm By doubling the diameter of
the inlet, four times as much cfoss-
sectional area is gained. Therefore,
with the 125 times greater concentra-
tion, about 5C0 times more material
can be separated per unit time in null
gravity than in normal gravity. More-
over, higher voltages (which produce
more heating) and longer residency
times 'slower carrier fluid flow) can be

employed in space because of the
lack of buoyancy-driven mixing.

The F ' , antages of null gravity for the
CFES separation of proteins are even
greater in the separation of cells
Johnson Space Center, under a Joint
Endeav- Agreement with McDonnell-
Douglas, used the CFES during the
STS-8 mission to separate human
embryonic kidney cells

The embryonic kidney is composed
of a heterogeneous mixture of cells
with different functions Different cells
produce different specific biomole-
cules (e g., hormones, enzymes, and
other chemical messengers) The goal
of the cell separation experiment was
to isolate cells that produce a high
quantity of a desired substance and
then to culture the isolated cells and
obtain the substance from the growth
medium. The main substance of
interest is urokinase, an enzyme that
is used tc dissolve blood clots How-
ever, JSC is also examining the var-
ious tractions for other substances
produced in the kidney (e g , erythro-
poietin, tissue activator, nonspecific
viral inhibitors).

In addition, pituitary cell samples
were separated on STS-8 for the pur-
pose of obtaining quantities of
growth-hormone-producing cells suf-
ficient for biological assays Radioim-
munoassay, the standard assay for
growth hormone, fails to detect more
than 90% of the biologically active
forms of the hormone The space
separation study will help investi-
gators determine forms of the hor-
mone that are active in the body.

The potential of the CFES is great For
example, many diseases are caused
by a deficiency of a specific biomole-
cule The disease might be treated by

simply replacing the blomolecule If a
sufficient quantity can be obtained
The CFES affords that opportunity
Perhaps as Important as the production
of pharmaceutical agents is the re-
search potential Many Important bromol-
ecules have only recently been dis-
covered because they are present in
the body In only minute quantities, the
detection of which requires exquisitely
sensitive techniques By processing
large quantities of starting material
one may obtain enough to perform a
bioassay but at the exponse of destroy-
ing the sample Tne exploitation of the
CFES for cell separation in space with
subsequent culture may provide
enough material with which to work

The NASA Is working toward the
time when cells will be separated,
continuously cultured, and the desired
products separates' —all using the
CFES in space
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Sciences and
Applications
Earth Sciences
and Applications

Land -Related Earth Science
Global habitability is a theme of the
NASA Earth Sciences and Applica-
tions research program. Its goal is to
understand long-term physical, chem-
ical, and biological trends and changes
in the Earth's environment, Including
its atmosphere, landmasses, and
oceans. This ur.derstanding will, of
necessity, Involve major international
participation and will be coordinated
insofar as possible with national
research programs and those of inter-
national agencies. The program will
specifically investigate the effects of
natural and human activities on the
Earth's environment by measuring
and modeling important nutrient
cycles, and will estimate the future
effects on biological productivity and
habitability of the Earth by humans
and )ther species. The program will
involve space and suborbital obser-
vations, land- and sea-based meas-
urements, laboratory research, and
supporting data management tech-
nologies over a 10-year or longer
period.
,The state of planet Earth is not

static; it is ever changing through
natural causes. The Earth has a great
capacity to restore itself, but it Is a
finite capacity. Of concern are the
subtle interactions which might affect
the planet's capability to sustain and
renew the quality of air and water and
the integrity of the global biological
and chemical cycles essential for life.
Scientists believe that significant
changes can occur on the Earth on a
time scale of mere decades, yet our
ability to mount countermeasures,
should we wish to, requires similar or
longer time scales. An understanding
of the overall system is essential if we
are to live successfully with global
change. Although the time scales for
changes are decadal, the need for the
body of knowledge is urgent if enlight-
ened policy decisions are to be made.

Global changes which impact the
habitability of the Earth Lire principally
of two kinds: changes that relate to
biological productivity and changes
that affect human well-being. Both
involve cycles of energy, water, and
essential chemicals through the atmos-
phere, land, and oceans.

On time scales of a decade, the
ocean, the atmosphere, and the bios-
phere function as a closely integrated
system. Physical, chemical, and bio-
logical processes are tightly coupled,
and progress in nur understanding
will require an interdisciplinary re-
search effort of broad scope and
content. Understanding will require space
observations to provide global per-
spective; investigations of specific
ecosystems both on the ground and
from space to enhance our apprecia-
tions for the overall function of the
biosphere; studies of representative
estuarine and coastal systems to
define the transfer of materials from
land to ocean; studies of horizontal
and vertical motions in the ocean,
recognizing the importance of these
motions for climate and their role in
regulating the flow of materials to the
depths of the ocean; studies of the
atmosphere, its chemistry, its phys-
ics, and its motions; and theoretical
and laboratory investigations to syn-
thesize new information serving as a
guide to the acquisition of new data.

Current Johnson Space Center Earth
Sciences and Applications activity is
particularly focused on vegetation-
related interdisciplinary science
investigations involving multistage,
multisensor remote sensing in a two-
pronged approach. One effort is
aimed at a top-downward, coarser
level measurement, mapping, and
modeling of vegetation biomass and
productivity to reduce the uncertainty
in vegetation areal extent from the
current factor of three to six to less
than a factor of two. The other effort is

aimed at a bottom-upward, refined
level measurement, mapping, and
modeling of vegetation biomass and
productivity to support the accuracy
required for further improved predic-
tive modeling of energy balance,
evapotranspiration, climate model
interface, hydrological, and other bio-
geochemical processes, The relation
of spatial resolution in multistage
sensing with vegetation classification
scheme level is illustrated,

A related activity is aimed at ap-
proaches more directly connected
with studying the land interaction with
atmosphere and climate, Some of the
quantities to be studied in these
cases are illustrated, with general
circulation and climate models driving
many of the studies.

The relationships between remote
sensing data and land surface char-
acteristics have been studied exten-
sively. Landsat data acquired for more
than a decade have led to the estab-
lishment of increased understanding
of the Earth and its fragile environ-
ment. Despite this understanding, a
significant number of unknowns re-
main. One of the more important
unknowns is a reliable estimate of the
areal extent and distribution of vege-
tative types. Currently, scientists
attempting to model global blogeo-
chemical processes, to which vege-
tation is a significant contributor, are
led to use estimates based on factors
such as soils and climate. The large
uncertainty in these estimates, when
extrapolated to global scales, results
in comparative values between sim-
ilar models that may differ by one or
more orders of magnitude.

With a problem of this scope, it
appears obvious that remotely sensed
data, having a large synoptic view,
afford a mechanism for providing a
base of information to begin under-
standing large-scale science issues,
and, as stated earlier, some success
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LEVEL I GLOBAL
AVHRR

RESOLUTION 1 1 km

LEVEL II CONTINENTAL
AVHRR
LANDSAT MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER

RESOLUTION 1 1 km • 80m

LEVEL III BIOME
LANDSAT MULTISPECTPAL SCANNER
THEMATIC MAPPER
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADARS

RESOLUTION 80m - 30m

LEVEL IV REGION
THEMATIC MAPPER
HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT
LARGE FORMAT CAMERA

RESOLUTION 30m - 3m+

has been achieved. However, for
research conducted on continental
scales, a major problem is the lack of
a controlled standard for comparison
and/or quantitative evaluation. John-
son Space Center research over the
past few years in large area crop
inventory provides a base of under-

BOREAL FOREST

NORTHERN
HARDWOOD
FOREST

% RASSLANDN

DECIDUOUS
FOREST

BOUNDARY WATERS CANOE AREA

standing necessary to develop con-
cepts for the research approaches in
remote sensing for global Earth
sciences. Current research goals are
to discover the spatial distribution,
areal extent, variability, and rates of
change of various types of vegetation
through the use of satellite remote

sensing as well as other data for the
purpose of quantifying and better
understanding the errors in existing
estimates of global land biological
productivity and biomass, identifying
the biomes and regions contributing
most to the uncertainty in global land
biological productivity and biomass,
and improving the accuracy of existing
estimates of global land biological
productivity and biomass.

Remote sensing using satellite data
provides an approach to discovering
the true spatial distribution, areal
extent, and rates of change of various
vegetation types, as well as of the
spatial variability In the characteristics
of these vegetation types. This ap-
proach could be accomplished by
using globally available coarse-
resolution digital Imagery data from
the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) carried onboard
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration seriss of polar orbiting
meteorological satellites to provide
an Initial coarse map of global vegeta-
tion and then using samples of data
from the Landsat multispectral scanner
and thematic mapper, the Shuttle
Imaging Radar (SIR), and the Large
Format Camera to locally "calibrate'
the AVHRR-based map. Such an
approach should also include the use
of ground-acquired data where avall-
able. Satellite data provide a number
of advantages for this purpose; the
data are globally available and thus
provide the initial basis for a globally
consistent description of the Earth's
vegetative cover, the data are relatively
inexpensive in comparison to other
Sources of data and to the value of the
Information which can be extracted,
and the satellite data base provides
enough of a historical perspective to
at least begin to assess changes in
vegetative cover.

Currently available satellite data
acquisition systems and data analysis
techniques are not truly adequate for
performing this task; for example, in
parts of the humid tropics, it will prob-
ably be necessary to use Imaging
radar systems to provide the calibra-
tion samples for the AVHRR-based
map. Imaging radar systems more
advanced than the current SIR-A and
SIR-8 will probably be required. On
the ether hand, currently available
data and analysis techniques are
clearly adequate to assess the vege-

LEVEL  PLOT
HIGH AND LOW ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT

RESOLUTION 3m+ - im+

TYPICAL STUDY AREA

LEVEL VI: SAMPLE SITE
SURFACE MEASUREMENTS AND	 -••^
OBSERVATIONS

UPLAND FOREST WETLAND	 BURN

Relation of classification level and spatial resolution.
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Land Interaction with atmosphere and climate.

Large Format Camera ground coverage.
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tation types at some useful level in
many parts of the world over many
Important biomes. Therefore, we can
begin to Improve our understanding
of global land biological productivity
and biomass while we are developing
the analysis approaches (andthe
sensing systems) needed to finish the
job.

Available resources are Inadequate
to enable initial efforts on a global
basis, even If the current technology
were adequate to do so. Therefore, It
Is necessary to select some regions
or biomes for initial focus In analysis
and/or techniques development. Natu-
rally, these biomes and regions should
be the major contributors to the current
uncertainty in important vegetative
biophysical characteristics such as
biomass and biological product!vity.
In fact, the current status of modeling
these quantities does not support
accurate selection of biomes and
regions for our initial focus; however,
It Is quite clear that tropical forests,
boreal forests, grasslands, and, per-
haps, temperate forests will be impor-
tant contributors to the uncertainties.

Space Shuttle Earth
Observations
Spectral Information In photographs
Is limited to the visible and reflected
Infrared portions of the spectrum, but
in combination with detailed spatial
Information in the Image, the trained
human brain can detect and Identify
many different features on the ground.
Examples are manmade objects, agri-
cultural crops, clumpy distribution of
vegetation in rangeland, texture of
tree canopies in forests, and physic-
graphic features such as flood plains
and gullied areas.

A metric camera with a 12-in-focal-
length lens, imaging on a 9- by 18-In.
format, will be operated on two Shuttle
flights during calendar year 1984. The
U.S. Geological Survey, the Defense
Mapping Agency, and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration will evaluate the system for
usefulness and efficiency in preparing
topographic maps. Areal coverage of
each frame of photography varies
with the altitude of the spacecraft, but
It is large by any standards. Ground
resolution will vary with altitude as
well as film type; it is in the range of
other Earth resources sateilite sensors.
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The returned-film format and stereo-
scopic coverage provide a great
Improvement in map accuracy over
other types of sensors.

Small-scale photographs have two
properties useful for studies of fea-
tures on regional, continental, and
global scales. Geometry of a vertical

:TUNDRA	 EVAPORATION
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^`"Z

WETLANDS
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photograph is the same as that of a
map to a first approximation. Experi-
mentation has begun with registration
of digital remote sensor data from
scanners and radars to determine
improvements in classification of land
surface materials by comparing data
from the same, relatively homoge-
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Handheld-camera orbital photograph of thunderheads over Zaire

.11^ 0

neous areas Photograph-registered
data can then be registered to the
ground by means of map projections

It is expected that information derived
from Large Format Camera photo-
graphs will be a valuable adjunct to
digital data for inventory and monitor-
ing of ecological features In 1984,
in-house work at Johnson Space
Center will concentrate on the infor-
mation content of black -and -white,
color, and color infrared film with
emphasis on vegetation types and
landforms

An additional source of remote
sensing information now being ex-
ploited is the handheld-camera ca-
pability onboard each Space Shuttle
flight The space crew makes maxi-
mum use of ta r gets of opportunity to
complement imagery from other
Earth-viewing sensor systems or to
note unusual changes observed from
orbit The example shows thunder-
heads over Zaire Cloudtops of heights
above 50 000 ft cannot be photo-
graphed with conventional aerial
cameras An oblique stereopan made
from orbital altitudes enables the
detailed analysis of such rnesoscale
meteorological features Stereoscopic
analysis combined with sate!'ite radi-
ometer measurements of cloudtop
heights provides Mich more lnforma
lie- about the dynamics of the circula-
tion responsible for severe thunder-
storms
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Mullispectral scanner. 43 674 pixelsThematic mapper, 1 048 576 pixels
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiombter,
238 pixels

Techniques for Veyetatl y • Feature
Extraction

11111	 V a. whrteheadi1111,C4
Rererenc• 0111116A 7S

The broadening of emphasis from
crops only to all forms of vegetation
has required a retninking of past
approaches used In the Inventory and
condition assessment of cultural vege-
tation Vegetation In the context of the
theme global habitability' Implies
wor-dwide Inventory and mapping of
categories Important to the physical,
chemical. and biological processes
that determine our environment Tem -
poral and spatial scales are shifted
toward larger values than when crops
alone are considered The concept of
"pure'' picture elements may require
revision as the spatial scale Is ex-
panded, and the manner In which
specific sensors are applied to this
problem may differ Some technology
developed for Inventory of specific
crops can be directly applied to this
problem, even more can be applied If
some assumptions or techniques are
modified, but some techniques ap-
plicable to specific crops do not apply
to natural vegetation Consequently,
as a first step in meeting the long-
term objectives of developing remote
observation analysis methods which
will incorporate differing spatial and
temporal resolution and of determining
the information content of available
sensors to support global vegetation
Inventory and mapping, this year's
effort has emphasized deterinlnatlon
of the degree to which technology
developed for crops can be extended
to the more general probinr„

A three - sensor view of the Lake Chicot.
Arkansas area. acquired on Septem-
ber 23 1982, Is shown The Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) provides dally worldwide
coverage and a workable data rate,
but poor resolution The thematic
mapper (TM) provides high resolution
but has a very high data rate and short
history of record The mulhspectral
scanner (MSS) has resolution between
AVHRR and TM and has a decade-
long history of acquisition This set of
sensors provides a basis for a multi-
stage sampling approach to monitoring
variables for global modeling Prelim-
inary plans which Include sampling
stratification and aggregation designs,
are being developed

The Investigation to assess the
capabilities of the AVHRR for vege-
tative monitoring has focused on the
development of technology as well as
an evaluation of the sensor's Informa-
lion content to provide a synoptic
view that will pern- 'he classification
of land surface into regional-level
major ecosystem classes Procedures
that estimate or correct for the atmos-
phere have been evaluated Thus, a
good understanding of the conditions
and limitations for use of the sensor
has bben attained Preliminary anal-
yses have also been performed to
estimate the feasibility of using AVHRR
data to distinguish land surface charac-
teristics for use In a multistage sam-
pling approach to land cover Inventory
and mapping Results generally indi-
cate that good separability exists
between Level 1 Anderson land use
classes Preliminary results of a study
to determine the Information content

of multiple aspect views horn AVHRR
indicate that some information exists
on the nature of the non lambertian
vegetative canopy In the multiple
viewing angle data

The assessment of the usefulness of
the TM consisted Initially of prelimi-
nary evaluations of Its overall per-
formance and continued -Nlth more
extensive Investigations Into Its infor
matron content for land cover monitor
Ing and Inventory The pre'-minaary
analysis of the sensor s engineering
performance was consistent with
prelaunch expectations Fur'hermore.
the study confirmed the existence of
at least four Independent dimensions
of Information In the seven-dimensional
spectral band space An Insight to the
relative contribution of Individual bands
to the ability to discriminate between
specific ground covers has also been
provided

A transformation of TM data from
the six reflective bands--termed the
TM T asseled Cap—was also devel-
oped based on analysis o f both
simulated and actual TM data from
vegetation and soil classes This
transformation captures most scene-
class-related data variation In three
features which have direct association
to the physical characteristics of those
scene classes Two features define a
plane vhich Is comparable to the
PISS data plane, whereas the third
feature represents a new dimension
of Information closely assecia.ed with
the longer infrared TM bands This
transformation provides substantial
data volume reduction with minimal
loss of Information and enhances our
ability to understand and Interpret TM
data
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Large Area Change In Biomass

Pl: J. Dragg/SC4
Reference OSSA 28

The rapid growth of human populations,
technology, and energy consumption
has placed unprecedented demands
on the global environment as well as
on a number of human institutions.
There is increasing concern that the
environmental demands are suffi-
ciently severe as to have potentially
disastrous consequences on a global
scale. It is evident !hat a substantial
effort must be made to understand
the current status of the global environ-
ment, the changes that are occurring,
and the likely effects of propused or
anticipated policies. One major ele-
ment of the overall effort must be to
determine the state of the global
environment at some epoch date and
to establish the capability to detect
and quantify changes from that epoch
status.

Land use change is the major ele-
ment of land biomass change, and
lack of current global land use inven-
tories is a major source of uncertainty
in existing global land biomass esti-
mates, Although it appeF rs that bio-
mass can be estimated directly from
Landsat data fur some major vegeta-
tion classes, those relationships clearly
do not hold for uther classes. Thus,
land use information is required to

fr• conduct a blo'nass ,inventory and
monitor chancre in bi(niass. Despite
Landsat's synoptic view, formidable
volumes of data are r( gt , ired to cover
the global landmass, )specially If It is
recognized trial mi Iti l)le Landsat
Images of a giv(n sce a illl be needed
for many purposes.

Significant advances tla ve been made
during the La r ge Area (crop Inventory
Experiment t1.ACIE), LACIE Transition,
and Agriculture and Re oources Inven-
tory Surve.'s Thrcugh Aerospace
Remote Sen ing projects in efficient
sampling for large area surveys and
reliable estimation of he proportions
of specific agricultural classes. During
1983, initial advance •:, were made in
extending thsse tectmulogles to enable
monitoring large area change In
biomass, Specifically, theoretical com-
parisons ware made between two
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Location of reflectance spectra curve types of high and low organic matter In greenness and
brightness vector space
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Soils Resaarch

PI D R Ttultlpsoni5C4
Reference OSSA 27

The Johnson Space Center soils
research program Is directed toward
developing quantitative relationships
between soil properties and spectral
response to estimate specific soil
physical, chemical, and interpreted
properties related to biological plo-
ductrvlty, biogeochemical cycles, and
hydrological cycles

mapper data acquired over soils
fangmg from bare to fully vegetated
cover Indicated that key soil properties
(I e, soil moisture regime) could be
separated throughout the growing
season The September 3 thematic
mapper data, even wrin greater than
90% vegetated cover, separated the
soil moisture regimes with 72 5%

accuracy, for soil covered by cr, .end
68% accuracy for soils covered by
soybeans These results Indicate that
the Improved spectral and spatial
resolution of thematic mapping offers
the potential to separate Important
soil properties even In regions vlth
SI M Ildr soils and under a dense
vegeta '.ron canopy

Within the pact year, significant prog-
ress was made In the soils area
Laboratory soil reflectance measure-
ments were used to simulate Landsat
multispectral scanner digital counts
for clear and turbid atmospheres and
were found to be within the range of
values for soils seen in Landsat data
Reflectance curve forms representing
genetically homogeneous soil prop-
erheo were found to be separable In
greenness and brightness vector
space Organic matter content could
be stratified into 0% to 2% and greater
than 2% with e0 0b accuracy This
technique of converting reflectance
data from controlled experiments to
simulated Landsat digital counts will
enable researchers to account for the
effect of soil on vegetFtion -spectral
relationahips, to conduct sensitivity
analyses of the effect of soils on
spectral models, and to develop a
better understanding of the relation-
ships o f spectral and physical-
chemical properties of soils.

Landsat thematic mapper data were
, aluated over two different regions

(Mississippi River alluvium and glacial
till in Webstcr, Iowa) for field soil
effects on vegetated landscapes and
to determine whether thematic mapper
spectral bands provide information
for soil association maps Results
from these studies indicate that the
thematic mapper bands provide infor-
mation that is related to the soil
properties Within the alluvium, the
0 76- to 0 90-pm, the 1.55- to 1 75-
pm, and the 10 4- to 12 5-pm bands
were most useful in identifying soil
association boundaries located by
the U S Department of Agriculture
general soil maps Within the glacial
till region, aircraft thematic mapper
simulator and Landsat 4 thematic
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Geogre^+hlc Information Systems
Resoarch

PI Robert G Mu•grcv*/SCE
1113f•r•nc• OSSA 7^

The Johnson Space Center has a
major research role In land-related
Earth science activities As a con-
sequence of this research activity,
various data types are collected In
formats ranging from state-of-the-art
dlgltal Imagery to handwritten notes
A major challenge confronting the
Information sclentist Is the presenting
of anatysls capabilities and these da!a
to the science user community In an
accessible and coherent manner

Over the past 3 years. JSC has put in
place a modern science computing
facility specifically developed to
support the needs of both local
researchers and remotely located
inves'Igators. To fully realize the
potential of this science computer
facility, a major focus of the Informa-
tion sciences has been the develop;ng
of mechan.,ms to make analysis
capabilities and data available
to researchers This process has been
evolutionary, starting with the Installa-
tion of analysts software and a com-

mercial Data Base Management Sys-
tem that provides accountability and
supports a "relational" query system
that enables Interactive Interrogation
o the Information holdings The Data
Base Management System has been
expanded to support ar, !,xtended
catalog system that references our
remote sensing data holdings and
can be readily and simply Interrogated
This catalog system Is the first of Its
kind among the centers participating
In the land research program, and Its
availability will hopefully enable other
program participants to avert costly
duplication of expensive data sets

The logical follow-on to the Data
Base Management System and the
catalog system Is the developmen! of
an Improved Geographic Information
System that not only accommodates
the many disparate Information types
collected during our research and
correlates them to a common geo-
graphic reference base but also
provides the key distinguishing func-
tion of Geographic Information Sys-
terrs of convenient and efficient user-
directed analysis Under the current
system, an Investigator must access
each data type Independe q tly and, in
effect, serially Interface the data with
his software application Many complex

models being developed to describe
the forces at work III ecosystem
require simultaneous access to many
Independent variables This require-
ment dictates that the data be elec-
tronically correlated and rectified to a
common base so that each Information
source Is precisely registered to the
same area The concept of the Geo-
graphic Information System devel-
opment ;s Illustrated Note that data
are available from different sensors at
varying resolutions Covering different
spectral bands These must be merged
with ancillary data, which can Include
point observations on the ground
together with other Information Solving
the prnblems of presenting these data
of va ying spatial representation and
resolution comprises a significant
research undertaking

The thrust of the Information manage-
ment activities for fiscal year 1984
will be the refining of the Geographic
Information System concepts and the
building of a working prototype that
supports the models being developed
for the Earth Sciences and Applications
Division's b l ospherlc research
activities
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East Texas Radar Experiment
TM: D. L. Amebury/SCb
PI: Narlsh Mehta
Reference OSSA 20

The East Texas Radar Experiment
has as a long-term objective the goal
of determining how well various class-
es of vegetation can be separated in a
southern temperate forest. Classes of
forest characterized by species, age,
and stand den °I!y were selected as a
test bed for th research. The short-
term objective Is to use scatterometers
(nonimaging radars) for selection and
design of imaging radars. Two aircraft
flights in September 1991 provided
data from multispectrai, dual-mode
scatterometers; multimode, X-band
synthetic aperture radar; thematic
mapper simulator; and color infrared
photographs. Landsat multispec'.ral
scanner data were obtained earlier.

The multiparameter scatterometer
data have been analyzed using a
simple single-feature, two-class sep-
arability measure. L-band (20 cm),
cross-polarization (HV) data are usef ul
for separating trees from other features
and in discriminating between Indh- rd-
ual tree classes and nontree classes
such as clearcut and grassland.
Separability between various tree
classes is best demonstrated by C-
band (6 cm), cross polarization (HV),
and by Ku-band (2.3 cm), like polar-
ization ON). An example of the latter
is Illustrated. Radar backscatter in
decibels is plotted against the number
of readings for pine and hardwood
classes. Incorrect classification is
about 14%.

The digitally processed X-band
synthetic aperture radar images are
of poor quality for classification studies.
Approximately half the optically proc-
essed synthetic aperture radar images
have been digitized using a digitizing
camera. Application of an unsuper-
vised mixture decomposition algorithm
(CLASSY) to a few of the digitized
images has yielded mixed results.

The muitiparameter scatterometer
data will be further analyzed to deter-
mine class separability by using
multiple channels as compared to a
single channel. We will also study
homogeneous fields within the test
site to characterize their radar
signatures.

The X-band synthetic aperture radar
data require digital reprocessing to
obtain better quality images, which
are necessary for a sound classifica-
tion study. We are in the process of
deciding whether the synthetic aper-
tu a radar preprocessing should be
done in house or by an outside
contractor, In addition, the airborne
thematic mapper simulator measure-
ments must be preprocessed to
conduct a synergistic study of optical
and microwave data for forest classifi-
cation, The JSC is in the process of
determining the most cost-effective
approach to this processing activity.
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Radar backscatter histogram: pine versus hardwood.
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Multitemporal sequence of thematic mapper (TM) band images from segment 893 Webster
County, Iowa (1982) Includes Landsat 4 TM and a.rcraft TM simulator (TMS) data
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Thematic Mapper Research
TM Jon Erickson/SH3
Risterenc• OSSA 30

In anticipation that the Landsat
thematic mapper (TM) would be launched
during the middle of the 1982 crop
year, the NASA Ames Research
Center was requested to obtain
thematic mapper simulator (TMS) data
using a C-130 aircraft over a 5- by
6 n ml Corn Belt site during the
spring and early summer before launch
of Landsat 4 It was hopeJ that several
TM data takes could be acquired from
midseason to harvest. augmenting
the early season TMS data and provid-
ing an entire season of multltemporal
acquisitions.

Three dates each were acquired with
the thematic mapper simulator (June
7, June 23, and July 31 ) and the
thematic mapper (August 2, September
3, and October 21 ) for a 9- by 11 -km
samp!e segment In Webster County,
Iowa The initial TM acquisition
(August 2) over the test site did not
ha ,, e bands 5, 6, and 7 since the cold
focal plane was not active on this
date However, the other TM and TMS
acquisitions contained all the TM
bands This region of Iowa Is predorrif-
nantly corn (44%) and soybeans (38%)
and has a narrow range of planting
dates and therefore a narrow range of
crop stages. The U S Department of
Agriculture Statistical Reporting Ser-
vice (SRS) collected crop Inventories
and periodic observations of crop
condition using 1982 U-2 photography
at 124 000 scale These grouna data
were digltizc j in a raster scan to 1 /6
of a TM pixel and reg itered to the
Ceptember 3 TM scene Moreover,
periodic observations of crcp stage,
crop condition, fertilization, etc , were
recorded by SRS each 7 days for
more than 100 fields These data
were placed In a data base such that
they could be referenced to the TM
and TMS digital data by field number

The August 2, September 3, and
October 21 scenes of Webster County,
Iowa, were mulfifemporally registered
using TM band 4 and an edge-
correlation technique Tests of the

registration accuracy were conducted
by measuring the line and pixel offsets
in 40 regions (40 pixels by 40 Imes
each) In the image The root-mean-
square accuracy of the registration
from August 2 to September 3 was
about 0 25 pixel, a.1d the accuracy of
the registration from the August 2 to
the October 21 image was 1 pixel.
The TMS data were manually regis-
tered to the TM scene on August 2
using a he-point registration routine

These data were analyzed to deter-
mine the effect of the additional TM
spectral bands in the middle and
thermal infrared and the increased
TM quantization levels on corn/
soybean separability The measure of
the separability used In this study was
the Fisher information measure The
Fisher information measure was cal-
culated using all seven bands and
with the four visible/near -mfra,ed
bands The middle infrared bands
provided a separability on July 31
comparable to that present on Sep-
tomber 3 (the best separability date
using only the bands In the visible and
near infrared wavelengths) Thls result
corroborates results obtained using
helicopter spectrometer rata collected
in 1981 for this same sample segment
Moreover, early in the crop year (June
23), bands 1 and 3 (blue and red)
were the best single bands Later
(August 2), bands 5 and 7 (middle

inhared) were best In early September,
both middle Infrared and near Infrared
(bands 4 and 5) were best During
harvest (Octouer 21). the thermal
Infrared (band 6) was the best single
band.

To evaluate the effect of quantization,
the Fisher information measure was
calculated using Individual bands as
a functl')n of the number of quantization
levels The results Indicated no sig-
nificant change In separability when
the 256 levels present in the thematic
mapper data were reduced to 64
levels (as used on the ryiultispectral
scanner)
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Artificial Intelligence
PI: Thomas W. Pendelton, Jr./SCS
Reference OSSA 31

The Johnson Space Center effort in
artificial intelligence (AI) began as a
result of our Interest in applying Al
technology to the Interpretation of
remotely sensed Imagery. It has
become clear, however, that other
activities can benefit from the applica-
tion of Al technology, especially the
use of expert systems, which is one of
the most successful areas of endeavor
In the Al community. The goal of this
effort has thus become one of devel-
oping a research capability incorpo-
rating existing Al software, which will
result in a computer environment and
the associated expertise to pursue
the application of Al technology.

Through a cooperative effort with the
University of Massachusetts, the com-
puter vision research test bed VISIONS
was acquired and installed on a local
VAX 11 /780 computer, This system
supports research in image under-
standing and interpretation and pro-

vides a means for building expertise
in the use of LISP, the Al programing
language of choice, and a vehicle for
obtaining experience in the building
of expert systems,

As illustrated, the VISIONS system
Is an Interpretation system in which
the lowest levels of Information derived
from a scene are merged using a
priori general knowledge to produce,
at the highest level, a scene segmen-
tation with each segment labeled
appropriately. For example, in the
scene being considered, the VISIONS
program would recognize edges, ver-
tices, line segments, etc., from the
image operators and general knowl-
edge contained in the low-level-
processing portion of the system.
These elements would be combined
into surfaces, volumes, and objects
using higher level processing and
would be recognized as grass, trees,
houses, etc., in the context of the
knowledge being employed in the
VISIONS program for the type of Image,
Combinations of objects would then
be interpreted as scenes based on
the particular schemata employed for

the Image being Interpreted. By em-
ploying a different knowledge base
and different schemata, the VISIONS
program can be applied to research
In the interpretation of other Images.

The VISIONS system is designed
as a research tool for algorithm
development and, as such, provides a
flexible, interactive environment in
which experiments with many Image
operators can be easily performed,
sinc3 specific low-level-processing
routines are easily added to the system.
VISIONS is constructed so that low-
level image segmentation is done
with FORTRAN subroutines and the
higher level merging and labeling of
segments is done using LISP. Devel-
opment of high-level-processing sche-
mata is facilitated by a graph process-
ing language GRASPER developed In
LISP at the University of Massachu-
setts.

Research using the VISIONS test bed
Is contributing to the understanding
and development of knowledge-based
computer systems for remote-sensing
and space-flight support.

Application of VISIONS, a computer vision research test bed.
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Shuttle Imaging Radar
Ph Gary Graybtal/SK
Reference OSSA 32

It is the goal of the NASA synthetic
aperture radar global biological scien-
tific research to Improve the under-
standing of vegetative characteristics
and processes, to expand and also
Improve access to a comprehensive
research information base, and to
Incorporate predictive simulation
modeling of changes. This research
will provide an Improvement in the
understanding of the effects on global
biological productivity and life support
cycles of long-term changes in phys-
ical, chemical, and biological proc-
esses.

science research community. The
use of the visible/Infrared wave-
lengths is limited to sensing leaf area
index below an Index of about 2. The
curve then flattens with very little
response so increased leaf area index
from that point. The radar sensor
potentially has a larger range of
sensing the leaf area Index as shown
in the truck-obtained plot data. With
the ability to use leaf area index
factors with an expanded range,
various models now exist to predict
the biomass of vegetation and bio-
logical productivity.

The SIR-A sensor system was an
L-band (23.5 cm, 1,278 GHz) system
and acquired data In the HH polariza-
tion mode at a fixed, nominal incidence
angle of 50 0 . The orbital data were
recorded optically, and only a small
percentage of the images were con-
verted to digital images. Approximately
8 hours of data were acquired during
orbital operations. The SIR-13 sensor
system will also acquire L-band (23.5
cm, 1.278 GHz) data in the HH
polarization mode. The angle of in-
cidence can be varied from 15° to
60 0 . The SIR-B sensor will acquire
approximate l y 25 hours of data which
can be converted to digital images.
Current plans are to convert 2 hours
of the data to, digital images and 8
hours of the data to optical images
within the first year following the flight.
All digital data acquired by SIR-B will
he transmitted to the ground through
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS) system. However, TDRS ac-
cess is limited to about 30% of the
time because of blockage by the
Orbiter itself.

The JSC proposal for a SIR-C synthetic
aperture radar system called for
multiple frequency, multiple incidence
angle, and multiple polarization. In
addition, the provision of data record-
ing media onboard the Shuttle to
increase the on-orbit data acquisition
was a key component of the Johnson
Space Center configuration. The on-
board data recording will eliminate a
key restriction on data acquisition for
science ir:vestigation sites related to
orbital tracks for which the TDRS
access is limited because of blockage
by the Orbiter.

The Shuttle Imaging Radar (SIR)
systems represent a series of evolu-
tionary steps which began in 1978
with the Seasat synthetic aperture
radar, The second step, which used

_ the SIR-A instrumentation, was con-
ducted in November 1981, as part of
the second test flight of the Space
Shuttle Columbia. The third step (SIR-

"	 B) is scheduled for launch on the
r seventeE Tth %T,t of the Space Shuttle.

A fok,,1h 0 maior expansion of the
SM syl •tth^iA, ',perture radar instru-
manta;'sl l^11.R :;) has been proposed
by the ,ur,';v- )n Space Center.

i" The,synthetic aperture radar image-
ry which has been acquired with
Seasat and SIR-A and the Imagery to
be acquired with SIR-B for the most
part are related to the scientific
requirements set forth by the geo-

Plot of leaf area Index using visible/Infrared data.
Plot of radar backscattering coefficient
(SIGMAO, m 2/m 2 ) versus leaf area Index
(m 2/m 2 ) for three crops at 17 GHz, with VV
polarization, and at a look angle 0 of 500
from the nadir. Data obtained using truck-
mounted sensor.
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Space Shuttle Earth Observations
Project

PI: John L K&Itenb4Ch/SC5
Reference OSSA 33

Meaningful handheld-camera photog-
raphy of the Earth has been acquired
on NASA manned space missions
since early 'n the Gemini Program
Although molt of this photography
,as been gathered on a noninterfenng

basis, the results have proven most
useful In contributing to the Earth
science disciplines The principal value
of this photography is attributable to
Its availability on a repetitive basis
with varying llgn'Ing conditions and
viewing angles (ranging from vertical
to high oblique) and to Its capability to
complement Imagery from other Earth-
viewing sensor systems, such as
Landsal In addition, the presence of
man as detector and observer of
phenomena transient In geograr hlc
position or time has proved extremely
valuable

The `pace Shuttle Earth Observations
Projacl (SSEOP) provides a continuing
program for obtaining and using hand-
held photography of the Earth for
sc entitic purposes Objectives of the
Space Shuttle Earth ObservationsP roject are (1 ) to define and Imple-
nent Earth observation opportunities

A-ith participating science discipline
;peciallsts, (2) to provide Earth obser-
vations support to Shuttle crewmen In
the areas of training documentation,
and mission operations, and (3) to
provide operation of the Shuttle Earth-
Viewing Imagery Facility.

The Shuttle mi3slons continue to
provide spectacular handheld photog
raphy f; om Hasselblad 500 EL 70-
mm NASA modified cameras, using
interchangeable 50-, 100-, and 250-
mm-focal-length lenses. Hundreds of
Earth-viewing photographs have been
taken on each of the Shuttle mission;,
and In many instances, overlapping
stereophotography has been obtained.
These photographs are being cata-
loged and Indexed for each mission,
with the intent to make the resulting
documents available to the public
through the Earth Resources Obser-
/atlon Systems Data Center

The SSEOP supports several bpe-
ciallsts In the scientific Jisciplines of

geology, oceanography, and meteor-
ology These dl ,cipllne specialists are
responsible for Identifying their areas
of Interest, presenting science famil-
iarization Information to the astronauts,
and briefing each fllghtcrew on specific
sites to be observed and photographed
dui Ing their mission The site informa-
tion provided to the SSEOP Team by
the Investigators is compiled Into an
Earth Observations Manual for pre'Ilght
study by the Shuttle crews Real-dine
mission support Including weather
information is provided to inform the
fllghicrew daily of sites that will be
within view and to alert them of speclal
event phenomena such as active
volcanoes, duststorms, and major
weather disturbances

Examples of photography taken by
crewmen during space flights are
shown Internal waves. or solllons, In
the South China Sea, near Hainan
Island. China. are Illustra'ed Photog-
raphy of the ocean from space has
revealed patterns of surface rough-
ness Indicative of large-scale circula-
tion features in the ocean basins
Solltuns are subsurface shock waves
pro.nagated from the entrance of con-
stricted, shallow seas adjacent to
deep ocean basins Although the
existence of solltons had been theo-
rized, Vance Brand's Apollo-Soyuz
photograph provided physical confir-

Internal waves, or solltons

mation Otter Internal wave systems,
such as those produced by tidal cycles,
have been photographed by Space

Shuttle astronauts
An oblique view across the Kara-

koram Fault in China Is Illustrated
This major strike-slip fault separates
the Tibetan Plateau from the Indian
high ranges Oblique views of geo-
logical structures from orbital altitudes
supplement the Information gained
from geometrically rectified satellite
( Landsal) and mapping camera ( Large
Format Cat, ara) Images Astionauts
can be trained to recognize significant
geological structures and to make
stereoscopic photographs of these
features Such photographs supply
geologists with an orbital perspective
Including a variety of viewing angles
and illumination conditions

The presence of a human obs ^rver
can result In the documentatlun of
previously unobserved phenomena,
the selection of enhanced views of
known features, and the ability to
selectively collect data of features
that are transient in either time or
geographic position Thus, handheld
photography Is a valuable source of
information to augment that collected
by systematic instruments such as
the Landsat multlspectral scanner and
thematic mapper, the Shuttle Imaging
Radar, and the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radlonieler

Karakoram Fault
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Reference Significant Task
Number

Office of Space Flight
' OSF	 1 Remote Manipulator System Control Technology

Funded by:	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)
Technical Monitor:	 Henry J. G. Kaupp, Jr./EH2

i
Task Performed by: 	 Charles S. Draper Laboratory Incorporated Contract NAS 9-16023

OSF 2 Automated Rendezvous, Proximity, and Docking
Funded by:	 Advanced Development (UPN-90A)
Technical Monitor:	 Bob Brown/FM
Task Performed by:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Y OSF 3 Satellite Services Standard Interfaces
Funded by:	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)

l Technical Monitor: 	 Gordon Rysavy/EB
Task Performed by:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSF 4 Integrated Atmospheric Revitalization System Test
+ Funded by:	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)

Technical Monitor:	 Nick Lance/EC3
Task Performed by:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSF S Distributed Data Management System
Funded by:	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)
Technical Monitor: 	 W. L. Swingle/EH
Task Performed by: 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center^r

OSF 6 Tethered Vehicle Dynamlca and analysis
Funded by: 	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)
Technical Monitor:	 Milton C. Contella/EH2

_
I'

Task Performed by: 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSF 7 Tethered Orbital Refueling
Funded by: 	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)
Technical Monitor: 	 Ken Kroll/EP4
Task Performed by:	 Martin Marietta Aerospace Company

OSF 8 Catalytic Recombination on Thermal Protection Material During Reentry
Funded by:	 Advanced Development (UPN-906)
Technical Monitor: 	 Carl D. Scott/ES3
Task Performed by: 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
OAST 1	 Low-Earth-Orbit Energy Storage Using Regenerative Fuel Cells

Funded by: Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Tecrndcal Monitor: J. Dale Denais/EP5
Task Performed by: General Electric Company Contract NAS 9-15831

Life Systems, Inc., Contract NAS 9-16659

OAST 2	 Thermal Management for On -Orbit Energy Systems
Funded by: Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Te^,rn-,!oal Monitor: J. Gary Rankin/E-C2
Task Per;orme^l by: Grumman Aerospace Corporation Contracts NAS 9-15965 and NAS 9-16781

f	 Vought Corporation Contracts NAS 9-14907 and NAS 23-16582
Hughes Aircraft Company Contract NAS 9-16581
Rockwell International Contract NAS 9-16782
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'	 Reference Significant Task
Number

OAST 3 Atomic Oxygen Interaction Studies
Funded by	 Space Research and Technology Rase (UPN-506)
Technical Monitors 	 Lubort J Leger/ES5 and James T Visentine/ES5
Task Performed by 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

OAST 4 Constructlon/Docking Technology
Funded by	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor 	 William K Croasy/ET5
Task Performed by	 Grumman Aerospace Corporation Contract NAS 9.16276

OAST 5 Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Removal
Funded by	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor	 Robert J Cusick/EC3
Task Performed by	 Hamilton Standard Contract NAS 9-13624

OAST 6 Automated Subsystems Control Technology
Funded by	 Space Research and Technology Base (I.IPN-506)
Technical Monitor 	 Nick Lance/EC3I Task Performed by	 Honeywell Systems and Research Center Contract NAS 9.16895

OAST 7 Advanced Autopllot for Manned Spacecraft
Funded by.	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-606)
Technical Monitor 	 Terry D. Humphrey/EH4

e Task Performed by	 Charles Stark Draper Laboratory Incorporated Contract NAS 9-16023

OAST 8 Flight Operations Data Management System
Funded by:	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor 	 William V Batos, Jr./GF7
Task Performed by	 McDonnell D0ugl86 Technical Services Company Contract NAS 9 . 16715

-	 OAST 9 Strength and Motion Modeling
Funded by:	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor:	 B. J. Woolford/EN44
Task Performed by:	 University of Pennsylvania Contract NAS 9-16634

OAST 10 Programable Mask Technology
Funded by:	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor:	 Harry Erwin/EE6
Task Performed by: 	 Hughes Aircraft Company Contract NAS 9-16922

OAST	 11 Refining of Nonterrestrial Materials
Funded by:	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor:	 David S. McKay/SN4
Task Performed by:	 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company Contract NAS 9-15800

OAST 12 Advanced Carbon -Carbon Standoff Panel
Funded by:	 Space Research and Technology Base (UPN-506)

C Technical Monitor 	 Donald M. Curry/ES3
Task Performed by:	 Vought Corporation Contract NAS 9-16330

Office of Space Sciences and Applications
Solar System Explorations

OSSA 1	 The Chemistry of Mlcromoteorold Experiment
Funded by: Planetary Geochemistry and Geophysics (UPN-153)
Principal Investigator: Friedrich Horz/SN4
Task Performed by: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 2	 Volcanic Dust In the Stratosphere
Funded by: Planetary Materials (UPN-152)
Principal Investigators: James L. Gooding/SN2 and List S. Clanton/SN2
Task Performed by: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 3	 The Earth's Early Crust and Mantle
Funded by: Planetary Geochemistry and Geophysics (UPN-153)
Principal Investigator: William C. Phinney/SN4
Task Performed by: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
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Reference Significant Task
Number

088A 4 Development of an Analytical Method for Determinstian of Hydrogen In Lunar Materiels
Funded by.	 Planetary Materials (UPN -162)
Principal Investigator	 Everett K Gibson, Jr /SN4
Task Performed by 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

OSSA 5 Lunar Base Sludles
Funded by	 Planetary Goochemistry and Geophysics (UPN-153)
Technical Monitors:	 Wendell Mendell/SN3 and M B Duke/SN
Task Performed by 	 Eagle Engineering Company, Incorporated

OSSA 6 Spectral Properties of Submlcron Powders of Iron Oxides and Oxyhydroxldes
Funded by	 Planetary Geochemistry and Geophysics (UPN-163)
Principal Investigator.	 Richard V Morris/SN4
Task Performed by. 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 7 Experimental Trace -Element Geochemistry
Funded by	 Planetary Geochemistry and Geophysics (UPN-163)
Principal Investigator	 Gordon A. McKay/SN4
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

088A 0 Trapped Solar Gases in a Lunar Meteorite
Funded by.	 Planetary Materials (UPN-1621
Principal Investigator:	 D. D. Bogard/SN4
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 9 In Situ Measurements of Stratospheric Ozone
Funded by:	 Upper Atmospheric Research (UPN-147)
Principal Investigator	 Donald E Robbins/SN3
Task Performed by. 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 10 Radar etudles of Active Experiments In the Ionosphere
Funded by:	 U.S. Air Force (UPN-971)
Principal Investigator 	 R. Jerry Jost/SN3
Task Performed by:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA	 11 Hypervelocity Impact Studies of Composite Materials
Funded by	 Advanced Programs and Plans (UPN-506)
Technical Monitor:	 Jeanne Lee Crews/SN3
Task Performed by:	 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company Contract NAS 9-15800

OSSA 12 Boom Plasma Discharge Studies
Funded by:	 Space Plasma Physics Program (UPN-389)
Principal Investigator	 Andrei Konradl/SN3
Task Performed by: 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA	 13 ' onic Boom Studies
.• unded by:	 Shuttle ProgrE m Office (UPN-925)
Technical Monitor: 	 John Stanley/SN3
Task Performed by	 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company Contract NAS 9-15800

OSSA	 14 Interplanetary Meteoroids
Funded by:	 International Solar-Polar (UPN-838)
Principal Investigator:	 Herbert Zook/SN3
Task Performed by:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Y

Life Sclences
	

Y

OSSA IS	 Shuttle Echocardiography
Funded by: Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor: Michael W. Bungo/SD3
Task Performed by: Technology Incorporated Contract NAS 9-14880

OSSA 16	 Operational Blobehavtoral Training Facility
Funded by: Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor: Sam L. Pool/SD
Principal Investigator: Leonard Gardner
Task Performed by: Universities Space Research Association Contract NAS 9-16842
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OSSA	 17 Scopolamine Assay Development and App!icstlon
Funded by	 Lllo Seiencos (UPN-199)
Principal Investigator 	 Mize M Cintron- Trevino/ SO4
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

Northrop Services Incorporated Contraw NAS 9.15425

OSSA 18 Space Adaptation Syndrome—Parallel Swing Tests
Funded by	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor	 John W hams/SD3
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

Universities Space Research Association Contract NAS 9.16842

OSSA	 18 Detection of Incipient Altitude Decompression Sickness With Doppler Sensors In Flight
Funded by	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor 	 James M Waligora/SD3
Task Performed by.	 Technology Incorporated Contract NAS 9.14880

OSSA 20 Recillinear Bone Densitometry
Funded by	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor	 Victor S Schneider/SD3
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

Technology Incorporated Contract NAS 9.14880

OSSA 21 Dual-Photon Absurptlometry Spina! Mineral Density Determination
Funded by.	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor.	 Victor S Schneider/S03
Task Performed by 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

Technology Incorporated Contract NAS 9.14880

O8SA 22 Animal Enclosure Module
Funded by	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor:	 Malcolm C Smith. Jr./SD3
Task Performed by:	 Lynoon B Johnson Space Center

,'Imes Research Center

OSS/'.	 23 Emergency Medical Caro In Space
Funded by:	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor. 	 James S. Logan/SD2
Task Performed by:	 University of Texas at Houston Contract NASW 3744

Umpqua Research Company Contract NAS 9-16337
Narco Blo-Systems Contract NAS 9-16727

OSSA 24 Bloprocessing In Space
Funded by:	 Life Sciences (UPN-199)
Technical Monitor:	 D. R. Morrison/SD5
Task Performed by:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Earth Sciences and Applications

OSSA 25 Techniques for Vegetative Feature Extraction
Funded by: Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Principal Investigator: V. S. Whitehead/SC4
Task Performed by: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 26	 Large Area Change In Bkamass
Funded by: Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Principal Investigator: J, Dragg/SC4
Task Performed by: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 27	 Soils Research
Funded by: , Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Principal Investigator: D. R. Thompson/SC4
Task Performed by: Lyndon B, Johnson Space Center

OSSA 28	 Geographic Information Systems Research
Funded by: Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Principal Investigator: Robert G. Musgrove/SC6
Task Performed by: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
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OSSA 20 East Texas Radar Experiment
Funded by	 Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Technical Monitor 	 D L Amsbury/SCA
Principal Investigator 	 Narish Mohta, Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company
Tack Performed by	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

OSSA 30 Thematic Mapper Research
Funded by 	 Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Tochnlcel Monitor 	 Jon Erickson/SH3
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

OSSA 31 Artificial Intelligence
Funded by	 Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Principal Investigator 	 Thomas W. Pendelton, Jr /SC5
Task Performed by	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

OSSA 32 Shuttle Imaging Radar
Funded by	 Resource Observation (UPN-677)
Principal Inves,igator 	 Gary Qrayboal/SK
Task Performed by 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

OSSA 33 Space Shuttle Earth Observations Project
Funded by	 Shuttle Program Office (UPN-925)
Principal Investigator:	 John L Kaltenbach/SC5

►'+ Task Performed by 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Cooler
i:.
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